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introduction
in the spring of 1820 joseph smith then only fourteen
years old went into a grove of trees to pray his intent
was to see if through prayer he could gain divine guidance
in discovering the true church of god joseph recounts
that much to his surprise while he prayed two personages
who he identified as god the father and his son jesus
christ appeared and informed him that none of the religions
of his day were true but that through him the true church
of god would be restored to the earth in subsequent years
joseph smith said that with divine assistance he was given
an ancient record which through inspiration he translated
this record is known as the book of mormon and it was upon
this book and other revelations given to joseph smith that
the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints was founded
mormons
cormons
Mor mons the common name for the churchs members believe
this to be the restored gospel of jesus christ and that the
church is through a prophet run by christ to this day
the bible records that shortly after his resurrection
jesus christ gave his disciples the mandate to go into all
the world and preach the gospel to every creature 1111 this

1mark
emark
tmark

1615

2

mandate was reaffirmed by joseph smith

organized in 1830 2
though not the earliest

after the

church was

of the first attempts by
the church to fulfill the call to preach the gospel to all
speaking
germanspeaking
the world were made in the conglomeration of german
states which under the unifying hand of bismarck became
imperial germany in 1871
because of governmental restrictions these early
efforts met with only limited success but by the latter
part of the nineteenth century mormonism had established a

lasting foothold in

germany

3

some

nonetheless the church

continued to meet firm resistance from both religious and

secular authorities until the demise of the german monarchy
after the first world war
mormons
cormons
Mormons however seem to have been enamored with the
german culture
the founder and prophet joseph smith
learned german had a strong affinity for the german bible
and called germans an exalted people 4 much of this
affection it appears stemmed from the admiration for the
lutheran reformation luthers translation of the bible the
german heritage of tolerance for new religions

doctrine and covenants 8462
3the
athe
he earliest attempts to preach mormonism outside the
united states were made first in canada and then in england
cathings
cachings
each
cach ings
inas of the prophet joseph smith ed joseph
fielding smith salt lake deseret book 1977 364

3

the churchs prospects in germany improved significantly
in 1918 when the democratic weimar republic replaced the
monarchy
taking advantage of the democracys new freedoms
the church began what could be argued was its greatest
proselyting success in germany up totham
to that time
tothat
this thesis discusses the events and conditions which
brought about this success including the churchs
interaction with various german governments local and
national which rose and fell from the beginning of the
first world war in the summer of 1914 until the appointment
of adolf hitler in january of 1933
it also discusses the
impact that events in germany had on the church and its
membership in germany and in the united states
attention
will also be given to the internal development of the church
in germany and its struggles and triumphs over the
political economic and social conditions which prevailed
throughout the period also included will be an
introductory chapter covering the events relating to the
experience of mormonism in germany prior to 1914
the reader should also be aware of the limitations of
the source material unfortunately because the church in
germany was during the period in question run primarily by
american missionaries the bulk of the sources reflect only
german mormons
their perspective while the perspective of germanmormons
received little attention
in addition for convenience of
arrangement a discussion of the internal everyday workings

of the branches in germany will not be discussed until
chapter 4

CHAPTER 1
THE EARLY YEARS

in german lands prior to
1918 had been made difficult due to a pattern of harassment
primarily from local officials but also from religious
leaders missionaries were scarcely off the boat before
they were attacked by a battery of prejudices A primary
source of trouble came from leaders of the established
religions who saw mormonism as an attack on the protestant

proselyting efforts by

mormons

catholic status quo in a time when traditional
religions in europe were challenged on all sides mormonism
appeared as another threat to the strength and influence of
and

these churches
though missionaries were condemned from print and pulpit
by both catholics and Luth
erans most of their trouble came
lutherans
from german officialdom
church specifically lutherans and
catholics and state in germany were inextricably bound
under the system of the time 1 each derived a certain

tR
lR
arichard
lrichard
trichard
ichard lempp notes in principle every german is by
of a
birth a member of a church just as he is a citizen
state
richard lempp religious conditions in germany
harvard theological review 3 january 1910 missoula
montana scholars press for the harvard theological

society

87

5

6

the other and had an interest in
maintaining their mutual strength
martin luther intended that the church only teach the
word of god and leave the administration of government to
secular rulers unlike the political machinations of
catholicism 2 in practice however the churches became
dependent on money from state taxes and ministers were
appointed by local secular leaders consequently the
churches developed a vested interest in the political
affairs of government to protect their interests state
churches often exercised whatever moral and political power
they possessed over local officials to bring their authority
to bear against mormons and other sects even though the
prussian constitution of 1850 provided for freedom of
religion
germans also played a significant role in the
intellectual movements which pervaded europe in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and many of these
intellectuals had because of religions darker history
criticized it greatly A cursory study of european history
yields numerous examples of intellectual social andor
political oppression done in the name of religion the
proliferation of ideas critical to religion severely
weakened the churches hold on german intellectuals while
at the same time the population of the artisan and peasant
amount of power from

21bid
2lbid

90

7

classes traditionally a devout group had declined in favor
of the lessfaithful
less faithful working class which rose with
industrialization this group generally linked itself to
social movements which rejected religion 3
mormonism was perceived as yet another threat
albeit a
threatalbeit
one to both secular and religious societies which
small oneto
were already experiencing extreme tensions created by these
various intellectual and social movements this fear of new
ideas in a nation where new ideas threatened the stability
of established religions and the monarchy brought
officialdom to bear in ernest upon mormon missionaries prior
to the end of the first world war
orson hyde one of the earliest
earliest44 mormon missionaries to
tread german soil was perhaps the first to encounter
trouble with german officials though his primary objective
in 1841 had been to go to palestine where he dedicated that
country for the return of the jews his journey also brought
him to europe where he tested the religious environment
especially in germany to see just how the message of
mormonism
Monnon ism would be

received

we consider the
108 lempp complains
ibid 106
106108
if
that the estrangement
statistics we might be forced to saypeasant
from the church is growing for the
and middle
classes whose members are the best church attendants do
not grow in numbers while the industrial class and
therefore the social democrats are increasing rapidly the
peasants move to the cities and there become social
lempp 106
democrats and so hostile to the church
4there
othere
here are fragmentary reports of earlier missionaries
but these efforts were inconsequential at best
331bid

8

while attempting to publish his

tract ein ruf

aus der

voice from the desert in regensburg hyde was
informed by officials that since it contained principles
so different from those who had already been introduced to
the people in the country that they would cause excitement
and unrest among the people 1155 hyde found few people
receptive to his tract or his preaching having thus been
weiste

A

rejected in regensburg he traveled to frankfurtmain
Frankfurt Main where
he thus became the first in a
he was permitted to publish
long line of peripatetic missionaries forced to travel from
city to city and state to state in order to avoid the law
and continue preaching the mormon gospel
although there are fragmentary and unsubstantiated
reports of earlier attempts the first official effort to
preach the gospel in germany had begun in 1851 under the
direction of apostle john taylor after having labored for
some time with limited success in france taylor traveled to
hamburg where he conducted proselyting with george P dykes

elder viet and charles miller while there taylor also
directed the translation of the book of mormon into german 6
and the first recorded converts were made for the church
an

german
merman mission manuscript history august 1842
archives division church historical department the church
day saints salt lake city utah
of jesus christ of latterday
latter
hereafter cited as LDS church archives used by permission
6bhroberts the life of john taylor third president
day saints
of the church of jesus christ of latterday
salt
latter
lake city george Q cannon and sons 1892 231

9

these missionaries also published the first periodical
printed in the german states zions panier zions banner
cam
caa 7 the first mission president
in 1852 daniel carn
appointed to serve in germany arrived in hamburg and by
august

1

had organized a branch of twelve members

8

carn
earn

trouble with the law however and removed himself
to nearby altona where he continued to proselyte and would
occasionally sneak into hamburg to perform baptisms and
other priesthood ordinances 9
mormons were closely watched by police since hydes
experience in germany in 1841 but missionaries encountered
intensified scrutiny after two events which occurred in 1852
and 1853
the first was the public announcement by the
church regarding the doctrine and practice of polygamy
even under what the government claimed was the free exercise
of religion mormonisms detractors could claim that the
practice of polygamy was immoral and illegal 10 thus
soon had

spelling was later changed to garn
of
scharffs mormonism in germany a history
filbert
day saints in germany
the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter
between 1840 and 1970
salt lake deseret book 1970 9
7t1ne
7the
athe

91bid
9lbid

11

10
lol
iol have been

unable to locate laws passed in german
states which specifically prohibited the practice of
polygamy
apparently lawmakers saw little need for such
laws since regulations regarding moral behavior could
generally be cited against the practice one legal opinion
did mention mormonism in conjunction with the jurisdiction
of the state within the family unit and seemed to imply
that polygamy was a basis to regulate mormonism in the
reichstag congress it was moved explicitly to state that

10

nullifying these laws which provided for the free religious
expression

11

not have been the main concern
though it may have been the primary complaint
instead
greater concern about mormonism may have involved the
perceived threat the church made to german political
polygamy

homogeneity

however

may

this perceived threat precipitated the

second

king frederick william IV of prussia himself a
religious enthusiast through intermediaries in washington
sought information relating to mormonism in response
event

church president brigham young sent missionaries orson
spencer and jacob houtz to prussia to seek an audience with

arrival in berlin they learned from the
american consul that their travels had been closely watched
not only had their journey been announced to the consul by
german officials but their arrival in st louis had even
the monarch

upon

the behavior of the father in religious or political
perspectives or the influence of the father upon the child
was no basis to intervene in domestic affairs
this
proposal was indeed rejected one recognizes however that
the religious or political behavior of the father only under
very special circumstances would be a basis to call for
intervention an example which was mentioned that the
G
cormons
planck
Mormons
father preached the doctrine of the mormons
gesetzbmch
bargerliches
burgerliches
Burger
Gesetz buch citizens lawbook
Barger
liches gesetzbuch
berlin J
guttentag 1906 530
11
ligerman
tigerman
German ministry of religion der gesellschaft
Gesell schaft der
mormonen
Mormonen betr
1933
relating to german
18941933
bear 1894
the mormon society
130 LDS church archives
1894 1933
legal
18941933
documents indicate that police were always concerned about
what they perceived as mormon attempts to proselyte among
women and young girls
seeten der
acta
betreffen die sekten
ada
mormonen
Mor monen
122
relating to the mormon sect 121
121122
activities
LDS church archives

11

in light of prussian
law restricting emigration 12 these papers had discussed
mormon motives on the subject and claimed that the mormon
doctrine of the gathering came from the churchs need to
advance utah to statehood and improve the religions
political strength 13
much to the disappointment of church leaders the
delegation failed six days after their arrival spencer
and houtz were banished from the kingdom most likely under
the order of the states minister of public worship
backfired
frederick von raumer 14 the mormon plan had back
fired
having sought to make a highly influential convert they may
have only awakened and solidified the will of the
been reported in german newspapers

120rson
orson spencer asked the consul in berlin
there
if
was anything in the policy of the government or in their
existing laws that would forbid persons to emigrate from
prussia to other countries he replied that both the
policy and the existing laws of the government distinctly
forbad emigration the law continues he forbids any man
to leave this kingdom until he has performed service in the
army during a given number of years
and if any citizen of
prussia after returning from a foreign land though he may
have been absent twenty years
is proved not to have served
in the royal army of prussia he is immediately forced into
the army until the law which he has violated is magnified
the laboring poor are regarded as constituting an essential
part of the support of government and any religion that
favors emigration is obnoxious to the policy and laws of the
government
orson spencer the prussian mission of the
church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints liverpool
1853

5

130rson
orson spencer liverpool to brigham young 14
february 1853 brigham young collection LDS church

archives

140rson
orson spencer the prussian mission

7

12

opposition it appears that there was a
to stop mormonism before it started

move on

in prussia

shortly after the failed meeting with frederick william
Runder
IV the prussian government issued a decree
runderlass
lass
cormons
Mormons 15
denying legal status to mormons
this meant that german
police would watch missionaries every move and that arrest
and banishment would generally be the result of their
encounters with german officials

still

undaunted mormons set out to convert as many

germans as they could even under the

prevailing
restrictions the fact that they dared to preach mormonism
in germany at all indicates that though their activities
were restricted they considered the punishment mild
perhaps a few days in jail andor a small finecompared
fine compared to
the importance of their message at the same time mormons
were convinced that their mission came from a higher
authority whose laws superceded those of prussia or any
other german state 16 their lives were certainly not in
danger but missionaries serving in germany fully expected
harassment and occasional arrest
15
15douglas
douglas F tobler the unwanted american
191411
mormons in germany 1850191411
1914 unpublished paper
1850
18501914
september 1988 7 11

religion
15

16prior
prior to 1871 there were numerous german
speaking
germanspeaking
states in central europe most significant were prussia in
wurttemberge
warttemberg
Wurt
Wart temberg and
north east in the south baden wurttemberg
the northeast
predominantly catholic bavaria in the northwest
north west
schleswig
leswig holstein westphalia and the rhine
mecklenburg Sch
province

13

it

appears that mormons exerted such extensive efforts
in germany because they perceived the german states with
the exception of catholic austria as an area where their

since these states had a
history of religious diversity the german states had as
noted earlier been the home of the reformationthe
reformation the
birthplace of lutheranism and a place of refuge for french
huguenots and others persecuted for their religious beliefs
mormon success in religiously
religiouslyliberal
liberal great britain in the
mid
midnineteenth
nineteenth century a country which had also played a
role in the reformation probably led mormons to believe
that they would have success in protestant germany in
contrast predominantly catholic states such as france
italy and austriahungary
austria hungary had demonstrated a lack of
tolerance for new religious movements and other non
christian nations such as india japan and the middle
eastern nations seemed even more formidable considering
message would be well received

these factors the german states of central europe seem to
have been the next logical step in the proselyting efforts
of the church
one of the most significant events for mormonism in
germany in those early years began in 1854 when a
schoolteacher karl G maeser living in dresden obtained
tract about mormonism and wrote to church mission
headquarters in copenhagen for more information he was
referred to mission president daniel tyler in switzerland

a

14

reflecting upon past experiences with
authorities suspected that the letter was

who

german
a

trap for

missionaries but after maeser sent several more letters to
the mission offices in copenhagen and geneva tyler became
convinced of maesers sincerity tyler sent william budge
a missionary posing as an american student to reside with
maeser and teach him the doctrines of the church 17
maeser along with other members of his family soon
not long
embraced mormonism and a small branch was formed
afterward feeling that on several occasions he had been
followed by police and having entered germany under less
than forthright intentions budge left for switzerland
because his new beliefs conflicted with the state maeser
could no longer earn a living as a school teacher so he
and his family left dresden for england and eventually
emigrated to utah 18
in 1867 maeser returned to europe to serve in the swiss
german mission where after a short time he became the
mission president unlike many of the missionaries from the
united states or the swiss convert missionaries who
understood the language but presumably less of the society
he had a good understanding of german language culture and

rainhard
young

17
17reinhard
reinhard

brigham

18
18maeser
maeser

maeser

university

karl

1928

G

maeser
19
27
1927

provo utah

as the
later had an illustrious career
founder of the brigham young
spiritual and
intellectual
academy in provo utah and later as church commissioner of

education

15

society and under his direction missionary work in germany
took on a renewed effort in 1868 one year after his
arrival the mission reported 226 baptisms 19 nearly
doubling the number of members in the mission maeser also
wuerttembergand and bavaria 20 and
started two branches in wuerttemberg
began publishing the church periodical per
der stern thus
helping the church membership keep abreast of doctrine and
policy while keeping them close to their new faith
mormon successes prompted greater attention from german
officials and increased the continuous if uneven
government
sponsored harassment until the beginning of
governmentsponsored
world war 1I german diplomats in the united states
especially in denver and san francisco carefully watched
mormons in utah and reported their activities to berlin
thomas biesinger learned just how close mormons were
scrutinized when he appealed his expulsion in 1885 from
bavaria to a baron von Frey
freylitsch
litsch who asked
are you not the same thomas biesinger who on october
6 1883 was called by the president of the mormon
church with a certain paul hammer to open a mission
in austria are you not the same one who worked for
seven months in austria and then was in 1883 jailed
in prague for preaching mormonism did you not work
for six months in switzerland and were then sent by
mr john henry smith to austria hungary
and did
you not come in april 1885 to nuremberg
and did
you not as an active missionary there baptize
and
did you not dress yourself as a worker and travel to
19
19scharffs
scharffs

201bid
2ibid
bibid

27

26

16
now try to
to resume the same and will you
missionary 21
tell me that you are not a missionary21
the attention given biesinger and other missionaries
stemmed in part from an apparent concern among officials
ing political threat mormons posed
disunify
disunity
for the potential disunifying
dis unifying
to the government this does not mean that officials saw

munich

mormons

as some subversive group which posed imminent

doom

to the regime or society

instead leaders already
smarting from movements which they believed had succeeded in
weakening the strength of the monarchy its aristocratic
supporters and the fabric of society were on the lookout
for anything which could further limit their power
monarchy and the entire political and social order in
germany and europe had been seriously challenged since the
french revolution A series of subsequent revolutions
throughout europe fueled in part by ideas from the
enlightenment and climaxing in the revolution of 1848 had
put nearly every european monarchical society on their
guard
though many mormons were willing to live and work under
the eye of the various german kings and princes embedded
monnonisms doctrine was a skepticism toward monarchs
within mormonisms
mormons had experienced great success and
and monarchy
21
21albert
albert

riedel die geschichte der deutschsprachigen
heiligen
heiliger
n
icren der leztg
ilgen
Missi onen der kirche jesu christi
missionen
Heil
missioner
der heilicren
heiiligen
Hei
lenten
christ
lezten
hel
tage von der grundung
griindung
grunding
Grun dung bis 1900
the history of the german
speaking missions of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints from the founding to 1900
lake service
salt
press 1971
1885
430
trans by the author

17

trouble in great britain under queen victoria yet
the book of mormon teaches that rule by one or the few
generally means oppression to the many 22 great britain
however by the time mormon missionaries arrived there had
become a constitutional monarchy with little power vested
in the current monarch while germany whose government had

little

reluctant concessions toward liberalization was
doing its best to retain as much power for the monarchy and
aristocracy as possible 23 in light of his difficulties
made some

with the monarchy orson spencer wrote
As in the empire of france the efforts of prussians
to mollify the rigors of despotism have only
resulted in multiplying those rigors tenfold and
the kings little finger in the year 241853 is thicker
than his thumb was previous to 1848
he then added with a touch of bitterness and exaggeration
the despotism and slavery of western europe is like
the darkness of ancient egypt more capable of being
that which they have sown 25
felt than described
they stand in momentary and awful fear of reaping

earlier orson hyde after being refused permission to
publish his tract in regensburg commented
happens quite frequently that the means which
it
are being used by selfish and proud nations for
22the
the book of mormon mosiah 237 2921 23
23hajo
1945
18401945
hajo holborn A history of modern germany 1840

princeton princeton university press
24
24spencer
spencer the prussian mission 5
251bid
ibid

13

1982

71 118
71118
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lead to their
their protection and comfort will 26
even faster and complete overthrow
it should be remembered that these comments were in both
cases made after unhappy confrontations with german
officials in spite of continued official opposition
however

mormonism had

twentieth century

made

in the nineteenth and early
some of its greatest strides in

germany

in comparison to other european missions the german
speaking mission was always near the top in baptisms
in
1902 for example the german mission recorded 447 baptisms
the swiss mission 168 england 581 scandinavia 529 the
netherlands 221 ireland 1 and turkey 4 27 by 1921 the
german mission reported 1792 baptisms for the year
swissgerman
swiss
second ranking central
nearly four times as many as the secondranking
states mission located in the united states which
recorded 479 baptisms for the year 28 furthermore
governments like austria hungary italy and even great
britain had at the turn of the century become much more

restrictive thus
perfect

it

was

though the climate in germany was not

often better than elsewhere

still

mormon

260rson hyde ein ruf aus der wuste
custe eine stimme aus
dem schosse
schasse der erde A cry in the desert a voice out of
1842
the womb of the earth
frankfurt by the author
113 translation supplied in andrew jensen german mission
manuscript history august 1842 LDS church archives
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73
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missionaries chose to continue avoiding german officialdom
elder charles W penrose first counselor in the churchs
first presidency commented
the work we are doing in germany is the most
successful we are carrying on at any place in the
world just now not much is being heard about it
for it is necessary to go cautiously there feeling
is easily stirred the lutheran and catholic clergy
is quick to take action and the police are
autocratic to a degree not to be found anywhere else
in europe so we are just being thankful and
keeping quiet although as 1I say germany is seeing
29
our greatest work

just at this time

missionaries were americans
including americanized swiss converts who believed in the
principles of democracy and were therefore often perceived
as representing ideas which contravened the traditions of
european monarchies
the potential to promote such ideas
did not leave comfortable feelings in the hearts of many
german bureaucrats
this concern did not apply just to
mormons
cormons
Mormons but to all foreigners from countries with liberal
mormon missionaries however met with
governments
thousands more native germans than the average foreigner
greatly multiplying the potential to infect citizens with
their subversive ideas it is therefore likely that the
thought of unsupervised americans preaching privately to
german citizens particularly among the alreadyvolatile
already volatile
proletariat the group in which mormonism found much of its

doctrine aside most

29
29smoots
smoots

impetus

mormon

election to senate gave

the world

new

york

mormons
29 may 1911

abroad great
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30

aroused fears that they could contribute to
revolutionary movements similar to those of 1848 it should
acceptance

be remembered

political

that all

movements

religious social and

have a small beginning somewhere

it

was

the

small beginnings that the german government was trying to
thwart before another movement became too powerful to

control

consequently

potentially subversive

all

movements construed

to be

were suspect

apparently adding to the suspicion were mormon ideas
concepts
which advocated the social leveling of society
such as the united order which equalized the distribution
of wealth and the general spirit of community among mormons
could have been perceived as a threat to the existing social
order in europe where wealth and title generally determined
those who were supposedly capable of ruling
consequently missionaries were often investigated on
suspicions of advocating subversive political ideas
especially the ideas of social democracy one missionary
an elder tanner working in berlin in 1885 was questioned by
police to determine if he had ties with germans in the
united states who advocated the introduction of social

30
30douglas
douglas F

4

by

tobler the unwanted american religion
J alden and amelia wright bowers interview conducted
gordon irving 25 april 1974 8 moyle oral history

project

LDS

church archives
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into germany 31 in 1881 an elder cannon
reported to the mission president in switzerland
on october 28 1I arrived in nuremberg
1I was only
in this city a week when three state police
officers a farmer and a large dog came calling at
the apartment of brother ilg hoping to discover
socialist documents so they said they summoned
work and would have also liked
this brother from his away
to see me but 1I was
at the time they
believed that 1I was a social democrat the
apartment was carefully searched without finding
such documents then all 5 officials left 32 our
church books 33had also been checked but were not
confiscated
compounding the problem for mormons in germany was
mormons were encouraged
their doctrine of the gathering
to leave germany and gather to the stakes of zion utah
to gain refuge from the suffering and devastation which
would come over the peoples of the earth 34 church leaders
cormons
Mormons who united in zion gave one
felt that saints mormons
another both temporal and spiritual strength mormons in
america had experienced mob violence culminating on
occasion with the brutal deaths of their members they
had in fact in 1844 seen their prophet brutally murdered
by an angry mob and in the shadow of his death had sought
democracy

31
31riedel
riedel
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32
32riedel
riedel notes that apparently the count of
27
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included the farmer and the dog
33
33riedel
riedel
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refuge from persecution in the rocky mountains even there
the experience with the utah expedition a military force
sent by president james buchanan in 1857 to stop a nonexistent uprising and the subsequent harassment from
officials regarding the practice of polygamy left mormons

safety in numbers

it

believed
combined with separation from ones enemies protected the
church membership within its refuge in utah
the
gathering also allowed mormons to associate with those of
their own faith thereby strengthening the spiritual fiber
of the membership furthermore the church believed that
mormons who left their homelands for america traditionally
the destination of those seeking opportunity could also
improve their economic and social standing by emigrating
most important to devout mormons was the need to obtain
coveted sacred temple ordinances since the only temples
prior to the 1950s were located in utah only those who
emigrated could receive these blessings consequently many
mormons35 left europe including germany for both the

fearful of outsiders

was

nineteenth century approximately 4300 mormons
the
speaking lands to seek refuge in america
germanspeaking
the german
left
douglas alder the german speaking immigration to utah
masters thesis university of utah 1959 1191850 1950
18501950
122
from the statistics cited in alder most are
identified only as german speaking however those identified
as swiss number 871 while those identified as
specifically
german number only 53 between the years 18531881
1853 1881
between
1881 and 1898 alders statistics do not identify emigrants
by nationality
from 1898 until 1914 the number emigrated
appears from this
amounted to 809 swiss and 1349 german
it
number that the prejudice the government held against the
doctrine of the gathering was not due to the number of
351n

11

23

spiritual advantages offered them in the rocky
mountains 36 this doctrine threatened the very heart of
german societythe
society the prussian and later the german army
under prussian law it was illegal to recruit emigrants 37
particularly those of military age the law explicitly
temporal and

prohibited any persons from leaving prussia before
fulfilling their obligation to the military 38 missionaries
were often accused of inciting germans to violate this
law 39
germanmormons
mormons who remained in germany in
those german
accordance with the twelfth article of faith40 were quite
supportive of the government at least one mormon served in
the prussian army during the francoprussian
franco prussian war of 1870german mormons have served their country in every
71 41 and germanmormons
war since that time
it was important to the german
government that its citizens demonstrate patriotism
the

persons

were leaving

but to the fact that mormonism was
just one more contributor to the exodus
36see tables
s 3 through 6 for statistics relating to
tabie
table
emigration between the years 1853 and 1938
37
37douglas
justus
douglas alder die auswanderung 381
speaking LDS
germanspeaking
high lights sic from the german
ernst highlights
1960 9 LDS church archives
mission histories 1836
18361960
38
38spencer
spencer the prussian mission 5
39
39ministry
ministry november 1904 197
who

40the
4the twelfth article of faith reads we believe in
athe
being subject to kings presidents rulers and magistrates
and in obeying honoring and sustaining the law
41
41riedel
riedel
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scharffs
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24

german

military

it

state
within a state
statewithinastate

must be remembered
and had played a

had been called a

significant role in

the shaping of german foreign policy throughout the latter
part of the nineteenth century it was the german military
under prussian leadership which bismarck used to unite the
german states under one flag
patriotism particularly in

likely helped

gain the limited
confidence of the few officials they came in contact with
particularly those of the military
the wars of german unification were themselves a
hindrance to the mormon missionary effort during both the
1870 1871
1864 1865 and francoprussian
austro prussian 18641865
franco prussian 18701871
time of war

mormons

it

best for missionaries to leave
german soil and the small congregations they had established
in order to insure the missionaries safety 42 bringing the
missionary effort to a virtual standstill
it may be logical to assume that the unification of
germany in 1871 created a consolidated front against
mormonism but this was not generally the case
the german
states which existed prior to 1871 still retained autonomy
in religious affairs after unification 43 though prussian
wars mormon leaders deemed

42
42riedel
riedel

p

43
43lempp
lempp

87
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cormons
Mor mons
generally the most restrictive against mormons
ever present and growing influence 44
represented an everpresent
this decentralization permitted the continuation of the
practice of rotating missionaries from state to state in
entangle ments typically as one
order to avoid official entanglements
missionary would be banished from a city he would move to a
different area and another would come in his place
missionaries were often aided by members and others
sympathetic to their cause who assisted in the deception of
officials this mormon version of musical chairs helped
keep the church alive in germany prior to world war 1I but
the turnover severely limited the effectiveness of the
missionaries efforts
though native german members experienced some trouble
with the government these individuals were largely
protected by law from government persecution missionaries
were the main target because officials believed cutting off
american missionary influence would cause the mormon
chosen
establishment to wither and die the target was well
wellchosen
since throughout the nineteenth and much of the twentieth
centuries missionaries provided not only the dynamism that
law

tobier
hamburg senate
44
44tobler
tobler

the unwanted religion 11 in 1905 the
determined its antimormon
anti mormon policy based on
laws established under the prussian government acta betr
bear
25 august 1905 230
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converts but almost exclusively the leadership
for local congregations 45
for their part missionaries felt no remorse for
deceiving officials in order to maintain their presence in
gained

new

instructed not to seek permission of
authorities before preaching their message 46 they likely
felt that this divergence from the twelfth article of faith
was justified because missionaries were not german subjects
and were therefore not expected by the church to abide by
all of the laws moreover they believed the laws were
unjust and expected that freedom of religion should be
applied to all faiths including their own
to illustrate on one occasion just prior to world war
1I several missionaries
including elder joseph anderson 47
were entering a meeting hall in braunschweig brunswick
when a police officer confronted them
elder anderson
germany and were

relates
citizen and they
brother hoffman was a german german
he a
official came
couldnt banish him
up to me and said
are you a missionary for this
1I shouldnt have done it 1I suppose but 1I
church
told a falsehood 1I said no but 1I think that this
man is
pointing to brother hoffman
he turned to
brother hoffman and said please show your papers
he acted very dumb as he tried to find his papers
45this
this topic will be discussed in greater detail in
subsequent chapters
46
46ernst
ernst 1 june 1875 8
47
47joseph
joseph anderson became the secretary to the first
presidency and later a member of the first quorum of the
seventy
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all his pockets

in the meantime 1I
nonchalantly walked toward the back door as though 1I
wasnt interested and disappeared after brother
hoffman saw that 1I was gone he found his papers
there was nothing they could do to him so they let
him go
they said to him then where is herr
he said oh 1I guess hes on the way to
anderson
going through

berlin

by now 48

though such practices enabled mormons to proselyte in

the edge of the law served only to
solidify the suspicions of german officialdom regarding the
germany

their living

on

cormons
Mormons
motives of mormons

official police records
mormons were accused

show a

of violating

battery of laws which
in an official document

the city of nuremberg mormons were
accused of preaching a religion which was not recognized by
the state and advocating immoral behavior 49 other
accusations included baptizing persons prior to their
leaving the lutheran church 50 visiting girls and women in
the absence of their husbands 51 failure to register with
the police 52 registering under false pretenses 53 holding
dating from

from

1911

48
48joseph
joseph

anderson interview by davis bitton january
12 and march 16 1973 35 moyle oral history program LDS
church archives
used by permission of joseph anderson
49
summary
49city
city of nurnberg gesamtbeschluss
19 may 1911 copy on file at the LDS church
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emigration 55
closed and unapproved meetings 54 advocating emigration55
persons
military age per
sonst 56 and performing baptisms where
for militaryage

all participants

were naked 57

along with government officials germans as a whole had
difficulty understanding the mormon zeal for religion but
called anglo
socalled
this confusion applied to many other so
american sects founded in the nineteenth century
their

extravagant evangelistic methods were difficult for the
german philosophical and thoughtful mind to understand and
tended to estrange the educated classes from all
religion 58 many germans preferred a religion founded on
scholarship and sound judgment rather than the spiritualism
and emotionalism found among these faiths and mormons who
claimed to receive heavenly manifestations seemed

extraordinarily radical

this

was

particularly true

among

most educated germans were students of
goethe and other german writers and

the intelligentsia
kant

schiller

54acta
acta betr
bear 121 these laws were aimed at keeping
meetings of radical political factions to a minimum
55
55george
george box recounts
our local brethren including
my brother adolph while he was a local missionary made up
petition after petition that we might be allowed to hold
private meetings the request was finally granted provided
george box
we did not preach emigration to utah
experiences of a german saint
millennial star 86 26
june 1924 411
56
56ministry
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58
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pantheistic finding god in
these men were pantheisticfinding
the beauty of nature and the manifestation of ideas 59
supernaturalism
supernatural ism as richard lempp called it was for these
people something germans had thankfully left in the middle
ages
one missionary lamented
the germans are too smart to believe in angels
appearing and men having revelations in these days
when 1I was in holstein 1I was told that such stuff
would do to tell the indians but not to an
enlightened people 60
there were of course those on the other end of the
spectrum who disliked mormonism because its missionaries
speaking of the
found success among the very devout
american sects in general lempp complained
although they have thus far won only uneducated
people we cannot help regretting their work in
germany for these sects come over from england and
america as if missionaries to the heathen while in
reality not the unchurched but only church
attendants chiefly pietists are withdrawn by their
work from the established churches
chief
their
means of propagandism are the objections against the
institution of state churches as containing good
and bad believers and un believers and even having
un believers
say modern theologians as
to
that
is
ministers 61
cormons
moreover mormons
Mormons who proselyter
proselyted faithful protestants
into a church which preached immorality polygamy were
philosophers

591bid
ibid

115

60cw
cw wilcken
779
780
779780
61
61lempp
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millennial star

33

5

december 1871
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deemed an abhorrence

promiscuity 62
in spite of the sexual promiscuity62

which was rampant in europe

many germans

particularly

those most religious viewed mormons as an immoral sect who
proselyter young women to fill their harems
they believed proselyted
in the wilds of utah strangely in german society it was
accepted for men to have a mistressessentially
mistress essentially a second
wife
without the legal trappings but a recognized marriage
wifewithout
to multiple wives was deemed an outrage mormon polygamy
prompted prussian and saxon63 laws which forbade parents

teaching mormonism to their own children since its
teachings they believed violated the principles of
cormons
Mor mons 64
chastity the law was seldom obeyed by mormons
actions by the united states against mormon polygamy also
had their impact in germany
in 1879 the secretary of
state william M evarts encouraged german officials to
take such steps as may be compatible with its laws and
usages to check the organization of these criminal
from

62orson
orson spencer wrote
hamburg is sexually corrupt
like other nations of europe and it is said not only to
license 15000 females to transgress the laws and virtues of
god the revenue of which goes to support the army but the
columns of the german newspapers contain notices
advertising for the company of females naming that hour of
the day the gentleman will admit them to his apartment 0
spencer the prussian mission 3344
earth how shameless
63
63ernst
ernst

january 1900 16
64
64ministry
ministry 9 june 1915 george friedrick wilhelm
kuehne history of george frederick wilhelm kuehne
salt
lake city by the author 1986 8 kuehne notes that
though it was forbidden to instruct children in the mormon
faith every family in the branch set aside a room for
sunday school and we held classes there
18

31
65

enterprises
comply with

german

officials

were more than

this request since they too

willing to

were convinced

that

this dispatch
the enterprises of mormons were criminal
only served to solidify the belief among german officials
that mormons were a nuisance not only in germany but even in
the much more liberal united states where the sect had its
home
evarts sought help abroad to limit the immigration
of mormon converts into the united states in an effort to
reduce their more real mormon polygamy problem 66
immigrants entering american ports were questioned whether
they were polygamists
if the answer was affirmative they
were refused entry
this law however was useless in
limiting mormon emigration because polygamy was never
practiced among the membership in europe
A reversal of the policy on polygamy occurred in 1890
when mormon president wilford woodruff issued the
manifesto announcing that the church intended to abolish
the practice of polygamy in the church 67 the result was
almost immediate since mormons no longer claimed to
practice polygamy they no longer violated united states
states department of state papers relating to
the foreign relations of the united states washington
government printing office 1879
james B ailen
11
12
1112
allen
alien
and glen M leonard the story of the latterday
latter day saints
65
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66
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the US government was instantly compelled by law to
intercede in behalf of mormon missionaries who had
difficulties in foreign lands many officials in the united
law

states

and germany were

however

justifiably

unconvinced of

sincerity regarding the abolition of polygamy
though the practice was disavowed in the united states
those who had entered polygamous marriages prior to the
manifesto continued to observe the doctrine furthermore
mormon

reports from the german consuls in denver and san francisco
showed correctly that the church continued secretly to
permit polygamous weddings on a limited basis 68 moreover
the manifesto only applied to the united states and
polygamous weddings particularly in mexico were not
hidden casting additional doubt about mormon sincerity
also it could be reasoned that the practice could be
resumed at any time perhaps after large numbers of germans
who by their numbers would be more difficult to control had
joined the church only through the passage of time as
mormons proved their resolve to adhere to the new policy
could they overcome all of the problems associated with
polygamy 69 in spite of these doubts the pressure from
219

68acta
acta betr
bear

18 november 1907

241

252

27 may 1904

69by
by 1912 former swissgerman
swiss german mission president thomas
E mckay reported
american consuls throughout
europe treat us as american citizens and as many of them
makes no difference whether your are jews
have told me
gentile mormon or what your religion is we will treat you
as american citizens
thomas E mckay conference reports

it

33

german

to have waned after 1890 theodore
swiss german mission
Brand
brandli
ii the mission president of the swissgerman
1890 1891 there had been few
reported that in the years 18901891
arrests of missionaries the change in the polygamy issue
seems to have taken some of the wind
vind
out of the sails of
windout
mormonisms detractors
the manifesto also made it possible for mormons to fill
positions within the united states government the most
significant example being the seating of mormon apostle reed
smoot in the senate extending the influence of mormonism
within the american political realm especially at a time
when the united states was beginning to emerge on the world
scene as a great power

officials

seems

nonetheless opposition from the german government
toward mormons increased in the early years of the twentieth
century this may have been in part because the hearings
held in washington DC regarding the seating of mormon
apostle reed smoot in the united states senate resurrected
the issue of polygamy 70 also the mormon efforts in
germany were redoubled between 1898 and 1904 as a separate
german mission was formed from the swissgerman
swiss german mission
spring 1912 44
70
70several
several entries in german police files indicate that
the smoot hearings raised suspicions in the minds of some
german officials that mormons were still practicing
polygamy
acta betr
bear 8 april 1909 25 and 3 june 1909
33
the hearings prompted a second manifesto by president
joseph F smith reaffirming the mormon resolve to abandon
polygamy

34

this increased presence of missionaries may have caused
german officials to increase their own resolve against
mormonism so that by 1906 the government decreed that
teachings were subversive to morality and ordered
the church to withdraw 71 missionaries were however
undaunted arrest to a mormon missionary serving in germany
passage 72 and in the 1909
seemed to be somewhat of a rite of passage72
general conference of the church serge L ballif assured
parents of missionaries that there are very few of our
elders who have in any way suffered in those prisons 73
by 1912 the troubles seem again to have subsided
perhaps because the smoot hearings were over and smoot could
now exercise his senatorial power in behalf of missionaries
serving in the field smoots newfound influence should not
A call from a united states senator to a
be underestimated
consul seeking his intervention in behalf of the church in
foreign lands tended to have much greater response than
mormons had previously experienced
these changed prompted
mormon

71
71richard
richard 0

the church in the twentieth
century salt lake bookcraft 1985 36
72
72missionaries
missionaries continued to be flippant about being
arrested one speaking of being banished commented
that
was opportune for the mission
the intention of the
upon
president was to send me there anyway
another
spending a night in jail wrote 1 I have again received free
lodgings for the night
scharffs 24 unfortunately
scharffs does not give us details about the sources of these
statements nor does he give the names of those who made them
73serge
serge L ballif conference reports salt lake
spring 1909 79
cowan
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recently released as mission president from
swiss german mission to announce in LDS general
the swissgerman
conference in the spring of 1912 that missionaries in
germany were better protected than the elders are in great
britain or than the elders in our own america 74
additional softening of the german stance against
mormons may have also been based on the decision by church
leaders at the end of the nineteenth century to discourage
emigration in 1898 george Q cannon of the churchs first
thomas

E

mckay

presidency speaking in october general conference
counseled saints to restrict immigration 75 and in 1910 the
first presidency issued an official decree discouraging its
members from emigrating to utah 76 they were counseled

instead to build
was

taken

up zion

partially in

laws 77 but

homelands
elands
in their hom

compliance with new US

this action
immigration

also because there were fewer economic

74
74thomas
thomas E

mckay conference
in 1912 mormons had

apparently
persecution in england
42

reports

spring 1912
experienced increased

4
conference reports fall 1898
cannon was particularly concerned about new converts coming
to utah finding it to be less than they expected and
falling away from activity in the church instead the
church hoped they would remain in their homelands where they
could help the elders preach the gospel and establish the
church
76
76european
european mission book of instruction circular letter
number 71 LDS church archives journal history 31 august
1910 LDS church archives
77
77alder
prior to
29
alder german speaking emigration 28
2829
aider
1919 there had been several bills restricting immigration
but these were mostly aimed at asians in 1919 however a

75
75george
george

Q

cannon
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opportunities for immigrants in utah 78 additionally the
edmunds tucker law had destroyed the churchs perpetual
edmundstucker
emigration fund complicating church financial arrangements
for european emigrants 79 church leaders seem to have also
felt more comfortable by this time with the world outside of
the rocky mountains these feelings were likely spawned by
changes relating to the removal of polygamy and the decision
to alter the thrust of the church to one of accommodation
with the existing social and political order 80
one point not immediately evident in the statistics
relating to emigration is the percentage of emigrants
speaking missions prior
whereas emigration from the german
germanspeaking
to 1894 averaged 15.3
153 percent of the total membership
yearly between 1894 and the beginning of the first world
was
bill
two year
twoyear

passed by the house of representatives to place a
moratorium on immigration which was defeated in the
senate another bill which limited immigration numbers to
foreign born residents
three percent of the 1910 total of foreignborn
got as far as president wilson before it was vetoed in
1921 however the first quota bill essentially the same as
the one vetoed by wilson was signed into law
781n
78in 1893 and 1894 utah had experienced a depression
leaving thousands unemployed
79
79allen
alien
allen
ailen and

leonard 421
801n his article
80ir
mormondoms
doms
the manifesto Mormon
watershed thomas G alexander argues that the manifesto is
only the most evident change incorporated into the mormon
faith by wilford woodruff he contends that in addition
under woodruff mormonism moved from a communalized isolated
sect into twentieth century society casting off doctrines
such as the united order and other communal attitudes
permitting its members greater association with people
outside the church thomas G alexander
the manifesto
Mormon doms watershed
27
mormondoms
2127
this peoplee v 11 no 3 21
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war the percentage of emigrants from the total membership
averaged only 4.58
458 percent in germany the mormon

emigration averaged 50.66
876
5066 percent before 1894 and 8.76
percent between 1894 and the outbreak of the first world
war 81 while the number of emigrants remained relatively
constant the percentage of emigrants did not keep pace with

the relative number of baptisms which increased around the
turn of the century the relatively high number of german
emigrants compared to the rest of the mission may caused in
part by increased pressures from the government upon the
mormon population
in spite of the churchs change regarding emigration
german officials continued to voice displeasure over the

ironically those who
emigrated in opposition to church counsel to remain were
usually the most devout who deeply desired to fulfill all of
number of mormon emigrants 82

their covenants with

something which could only be done

god

in the temples located in the western united states this
was a catch 2211
22 for the church since temples could not be
built in europe without a sufficient number of members to
5 and
percentages of
sae
for yearly
german
emigrants from germany and
speaking missions
germanspeaking

81see
see tables

82 in 1912 one
821n

6

the

official

that though mormons no
longer openly supported emigration directly their sermons
often taught that soon europe would experience terrible
mormons
commented

to continue to leave
germany
another report accused mormons of teaching english
in order to promote emigration acta bear
betr 16 october

wars and famine
1912

46

which

incited

and 20 may 1910

105
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but to convince members to remain meant
they would have to suffer the temporary denial of such

staff

and use them

blessings moreover many local ecclesiastical leaders and
missionaries continued to promote emigration and letters
from family members already in the united states often
encouraged their relatives in europe to emigrate hence
the churchs hope of building up zion in germany and other
european countries was severely delayed because of the
departure of these devout individuals who in a church
which relied on a lay ministry were vital to its success
this period prior to world war 1I had been difficult for
the church in germany it had however made a meaningful
beginning and both the society and the zeitgeist were
changing in their favor but with the opening of world war 1I
it appears that neither the german government nor the mormon
church had completely won the struggle

CHAPTER 2
WORLD WAR

I1

during world war 1I were not
living in germany duringworld
many young
exempt from the privations created by the war
german mormon soldiers died in the conflict and most mormons
germanmormon
suffered the pangs of hunger caused by the war especially
after 1917 in addition the war hindered the proselyting
efforts of the church because american missionaries were
mormons

but members were remarkably successful in keeping
the church in germany intact during the struggle for the
church as a whole this was the first time that mormons had
fought on opposing sides in war in order to help them
removed

contend with
emphasized

other

this

its

mormon

problem of

loyalties the church

adherence to the twelfth

article

of faith and
teachings1
teachingsi
teachings
teaching
si1 which encouraged members to support

their individual

governments

germanys defeat in the war brought about the
establishment of a democratic republic there that helped the
mormon cause because it humbled the nation expelled the
monarchical aristocratic leadership and permitted more real
monarchicalaristocratic
freedom of religious expression

see for example doctrine and covenants
isee
39

101 and 134
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the spark which ignited the war the assassination of
archduke ferdinand heir to the throne of austria by
Saraj evo serbia on june 28 1914
bosnian nationalists in sarajevo
initially drew little interest from mormon leaders in
europe

it

became a concern only when

austrias

ultimatum

to serbia and germanys support of that ultimatum threatened
to envelop all of europe in war not until july 25 did the
swissgerman
swiss german mission history mention that there were rumors
of war in germany 2
the churchs first concern was as always for the
welfare of its missionaries hyrum mack smith the
president of the european missions with headquarters in
liverpool and hyrum valentine president of the swiss
german mission were on a tour of the branches
congregations in germany when a cable dated august 2 was
sent from salt lake city to liverpool ordering them to
quickly move missionaries out of dangerous areas 3 but
because all communication had been cut off between germany
and its neighbors the message could not be relayed to them 4
2swiss
wiss german mission manuscript history 25 july
1914
the entry dated july 26 comments war seems

inevitable

and on

july

31

communication has been cut
when communications resumed
3hyrum
thyrum mack smith

church archives

it
off

journal

notes that

there is

15

postal
all
no mention

september 1914

of

LDS

4smith
asmith
mith was not to find out about the message from

salt

lake until august 22 when he returned to liverpool
it
would be august 30 before smith could in turn relay a wire
to valentine on the continent
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additionally the payment of international checks
missionaries6
orders was suspended 5 leaving many missionaries6
and unable to procure transportation from germany
they receive instructions to evacuate being cut

and money

penniless
should

off from

the outside world but sensing imminent danger left some
missionaries like george risenmay confused about what to do
met the american consul and had quite a chat with
him
he said if he was us sic he would get out as
soon as possible as he realized the terrible
condition the country was in he thinks the USA
will send a battleship over to take charge or care
of the americans 1I suppose we can go to the
1I

schweiz switzerland as their preparation is only
we
to keep foreign armies from passing thru sic
will go to chemnitz if we can get that far and maybe
see the president and learn what we can do we will
leave early in the morning 7

risenmay found presidents smith and valentine nearly as
confused as the missionaries

didnt learn

thing about what would be done
with us and they discussed nothing at all but hit
right out for basel switzerland as soon as they
we

asmith
5smith

a

august 1914
git appears that there were approximately 200
missionaries in the mission including those in switzerland
though the exact number of missionaries serving in the
mission at that time is unknown the traditional ratio of
missionaries in germany compared to those in switzerland was
about 3 to 1
consistent then there were
this ratio was
if
probably 150 missionaries in germany on august 1 1914
gordon irving
numerical strength and geographic
LDS
1830 1974
distribution of the LDS missionary force 18301974
4

11

church history division

copy on

university special collections
george H risenmay diary
archives

file at

2

august

brigham young
1914

LDS

church
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I1 suppose they dont know 8
themselves what will be done or can be done
while still in germany smith and valentine had seen
were

thru sic

firsthand the mistreatment of foreigners
we saw russians and englishmen
englishmenor or those accused of
being suchseized
such seized by soldiers and roughly led away
9
who
by
them
and
jeered
crowds
insulted
followed
with these scenes in mind smith and valentine concluded that
all scheduled meetings with members and missionaries should
be suspended since public assemblies especially those which
included foreigners might be construed as subversive 10
blauen asked US
for their safety the american consul in plauen
citizens to check in at the consulate daily to insure their
safety 11
it was evident that getting to switzerland quickly was

vital but leaving germany was nearly impossible the
mobilization had tied up all available trains leaving the
mission leaders stranded to compound their troubles
smith valentine

english spies

12

elder goodwin were arrested as
valentine and goodwin could easily prove
and an

8ibid 4 august 1914
sibid
sibic
arum
yrum mack smith
graphic story of conditions
continent deseret news 8 september 1914
iO
1osmith
rosmith
iosmith
smith 4 august 1914
11
11risenmay
urisenmay
Risenmay 5 august 1914
12
12speaking
speaking

on

of the war fever george H risenmay
comments
night in a cafe there were two russians
last who
with their wives
wouldnt stand up to honor the music as
a few national songs were played
the consul said they
almost beat the russians to death after dragging them down
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their

american citizenship

but smith did not have a
passport 13 only after the US vice consul interceded
could smith convince his german captors that he was an
american citizen and not a british agent 14 this little
group was stranded in germany for seven days before they

finally caught
arrived
to

on

a crowded

august

compound

train to switzerland

where they

12

their fears the united states

sensing the danger to

its citizens

government

fearing a possible
international incident 15 advised all americans including
mormon missionaries to leave the country as soon as
possible 16 but before the missionaries could be evacuated
presidents smith and valentine needed authority from salt
lake city in the interim smith advised all missionaries to
move as far as possible from areas of danger
of particular
concern were those close to the battlefield in belgium and
and

on 4 august 1914
risenmay 2 august 1914
the stairs
risenmay wrote
bro jones was taken by a cop last night
but freed again after showing his papers bro swan was
also taken sunday night I havent been caught yet but we
darent
barent sic speak english on the streets any more
13at
at this time it was quite common for people to travel
through europe without passports
14
14smith
smith 5 august 1914 though the united states was
officially neutral the germans believed and rightly so
were with france and
that the sympathies of most americans
england this undoubtedly caused german officials to be more
suspicious of americans
15hyrum
hyrum mack smith
to the saints in
editorial
europe millennial star 76 29 october 1914
697
696
696697
16
16risenmay
risenmay 2 august 1914
1
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france smith therefore ordered all missionaries in
france to go to switzerland those in belgium however
could not be reached because communication to the region had
already been cut off but the missionaries in belgium
sensing the gravity of the situation 17 had already made
their way to liverpool without instructions from the
church 18 instrumental in the task of removing missionaries
from belgium and germany was president legrand richards 19
the mission president in the netherlands who provided a
stopover for missionaries on their way to liverpool 20 he

17the
of missionaries who were trapped in
the number
belgium by the german offensive is unclear
there were a
few missionaries working in the french mission and it is
likely that some of these were in frenchspeaking
french speaking belgium at
the time there were also around 15 missionaries in flemish
belgium who were attached to the netherlands mission
de

ster

Ver slag
istatistiek
stiek verslag
Stati
statistiek

reports
statistical
by

18

15

january 1913 32 judging
and assuming
this information
that some in the northern part of belgium may have been able
to escape to holland it can be surmised that there were
between 10 and 20 missionaries who were caught by the
offensive in belgium
18hyrum
ishyrum mack smith
prest hyrum M smith writes
feelingly of european situation deseret evening news 23
september 1914

the churchs presiding bishop and
eventually
the council of the twelve
20at least some missionaries traveled first to
switzerland and then passed back through germany to holland
encountering no trouble with the german or dutch government
23 september
on the way home
2223
robert schmid journal 22
1914 LDS church archives
19he
he

later

became
a member of
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also telegraphed money into germany in behalf of their
families in the united states 21
when smith arrived in switzerland convinced that this
might be the last chance in a long time for a european
mission president to meet with swiss church members he
continued his scheduled itinerary before returning to
liverpool via france on august 22 only then did he became
aware of the urgent cable from salt lake city of august 2
but communication with valentine in switzerland was still
delayed until august 30 when he finally received two cables
from liverpool one in french and one in german
release all missionaries and take immediate steps to
get them here for september 16th and 30th sailings
22

wire acknowledgement of this message
it was therefore not until early september that
missionaries were officially called out of germany to

insure that all received notification of the evacuation and
that each had the means to leave valentine withdrew
2000023 german marks of surplus money from the mission
21
21legrand
legrand richards prest richards writes
evening news 23 september 1914

1914

gedman mission manuscript history
22swiss
swiss german

deseret
30

august

23the reed smoot journals indicate that on 28 august
1914 there was through the state department
10000 sent
to hyrum mack smith and on october 16 1914 an additional
5000 was sent reed smoot journals 28 august 1914 16
october 1914 typescript on file at the university of utah
originals located at brigham young university though the
august 28 transfer may in part or whole be the source of the
20000 marks there is no evidence that either of these sums
german mission though it is
swissgerman
were intended for the swiss
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day tour through germany he distributed
ten
tenday
enough money to each missionary to cover their obligations
and train fare to liverpool 24 at the same time valentine
reorganized the branches to function in the absence of the
missionaries 25 since missionaries had traditionally
provided most of the leadership this meant that each branch
needed to have a president called from the local membership
there were some doubts in the minds of church leaders that
these people were capable of directing the branches on their

account

own

on a

26

got out of germany safely but there
an elder hunter and a swiss elder
were some tense moments
max zimmer who had been working in tilsit near the eastern
border were trapped by the russian offensive and held by

all missionaries

the

czars soldiers for several

weeks 27

much

to his

sent to help in the crisis
during this time of confusion reed smoot served as a
connection between the united states government and the
church this permitted the church to get information on
affairs in germany which they might not otherwise have
received
24
24scharffs
scharffs 55 rose E valentine memoirs of rose
brigham young university archives
bywater valentine
ellen
provo utah 39
25hyrum
hyrum valentine conference reports 8 august 1917 146
26
26chapter
chapter 4 will deal with the question of using
missionaries in the place of local people in key leadership
positions
27hyrum
hyrum mack smith to hyrum valentine 30 september
rose
1914 hyrum valentine papers LDS church archives
valentine 39
evident that the

money was
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relief valentine was soon notified that they were in the
hands of the relief society in berlin 28
upon arrival in liverpool missionaries who had served
two years or more were released from their missions and sent
those who had served less than two years were
reassigned to england or to missions in the united states
though the need to remove missionaries from austria
germany france and belgium was quite clear deciding
whether or not to remove them from england and the neutral
nations was more difficult secretary of state william
jennings bryan had advised reed smoot that to secure their
home

safety missionaries should be
and denmark 29 but

removed from england

sweden

initially

church leaders wanted them to
remain in order to lead the branches 30 soon however it

evident that missionaries could not remain because of
complaints from those countries that they could not feed
became

foreigners under the present circumstances 31 it was
decided that missionaries with the exception of a few
needed to take care of essential administrative affairs
should be removed
28hyrum
hyrum

valentine to george

A

anderson hyrum

valentine papers 23 september 1914
29
29smoot
Smoot journal 29 august 1914
30reed
reed smoot to hyrum mack smith reed smoot
collection 7 october 1914 hyrum mack smith deseret
23

september 1914
31smoot
smoot

collection

to smith

7

october

1914

reed smoot

news

48

in spite of secretary bryans warning that nobody knows
how soon the cities of england may be attacked by german
aero
aeroplanes
planes 32 a substantial force33 of missionaries did
aeroplaner
remain in great britain although that nation was at war
evidently its separation from the continent by the english
channel led church leaders to believe that missionaries
could safely remain there the entire situation weighed
heavily on the mind of hyrum mack smith who wrote reed smoot
that the whole question and responsibility for deciding it
the disposition of missionaries is left entirely to me to

settle

and as you may see

this is

no

light

34 but smoot in an expression of
responsibility 04
reassurance wrote that he had
faith enough that god will protect our missionaries
from aeroplane bombs and if 1I were mission
president I1 would gladly take responsibility of
maintaining our missionary work in these countries
at least until conditions are more critical than
they are at the present time 1I do not believe
there are enough mormon missionaries in england to
32 ibid
321bid
33
33between
between

august 1914 and 1921 no missionaries with
and his
the exception of president angus J cannon german
swiss
mission
contingent arrived to serve in the swissgerman
but missionaries continued to come from the united states to
labor in great britain and some of the neutral countries
including sweden norway denmark and the netherlands the
arriving from the united states
total number of missionaries
for these years was 72 in 1915 64 in 1916 5 in 1917 and 5
in 1918 irving 17 in the last two years of the war the
need for men to serve in the united states armed forces had
a serious impact on the number available for missionary

service

34hyrum
hyrum mack smith
reed smoot collection

to reed smoot

25

september 1914
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particular attention to the government
speaking about food shortages and if a complaint
made directly against them by the english
is
government we can then release them to return home
1I believe there is grave danger of the mighty
armies now on french and belgian soil drawing
holland and switzerland into the fight the
neutrality of those two countries may not be
emergency to prevent
sufficient reason in case of an german
army from
either the allied forces or the
germany
draw

entering those countries the same as
did
belgium
in such a case there would be grave danger
might remain in those
of our missionaries
that
countries 35
one missionary wilhelm kessler chose not to return to
the united states kessler was born in germany and later
emigrated to the united states when the war began kessler
felt it necessary to help defend his homeland and enlisted
in the german army he served valiantly attended officers
school and was eventually promoted to the rank of
lieutenant he was killed in the line of duty july 1
1916 36 president valentine forwarded kesslers personal
20000
effects to his sister in salt lake city including 200.00
he had borrowed for his mission 37
during the war religious and political harassment of
mormons in germany decreased
officials turned their
attention to the more pressing issues of the war while the
german ministry of religions mormon file is full of
35smoot
smoot
36hyrum
hyrum

to smith
valentine

7

october

1914

from switzerland
letter
august 1916 552
A

millennial star 82 17
37
37see
see appendix B for kesslers letter to valentine
regarding his departure for military service
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material written prior to the outbreak of war it reports
only one incident during the war regarding one ryno benge
who was fined 100 marks for proselyting among school
children in leipzig 38 though german officials had been
distracted with other matters the war had conveniently
removed the primary menace
missionaries decreasing
their need to monitor mormon activities
when the missionaries left apparently a few german
max
mormons accused the shepherds of leaving the flock
schade responded in an article in per stern that the
shepherd was christ not the missionaries
newlycalled
the newly
called
leaders he argued held the same authority as the
missionaries and could therefore function in the same
capacity of shepherd as the missionaries had done 39
moreover schade felt that missionaries were americans and
the war was a german problem which needed to be solved by
german mormon lives on their native soil
germans
risking germanmormon
was expected just as many of the american missionaries
would later be expected to risk their lives in defense of
american ideals in 1917
1918 after the united entered into
19171918
the conflict
most members did not complain but rallied to fill the
soon regular members were
void left by the missionaries
38
38ministry
ministry

june 1915
39max
max schade elzur
zur abberufung unserer
ilzur
underer amerikanischen
missionary
nare
regarding the leaving of our american
Missio
missionare
43 15 april 1915
117
missionaries per
der stern 47
9

51

proselyting as the american missionaries had done before the
war
leaders were pleasantly surprised with the results
thanks to their efforts membership grew during the war 40
swiss german mission for the war
baptismal statistics in the swissgerman
years and shortly afterwards were as follows 1914 353
1915

247

1920

1165

1916
by

320

1917

264

1918

1919

63

contrast during the years

595

and

1912 and 1913

missionary work was done by fulltime
full time elders and
sisters the statistics were 579 and 548 respectively
growth in membership was not the only example of sustained
when

activity 41 in 1915 valentine wrote that tithing
revenue for that year had risen over the previous year in
spite of the hardships of war 42
german mormons serving in the military the war
for young germanmormons
experience seems to have been quite similar to that of
mormons fighting on the allied side
some found opportunity
church

40this
this appears to have been true for other countries as
baptisms for the mission in england increased in 1914
well
399
where local members filled some of the space left by
departing missionaries louis cardon the first world war
and the great depression 1914
1939
will prevail
19141939
truth
eds V ben bloxham james R moss and larry C porter
Soli hull west midlands corporation of the president of
solihull
the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints 1987 33711

339

41
41presiding
presiding bishopric annual statistical reports
1914 1920 LDS church archives
the large number in 1920 is
partially attributable to the many men returned from the
field who could add to the effort also many mormons were
unemployed allowing more free time for missionary efforts

valentine to denmark jensen
valentine papers

42hyrum
hyrum
hyrum

12

january

1916
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to preach the gospel to their comrades while others found
it difficult in a military environment to remain true to
their mormon ideals many were teased by their comrades for
their different beliefs but it appears that overall their
lot was neither easier nor more difficult than that of their
nonmormon
non mormon associates 43 one soldier wrote
it is no small
struggle to keep my faith while with soldiers but 1I trust
in the help of the lord 44 another recovering in a field
hospital wrote
1I preach the gospel here in the field to all who are
interested 1I even taught the head doctor the
gospel all hold me in esteem and respect me
gladly hear the word of god
doctors and officers
45
from

my

mouth

for the mission with headquarters in basel
switzerland the greatest problem was communication with
in germany until the end of the war in 1918 due
to restrictions with the exception of valentine and smiths
experience immediately after the outbreak of the war and

members

valentines trip to secure the evacuation of missionaries
only one

visit

was made by a swissgerman
swiss german mission

43ifeidpostbrief
43feldpostbrief
49

1917

112

282

293

letter

paschel
44schiitze
schutze karl puschel

from

the field

feldpostbrief
Feld postbrief

trans by the author
45
45maximilian
maximilian dotzler feldpostbriefe
112
1918
trans by the author
1917

293

president

per
der stern
per
par
der stern
dar

per
der stern

49
50

53

to germany during the war 46 all other communication was
therefore done by mail which was censored and occasionally
never delivered
with limited direction from higher authorities the
inexperienced local church leaders were often required to
make decisions on doctrine and policy without experienced
guidance
the manuscript history of the hamburg branch for
example indicates a gradual parting from standard church
doctrine and practice 47 members were informed by the
branch president carl brey in november of 1915 that those
who did not pay their tithing could no longer partake of the
sacrament eucharist
as the laws were now higher and
stricter 48 this was a divergence from the established
doctrine brey soon began issuing prophecies in support of
the german war effort stating that when the war ended the
british will have repented and will offer up a sacrifice to
god on mt zion 49 prophecies which the leaders in salt
lake city would certainly not have condoned in the bremen
branch a much more elaborate sacrament ceremony was
introduced complete with crystal chalice candles gilded
46the
swiss german mission reports that valentine
the swissgerman
attended a conference in berlin on april 23 1916 swiss
german mission manuscript history 23 april 1916
47
47hamburg
hamburg

branch manuscript history

church archives
481bid
ibid 21 november 1915
491bid
ibid 29 july 1917

1914
1918
19141918

LDS

54

tablecloth over the sacrament table and violin and organ
accompaniment 50 a significant departure from the

traditionally simple mormon ceremony it should be noted
however that these were the exceptions
the majority of
the branch records though scant for this period indicate
that in most branches the church conducted itself as it
commonly did elsewhere
though certainly all of the branch
presidents serving in germany during the war would have
welcomed counsel from higher leaders on occasion most of
their decisions were generally based on sound principles in
accordance with the correct doctrine of the church as they
had been taught by the missionaries
travel to and from mission headquarters in switzerland
was also a problem for the church
in 1916 french
officials suspected that the new mission president angus J
cannon intended to render aid to germany and so the
officials refused to permit his family to pass through
france finally a last appeal was made to reed smoot who
assured the french that cannon meant no harm and he was
allowed entry 51
censorship always troubled the mission few issues of
per
der stern the german mormon periodical mailed to the
interview by matthew heiss 9 april
18 moyle oral history project LDS church
1987 17
1718
archives
5lrose
rose valentine 40
elrose
41
4041
safe in basel
JMS
millennial star 82 30 november 1916 763
50frank
frank heiss

55

united states ever arrived and were likely intercepted by
french and british censors 52 moreover valentine delayed
sending information on mormons killed in action to salt lake
for sacred temple ordinances for the reason that this
matter being a mystery to the military authorities
it
would never pass the censor 53
der stern was banned in
in 1916 for no given reason per
the german empire depriving members of that periodical 54
this had been the only way of maintaining consistent
communication with the whole membership in germany 55 though
limited communication was maintained with branch presidents
through the mail but with the entry of the united states
into the war communication by direct mail was completely cut
off apparently because of the problems associated with

52hyrum
hyrum

valentine to reed smoot

2

march 1916

hyrum

valentine papers
53hyrum
hyrum valentine to cluff peterson 28 june 1916
hyrum valentine papers
54
54though
though there is some indication that per
der stern was
not permitted in germany until the end of the war comments
contained in per
der stern for 1917 show that soldiers in the
field were receiving the periodical whether the church was
able to have the ban lifted or these soldiers somehow
received special access is unclear alfons finck
feldpostbrief
postbrief per
Feld
der stern 49 15 september 1917 282
gottlob rugne Feld
feldpostbrief
postbrief per
der stern 49 15 december
1917

hyrum

382

valentine to
valentine papers

55hyrum
hyrum

hyrum mack smith

6

october

1914

56

germans communicating with one of

their

american

enemies

in switzerland 56
under the circumstances the mission presidents
troubles were substantially minimized by his location in
switzerland swiss neutrality permitted greater contact
with germany in spite of political swings in the united

states
with the united states declaration of war against
germany on april 6 1917 the conflict reached the largest

concentration of latterday
saints those in utah
latter day saintsthose
previously it had affected only the members in europe 57
the american declaration of war happened to come in the
middle of the mormon general conference and the leadership
we are a people
was quick to show support for the effort
of peace said elder anthon H lund we do not love war
but in order to defend our homes we have been obliged to go
to war 58 most church members and leaders believed that
the entry of the united states into the war was purely
defensive and that unrestricted submarine warfare waged by
germany threatened their selfrespect
self respect and their right to
angus J cannon die schweizerisch
per
1920
19161920
deutsche mission von 1916
der stern 52 1 december
56max
max zimmer

11

1920

361

57
57valentine
valentine

reported in

that there were 400
mormons in the war and 40 had been killed
smoot journals
3 january
smoot fails to mention the nationality of
1917
those involved but the context of the statement seems to
indicate that this number referred only to germans
58
58anthon
anthon H lund conference reports april 6 1917
1917

57

live as they chose

59

the

statistics are

evidence that

ceased to contend with the united states
government as they did in the past but had instead joined
the family of patriotic citizens records indicate that
utah exceeded every quota imposed upon it by the government
mormons had

in enlistments and financial support 60 the records also
indicate that just as in germany mormons were counseled to
support their nation as prescribed by the twelfth article of
faith the primary difference however was that in the
case of the united states mormon leaders truly believed in
supporting the government
the church initially announced that it would not
purchase war bonds fearing that such an investment would
be seized upon by enemies of the church to misrepresent its
financial condition 61 but secretly 500000
5000.00 in bonds were
purchased in support of the war effort 62 later however
the church relented purchasing 850000 in bonds 63

59
59topics
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ed

of the times

60
60pertinent
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facts
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61
61mormon
Mormon church
tribune 29 may 1917
62
62james
james E
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and war
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journals
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51
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record

2nd

salt lake
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brigham

university archives
63bh
BH roberts A comprehensive history of the church
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TABLE 1

UTAHS

army
quota asked
armyquota

WAR RECORD

IN 191764

for

furnished
marinesquota
marines quota asked for
furnished
navy no quota utah and southern idaho
navyno
furnished
utah also furnished one regiment of field
and one

field hospital

746 men

2344

126 men
246 men
641 men

artillery

red cross apportionment

1500

men

350000
520000

raised

liberty loan apportionment
firstamount
subscribed
second

men

6500000
9400000
10000000
16200000
10315000
12533000

liberty loanminimum
loan minimum apportionment

amount subscribed

third liberty loan apportionment
raised

coupled with the bonds the church purchased from members or
that members had given as tithing the total value of war
bonds owned by the church reached
was

1025000
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smoot
reed smooot

quick to inform his colleagues in the senate of

mormon

patriotism
we will pass by the incident of the mormon exiles
from nauvoo furnishing a battalion for the united
states army in the war with mexico the action of
the utah pioneers in raising the american flag in
the salt lake valley when that was mexican soil the
fidelity of utah to the union during the civil war
come to the period of spanish
spanishamerican
american war and the
philippinesall
insurrection in the philippines
all within our
64
64pertinent
pertinent

651bid
ibid

facts 8899

59

personal recollection
utah was neither66 last nor
least in the ranks of patriotic response
smoot also gently reminded his colleagues that it was the
american government and the edmunds
edmundstucker
tucker act that had
severed ties with the mormons during the nineteenth century
and not

the other way around
involvement in the war brought mormons fully out of
seventy year isolation in utah permitting them to
theirseventy
their seventyyear
mingle with other americans in the common cause
As the war drew to an end the church announced that it
supported fair and humanitarian treatment of the defeated
german nation and its people
the 14 november 1918 issue
of the millennial star praised wilsons fourteen points as a
great move toward peace specifically supporting his
proposal to remove despotism from the world it claimed as
mormons had throughout the american involvement in the war
that the allies had fought the war under the highest
principles and called for the implementation of the same
principles in the peace process 67
an article that ran in the churchs periodical the
improvement era in september 1917 which foreshadowed things
to come suggested that the nations of the world form an
international organization which could enforce universal
66reed
reed smoot

senator reed smoot on utah batteries
542 543
millennial star 80 22 august 1918 542543
67
67editorial
star 80
editorial A new era dawning millennial sta
14

november 1918

728 729
728729
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peace under an international court and

that

a world

military

organization be founded to insure that no nation would again
invade another 68 it appears from this article that at
least some in the church wanted the united states to assume
6
a more prominent role in international affairs 69
the mormon reaction to world war 1I was a direct
reflection of the churchs doctrine it was therefore not
difficult for mormons like wilhelm kessler to join the army
of their nation they had been taught to obey honor and
sustain the law 70 and be subject to secular authority
until he reigns whose right it is to reign and subdues all
enemies under his feet 71 two days after the united states
declared war on germany hyrum valentine in a speech given
in general conference praised kessler for joining the
german army the very country the US was fighting
in the anguish of his soul he went to serve his
country and there is no criticism
1I want to say
to you he was just as true a servant and a soldier
army as he was a servant of god in
in his countrys
72
our midst

68ira

N

league to enforce peace
998
1001
september 1917
9981001

haywood

improvement era 20

A

69not
not everyone within the church hierarchy supported
the idea of a league of nations this topic will be

discussed in greater detail in chapter three
70
70joseph
joseph smith articles of faith pearl of great

price article 12
71
71doctrine
doctrine and covenants 5822
72hyrum
hyrum valentine conference reports 8 april 1917
see appendix A for a more extensive version of
148

valentines

speech
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in england like those in the united states and
germany also demonstrated their patriotism
the millennial
star in great britain ran an article calling members of the
relief society to support the patriotic effort the
sisters were asked to donate time each week to sewing or
knitting clothing for the soldiers 73 two years later the
relief society in glasgow was recognized by the british war
office for its service in the war effort 74
war sentiment found in the millennial star
prowar
from the pro
prowar
war
and the improvement era coupled with the absence of pro
sentiment in per
der stern it is evident that though mormon
leaders counseled their members to support their own
german mormons received more reluctant
country germanmormons
mormons in america had no love for a
encouragement
government which had regularly arrested their missionaries
mormon apostle james E talmage wrote
our missionary
members

elders have time and again been imprisoned in germany and
others have been forcibly banished from the empire of
boasted kultar
kultur because they bore the message of freedom and
individual agency 75 it appears however that criticism
smith remember the soldiers millennial
star 76 8 october 1914 645
74
74recognized
recognized by the war office millennial star 78
13 april 1916
230
231
230231
75james
mormons
cormons
james E talmage
Mormons in the war
literary
731da

digest

58

B

27

july

1918

28

62

restrained in order to preserve contact with
and insure the safety of fellow saints in germany
france and britain on the other hand espoused a
government similar to the united states based on a
constitution which mormons believed was inspired by
was somewhat

god 76

conversely the kaisers government was viewed as an
oppressive monarchy 77 autocracy said talmage is the
form of government

that prevails in hell

any man who

seeks to enforce unrighteous dominion upon his fellows is
the devils agent 78
A

articles did appear in church publications prior
criticizing germany such as one by joseph M

few

to 1917
tanner which called germany a military oligarchy
overbearing contemptuous and offensively proud
tanner
predicted that the economic ties germany severed with its
enemies in order to wage war may be lost for an entire
century

79

although

mild compared to what

critical this article was extremely
appeared after the spring of 1917

articles supporting the rights of conscientious objectors
76
76doctrine
doctrine and

covenants

10177

80

in the book of mormon states that if it were
possible to always have just men for king such a government
mosiah
would be acceptable but most kings become corrupt
9
king noah in the book of mormon is a prime
238
2389
example
he is portrayed as a wicked despot who exploited
13
1113
the people only to serve his own purposes mosiah 11
77
77alma
aima
alma

taimage
78
78talmage
talmage

war

79
79joseph
joseph

mormons
cormons
Mormons

tanner
improvement era 18
M

in the war
big considerations in the great
823
july 1915 821
821823
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the suffering of the war appeared in church
publications prior to 1917 80 conversely articles after
pro war and justified american and
april 1917 were generally prowar
and lamenting

involvement 81
european mission president hyrum mack smith

allied

initially

appeared to be impartial to the two belligerent sides

but

the high seas caused him to become
adamantly opposed to german kaiserism
with headquarters
in liverpool smith had firsthand experience with the german
several events

on

11

in 1916 one of his greatest problems was
getting missionaries and immigrants safely from england to
the united states he was outraged when german submarines
torpedoed several passenger ships traveling between the
united states and england including the lusitania but the
sinking of the arabic in september 1915 with elder hulme
nebeker aboard truly raised smiths ire
the german nation is an anarchist and a murderer and
there is no language that can express my contempt
and horror of her and her barbarous acts
she ought
and cease to exist as a nation
to be dismember sic
uz
82
war machine

and a world power

in fact safe but this tragedy prompted

nebeker was

mis
mls
bojvis
80jms
bouvis
ViS

BOJ

78

23

conscientious objections

march 1916

millennial star

tanner the united states and
germany
446 449
improvement era 20 march 1917
446449
82hyrum
hyrum mack smith journal 9 september 1915
81dr

joseph

M

a

64

cablegram from

salt lake

announcing

immigrants83
immigrants 83
that 11immigrants83

sailing on belligerent ships must assume personal
responsibility 84
in light of his experiences with german submarines smith
aggressive american policy against
germany
germany
he said
has treated us with the
contempt that prest wilsons
vilsons sic weak and indecisive
85 he eventually concluded that for their
policy deserves 1185
safety all missionaries should travel on neutral lines 86
moved toward a more

smooot seems to have been more informed and less
reed smoot
emotional about the circumstances surrounding the lusitania

affair than smith

therefore took a more pragmatic
stance
if the lusitania was carrying munitions of war 1I
dont see how we can severely object our people were
warned not to go on the lusitania 87 cool heads will avoid
trouble 88
83
83between
between

and

the years

were 702 mormon
there
immigrants from europe who left liverpool for the united
states this was a relatively small number by comparison
there were 637 and 628 who left in the years 1913 and 1914
respectively annual statistical reports 1913 1914
84hyrum
hyrum mack smith journal 10 september 1915
851bid
ibid

861bid

march

5

1915 and 1918

1916

is referring to advertisements carried in
several american papers warning that the lusitania was a
target of german submarines and the german navy intended to
87smoot
smoot

sink her

88
88smoot
smoot

journal

8 may

1915
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valentine had a different perspective from his
front row seat in the border town of basel in neutral
switzerland from the mission office he could hear guns in
the distance and on one occasion watched a french plane
stray across the border only to be shot down by the swiss
army 89 though valentine was not sympathetic to germany
location permitted him to hear both sides we get both
german and french reports side by side and we must learn to
discount both very heavily but as far as 1I have been able to
90
judge the german reports are more reliable 1190
in another
letter valentine wrote
germany is whipping the allies every day and about
able to do is to keep this
all that the allies are common
property of the
becoming the
fact from
91
hyrum

people
german

militarism however was repulsive to valentine
who believed the gospel of christ and its message of peace
had been viciously cast aside by war
frenzied europeans
warfrenzied
his wartime visit in 1914 seemed to have been almost too
much for a neutral isolationist to cope with
1I received my dose of sit and listen
and take
say jawohl
kawohl
Jawohl anyway in germany but 1I
it all inthe orslightest
doubt but that a very much
havent
similar dose was being administered to every war
weary stranger in each of the other combatant
laboratories you had to smack your lips as well as
manuscript history 28
90hyrum
hyrum valentine to george A anderson
1914 hyrum valentine papers
89swiss
swiss mission

9lvalentine
valentine to anderson
valentine papers

15

april

1915

19 november

september 1915

hyrum
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indicate a pleasant sensation in the stomach as it
nausea
of
reached that delicate organ any evidence
or vomiting would have been suicide 92
valentine believed that war could only be justified when
human life and human liberty were at stake
in this
confrontation valentine believed human life had been made
cheap

93

suffering of the wounded one of
his former missionaries an elder hofmann a german
returned from the war having lost a leg tears filled
valentines eyes as he greeted the impaired young man 94
after this experience he wrote to one friend dead soldiers
are less objectionable than those who are disabled 95
according to valentine the wounded had become merely
byproducts
unwanted by
products discarded living refuse
As mentioned earlier most of the church membership in
the united states supported american neutrality though it
appears that they generally sided with the allies such
attitudes mirrored the sentiments of the majority of united
states citizens like smith however as the aggression
against passenger ships of the belligerents and later all
he was shocked by the

92hyrum
hyrum valentine to the box
bok
1914 hyrum valentine papers
93
93valentine
valentine

elder

news

4

december

to anderson 15 september 1915
948ee
see appendix A for a more detailed account of
valentines comments relating to elder hofmann
95hyrum
hyrum valentine to david L mcdonald 10 may 1916
hyrum valentine papers
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neutrals intensified many more mormons in america gave
their support to the allied effort
german mormons both
there was however one exception germanmormons
in germany and the united states A quick glance at the

salt lake city beobachter

owned weekly aimed
a church
churchowned

at

the LDS germans in utah indicates massive
support in behalf of germany prior to the US entry into
the war anti
british articles ran in the newspaper as did
antibritish
german accounts of the war 96 and when the lusitania was
progerman
pro
sunk the beobachter was defensive of germanys actions 97
and

written

by

with the cable between germany and the united states cut
the beobachter warned that french and british reports were
suspect 98 in relation to claims of german atrocities the
beobachter carried statements signed by american
correspondents indicating that no evidence of such acts

existed

99

and shortly

after the

war began

the beobachter

96see for example
komat nicht alle
ernste warnung
farnung kommt
Be richte zu glauben
serious warning comes not to believe
all reports 16 september 1914 salt lake city beobachter
Deutsch land macht langsam aber sichere fortschritt
deutschlande
deutschland
Fort schritt
germany makes slow but sure progress 17 november 1914 and
germans
ideutschen nehmen 40000 russen und 200 Ge schutze
deutschen
capture 40000 russians and 200 cannons 2 december 1914
ungere deutschen und deutsch amerikanischen
aufruf an unsere
germanamerican
mieburger
mitburger
Mit
burger
american fellow
call to our german and german
citizens 23 september 1914

97dampfer
Damp fer Lusita
englischen
konigen der eng
campfer
dampfer
nial donigen
lischen see
lusitania
ge sunken 772 gerettet
palaste mit 2067 passagiren
palaite
geret tet salt
Pa
Passa giren gesunken
lake city beobachter 12 may 1915

laste

ibid
991bid
ibid

i

342
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called for the establishment of

germanamerican
a german
american

relief

organization which would explain the german perspective on
the war in hopes of winning a greater support for the german
fatherland 100
the beobachter however made a complete reversal after
the united states entered the war issues just preceding
and following the declaration of war are covered with pro
american rhetoric punctuated by a large flowing american
flag on page one 101 the front page of the issue dated may
30 1917 included the verses to the star spangled banner
first in english and followed by a version in german
though sentiment of germans living in utah in favor of the
war was overt LDS church leaders received word of a
movement within the german LDS community to protest american
involvement smoot and other church leaders met with a
brother scholties102 in salt lake and advised him that
germans should keep a low profile 103 they wisely assessed
anti german fervor in the united states was
that the antigerman

t

loo
10othomas
rhomas L broadbent
the salt lake city beobachter
mirror of an immigration utah historical quarterly v 24
no

4

341
october 1958
101salt
idsall
idsalt lake city beobachter

1917 and 30 may 1917

28 march 1917

11

april

102this was probably arnold henry schulthess 1865who had served as a mission president in germany and
1925
was at the time alst
counselor in the salt lake liberty
1st
lst was
ist
stake schulthess
also editor of the salt lake city
beobachter

treed

smoot

journals

24

march 1917

i
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dangerous for potential german

activists

and could

result

in the arrest of those involved joseph M tanner counseled
germanmormons
german mormons living in the united states that
whatever they may feel for france or for england or
for russia they must stand by the nation that has
been to them a country of great opportunities and
enlarged freedom and it is very easy to imagine
that should war break out any public demonstration
would meet with the most
of disloyalty for america
104

drastic punishment
to minimize problems for themselves a patriotic
demonstration by germans living in utah was held at the
german jewish governor simon bamberger
invitation of utahs germanjewish
in the

salt lake tabernacle several

states declared
america

war on germany

to

days before the united

show

their devotion to

bamberger played a key role in reaffirming german

american patriotism

I was born in germany bamberger
announced
and to me it means more than france more than
england but it doesnt mean as much to me as america no
11105
1055 bamberger maintained
rilo
country ever did or ever will 1110
this patriotic attitude throughout the war and it appears
1

germanborn
born utahns
utahna
able to minimize the difficulties of german
because of his activities and influence 106

was

ajoseph
ijoseph
ljoseph

104
104joseph
Joseph

improvement era

icutahs

105
iC
105utahs
Utahs
28 march 1917

lalan

M

tanner

20

the united states and germany

march 1917

448

voice for loyalty

kent powell

utah historical quarterly

the herald republican
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germanspeaking
the german
52

fall

1984
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church leaders in utah also helped minimize the danger
to germans in the intermountain west president joseph F

smith admonished the membership to treat their neighbors as
brothers and sisters and not as some nationality 107
germans in utah continued

to act cautiously throughout the
remainder of the war elder anthon H lund noted
many things may come about which may cause feelings
and passions to rise against those with whom our
nations are at war but we want to remember that
those with whom we are associated religiously be
day
they whatever nation they may are latterday
latter
saints now in this andwe other states where there
day saints
are latterday
have a splendid citizenry
latter
from those countries with which the united states
perhaps will be at war let us not treat them as if
they were against us but do everything to make them
feel that we are all american citizens 108
an article in the deseret news regarding a german genealogy
worker added that mrs baird of german birth but a full
fledged american now has had several brothers killed in the
109 also after substantial pressure from local
log
war 11109
residents church meetings conducted in german were
discontinued in logan
in the excitement
throughout the united
teaching of german in

utah 110
of the war xenophobia ran rampant

states

to end the
american schools public schools in
a move was on

ajoseph smith conference reports 6 april 1917
ljoseph
ijoseph
108
108anthon
Anthon H lund conference reports 6 april 1917
santhon
ianthon
log
109
109hand
Hand book on german genealogy printed
achand
ichand
deseret
news 26
107
107joseph
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evening
january 1918
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110german
iio
ilo German
hgennan
ennan meetings in native tongue are discontinued
HG
deseret evening news 20 july 1918

11
13
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utah followed suit 111 principals in many church schools
discussed joining in the ban and voted unanimously to
submit a motion to the church board of education to remove
german classes their curriculum 112 cooler heads however
saw no relation between the teaching of the teutonic
language in the classroom and the successful waging of the
113

believed that the more americans know of
germany the better prepared they will be to aid in the
we are fighting german autocracy not german
war
literature music art or science 114 in light of the
debate the president of the latterday
latter day saints university
found that there had been a sharp decline in the number
enrolled in german classes at his university 115
mormon leaders were also increasingly concerned for the
safety of the few german members in the british isles
particularly those in ireland who were naturalized british
citizens apparently they had been accused of being german
spies and their safety had been threatened 116
big war

some

iii
ili 14
hterman
nierman
hierman
111
111german
Ht
erman
German
haerman

abolished in utah schools

april 1918
112
112deseret
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lllanguage
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ilg
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mormons

in germany

on

the other hand

seem

to have

fully supported their government throughout the war one
mormon was commended by the kaiser for writing patriotic
poetry 117 and it was common to hear prayers in church
meetings which petitioned god to give the victory to the
german mormon soldier wrote that his
german weapons 118 one germanmormon
fellow mormons in the field were always prepared to punish
11119
119
ilg
opponents
with
death
their
though the war was an abhorrence mormons were not
surprised by it five days after the war began james

it

E

appears

indeed that the
day predicted by the prophet joseph smith has come in which
or son
war is to be poured out upon all nations 120 apostle orson
talmage penned these lines

F

whitney cited a statement by wilford woodruff as an

indication that this was indeed a sign of the last days
god had held the angels of destruction for many
years lest they should reap down the wheat with the
tares 1I want to tell you now that these angels
have left the portals of heaven and they stand over
this people and this nation now and are hovering
over the earth waiting to pour out judgments and
from this very day they shall be poured out

117der
dank des Kai
sers
keisers
kaisers
ll7der
per
der stern 50 1 february 1918

ljean

6

the thanks of the kaiser

40

interview by gordon irving
moyle oral history project LDS church archives
ilg
119
per
119alfons
Feld postbrief
Alfons
der stern 49
aifons finck feldpostbrief
hlfons
elfons
wunderlich

september 1917
120
120talmage
Talmage
italmage
taimage

1972
15

282

talmage was referring to a
revelation in doctrine and covenants 871 and the time
will come that war will be poured out upon all nations
5

august

1914

73

the next twenty years will see mighty changes
among the nations of the earth
was just twenty years from that time until
it
1914 when this great war broke out in europe that
now threatens the world 121
mormon scripture teaches that the last days will include
wars in foreign lands 122 mormons believed however that
god was not responsible for the war but war lords who have
god they believed would overrule
transgressed the law
things so that good will come out of it but he will not
support those who have not had authority conferred upon
123
them ot123

believed that god would protect them if he
desired to preserve their lives but joseph smith had said
it is a false idea that the saints will escape all the
judgments while the wicked suffer for all flesh is subject
to suffer and the righteous shall hardly escape still many
of the saints will escape for the just shall live by
mormons

faith

tol24
124

though church publications in general took a neutral
tone prior to 1917 mostly limiting their comments on the
1210
iorson
borson
rson F whitney
lorson
pima
of modern prophecy

the world war and the fulfillment
arizona the gila valley farmer
delivered at layton arizona 24 february 1918 17
122
122doctrine
indoctrine
Doctrine and covenants 4563
idoctrine
123
123joseph
ajoseph
ijoseph
ljoseph
Joseph F smith utterances on the war millennial

star

76

15 november 1914

ibh

709

124bh
iba roberts history of the church v

V

11

74

war

to lamentations about its horrors

125

after the united

states entered the war numerous articles appeared which
were blatantly anti german that is blatantly anti
kaiser
antikaiser
carefully distinguished between the german
people and their government inhabitants of the various
lands did not bear the guilt for the war said church
president joseph F smith but the deaths of those killed on
the battlefield shall be upon the heads of their
leaders 126
one article which first ran in the november 1917
improvement era and later appeared in a january 1918 issue
of the millennial star contrasted american with german
ideals 127 it seems strange that such an article
contrasting american and german ideals would run in an
exclusively british publication but this is evidence that
though the millennial star was a british periodical most
control and content came from americans moreover the
millennial stars quota of articles on the war increased
germany

mormons

after the united states joined the hostilities A rough
estimate shows that the number of articles relating to war
125jms
SJMS

effects of the

war

millennial star

82

90
february 1916 88
the churches and peace
8890
774
772774
millennial star 81 9 december 1915 772
12 moseph
126
126joseph
joseph
joseph F smith conference reports 6 april 1917
127
127american
american vs german ideals millennial star 80
5
115
american vs german ideals
january 1918
34
29
improvement era 20 november 1917
2934
10

11
3

75

in the millennial star increased from

25

in

1916

to

42

in

1918

war the change from
var
the attitude of mormons toward the warthe
pro war attitudewas
pacifism to a prowar
attitude was a reflection of the

wilson administrations policies in other words before
unrestricted submarine warfare became a major issue
neutrality could be justifiably maintained but as soon as a

to american rights to free use of the seas
it became necessary and deemed correct in the eyes of the
american government and mormons to take up arms
charles W

threat

was posed

penrose said
was
true jesus christ taught that non
nonresistance
resistance
right and praiseworthy and a duty under certain
circumstances and conditions but just look at him
when he went into the temple when he made that
scourge of thongs when he turned out the money
changers and kicked over their tables and told them
jesus was no
to get out of the house of the lord
milksop he was not to be trampled under foot
if
somebody comes against us to destroy us and our
property and our homes and our rights and privileges
either on land or on sea then we have the right
protection
and
under divine law to rise for our own
take such steps as are necessary 128
As the war drew to a close in germany it became evident
that though the aggression had hindered the progress of the
church it had adapted to the circumstances far better than
expected most LDS leaders thought that the church left to

stand on its own under extreme adverse conditions without
the support of missionaries would wither and die but local

21

128
128charles
Charles

W

penrose conference reports

spring

1917

76

members had

rallied to fill in the void both in leadership

proselyting in 1917 there had been 300 new
baptisms in 1918 361 in 1919 600 and in the first three
quarters of 1920 there were 1200 all this prior to the
return of american missionaries
mormonism had survived and in some cases thrived in the
war and was prepared to meet its future in the new postwar
and in

germany

CHAPTER 3

ARMISTICE THROUGH THE END OF
THE INFLATION
1923
1918
19181923

FROM THE

to argue that the church or its members had a
significant impact on german politics in the post world
era would be an exaggeration conversely german
political twists and turns in this era did have a bearing on
ideas and activities within the church this does not mean
however that the church and its membership both in germany
and in the united states had no influence in german
affairs the church was beginning to gain influence
internationally through its members a few of whom were now
achieving positions of influence in washington senator
reed smoot for example played a key role in foreign debt
payments from his position on the senate finance committee
and the allied debt repayment committee
another notable
voice was that of J reuben clark
mark jr who wrote speeches
dark
for senator philander knox 1 with clarks
marks help knox became
darks
one of the more powerful opponents to the league of nations
in the united states 2
war 1I

lfrank
frank

provo utah
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288292

21bid
2lbid
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fox J reuben clark
the public years
dark
brigham young university press 1980
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of primary concern for the church at the
was the temporal and spiritual relief of its
europe and returning its missionaries to the
the war concluded church leaders were eager

end of

the war

membership in

continent As
to see the
united states resolve its differences with the german
government and its people heber J grant who shortly
after the end of the war had become president of the church
emphasized in general conference that his antigerman
anti german
statements made during the war were not against the germans
who he said were peace
loving people
peaceloving
every german who believes in peace has my love and
confidence but the germans who believe in force
and who sustained the kaiser do not have my love
1I believe that there are millions of
and support
people in germany who have never sustained in their
hearts the course that was taken by the ruling
classes but it would have been as much as their
lives were worth for them to have dared to assert
men who were in
opposition
to
in
themselves
the
3
power

other church leaders also offered their resolve to seek
peace and reconciliation
levi edgar young of the
churchs first council of seventy announced
they are a good people those germans and we as the
church of christ as well as the government of the
united states must approach them with the spirit of
love and not of revenge and hate no lasting peace
can come to this world until a peace is based on the
love of god for all peoples 4
in light of such admonition church leaders were pleased to
gheber J grant conference reports spring 1919
3heber
4levi
clevi edgar young conference reports fall 1920

140
173
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report that members in Neu
neuchatel
french speaking
chatel in the frenchspeaking
part of switzerland an area which showed strong support for
the allied effort were the first to offer assistance to
members of

the church in germany

5

the german people were destitute the war had diverted
most of the nations economic output toward the conflict and
away from a conventional economy which fed housed and
re
clothed its people moreover retooling
tooling factories to
return to a peace time economy took substantial time
compounding the problem were the demands imposed by the
victors requiring reparations payments in gold and material
actually amounting to 132 billion gold marks 6 perhaps three
times the amount leading economists believed germany was
capable of paying

the

first step for the

provide as

reports
representatives in europe of the dire

much

had come from

church in fostering peace was to

hunger

relief as could

be given

circumstances of the german people
food was particularly scarce at the time and of
poor quality consisting of black coffee made of
dried currants and acorns black war bread soups
made of vegetables every fortnight a few ounces of
meat milk was only rationed to younger children and
old people over seventy years of age 7
5immediate
immediate help by the church
355
december 1919
353
353355

per
der stern

51

19

ggordon
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1945
18661945
university press 1978 439
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hermann stulz how 1I found the saints in germany
millennial star 82 6 may 1920 293
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during the war the churchs

relief society sent

62

tons

wheat8 to members and nonmembers
non members of france england and
of wheate
the neutral countries due to restrictions imposed within
germany angus J cannon the swissgerman
swiss german mission

president was unable to start a relief effort there until
the summer of 1919 during that summer he traveled for
eight weeks throughout germany living with the saints and
assessing their needs in koblenz with the backing of reed
smoot 9 he was able to procure large stores of food from the
american army at cost plus ten percent heber J grant had
authorized cannon to purchase whatever materials he needed
for the relief of the saints 10 and the purchase amounted to
50000 pounds of flour 15000 pounds of rice 20000 pounds
of prunes 5000 pounds of margarine and 20000 cans of
condensed milk 11 in addition cannon petitioned the
membership in the united states to send as many materials as
possible to help alleviate the hunger and provide clothing

milton

H

recordy
regprd
welling congressional decordy

56

house

june 1918 7499
per
9immediate
immediate help
der stern 51 1 december 1919
353 355
353355
1oibid
tolbid
tolbie
11 swiss
garman
german mission manuscript history 1 february
gernan
11swiss
swissgerman
1920
der stern 52 15
deseret news 18 november 1919 per
A sampling of the distribution of these
87
march 1920
foodstuffs is revealed in the hamburg branch history 15
october 1919 president brey says that 270 persons would
come into the benefit of the relief action and that each one
would receive 10 ibs
lbs of flour 4 to 5 cans of milk 3344
lbs of rice etc
ibs
6

1

81

war torn germany
fuel for their brothers and sisters in wartorn
also about a dozen children of latterday
latter day saints sick from
tuberculosis malnutrition and other afflictions
precipitated by the war were sent to switzerland where they
received care from personnel in the mission office 12
cannon took issue with american newspapers which claimed
that circumstances in germany were not really very bad 13
and

people visiting germany cannon wrote
have as a rule money and they can put up at hotels
where their wants are supplied and they learn but
of the real condition of the people
little
but let them go out in the fields where women and
children were working on their knees on cold
stormy days in the potato fields digging up
potatoes that they might be allowed a few more
pounds than their rations call for
these same
let
writers go into the homes and eat and sleep with the
people as 1I have done for eight weeks and let them
see the poor mothers dress their children and what
the poor little lads have to wear and 1I am sure they
would send a different report of conditions in
14
germany

missionaries believed that these humble circumstances

0
progress

winters messages from the missions wonderful
in the swissgerman
swiss german mission improvement era 25
84
82
november 1921
8284
13some
some of these claims came from sources within the
30 october 1923
church deseret news unity in germany
germany coming back
6 may 1921
around the world with
elders mckay and cannon 25 march 1922 elder serge F
recovering 19 august
ballif 13 may 1923 germany fast
1920
recently returned mission president speak at
luncheon 26 august 1921
german mission manuscript history 1 february
14swiss
swiss garman
120O

1920

K

82
15 made
inflation15
caused by the war and the subsequent inflation

germans more

receptive to the message of mormonism
contending that persons confused by the ravages of war were
seeking solace and answers found in religion this they
believed sparked receptiveness to the mormon gospel
furthermore missionaries felt that discontent with the two
state churches had increased because of their failure to
fully meet the needs of the population during the war
the
churches have been weighed in the balances and are found
116
ilg
16 wrote angus cannon paul K edmunds president
wanting116
wanting16
wanting
in the cologne branch wrote the millennial star that
within the last few months the people in that great
international city cologne have begun to question
the truthfulness of that which they have been taught
As a result of this awakening
from childhood
it
twentysix
six percent of the people
is reported that twenty
have deserted the mother catholic church
under
we are not astonished to see the
such conditions
people willing to listen to and accept the true
gospel 17
conversely the berlin
ost branch complained many people
berlinost
joined the church during this period more for material
assistance of some kind rather than for the gospels
namos
famos herr bagley comments
appeared that the
it
tribulation and suffering caused by the world war has
humbled the people until at last they were willing to listen
amos herr bagley historical sketch of
to the word of god
swiss german mission 8 LDS church archives
the swissgerman
16
16cannon
cannon

deseret news 24 october 1919
romm
romo
17from
roTO other missions
ifroto
the swiss and german mission
millennial star 86 24 july 1924 175

iF

83
1118
18

receiving an oversupply of clothing one
missionary commented if the people hear that we are
supplying clothing there will sure be a bunch of candidates
sake

upon

1119
19
for baptism bilg
there appears however to have been a greater community
spirit manifest from the difficulties created by the
economic troubles
members in germany seem to have drawn
nearer to other members in need sharing what they could
spare this may have also turned members toward those
outside the church who had similar needs 20 it appears that
the relief did make the lives of members of the church
easier in 1923 the improvement era reported our members
are blessed with the necessities of
here in germany
life and they feel that the hand of the lord is protecting
them and helping them during these uncertain times 21
As early as may 1919 the church expressed a desire to
return its missionaries to europe mission president serge
F ball
bail
ballif
bailif
if wrote the mission office in liverpool that he

18berlin
1921 1922
berlin ost branch manuscript history 19211922
7
LDS church archives
19
19robert
robert charles sloan diaries 13 march 1924 LDS
church archives
201n berlin members noted
because of poor economic
conditions good harmony prevailed among the members and
centrum branch manuscript history
berlincentrum
berlin
friends
1
LDS church archives
1921
21nlfo
21no opposition in berlin improvement era 23 july
1923

846

84
22
germany
in
fill
but because of government restrictions the church could not
secure passports for them 23 moreover the united states
was still officially at war with germany and had not yet reestablished diplomatic relations thus an american
missionary encountering trouble could not utilize US
diplomatic services should he need protection 24 apostle
george albert smith found on his tour of germany in 1920
that the absence of a consul left him little room to argue
for his rights as an american citizen in one instance his
group was charged the exorbitant amount of 30 for a visa 25
but had no avenue for appeal
officials in other european nations were also reluctant
to permit the return of missionaries to their lands in
great britain where missionaries had experienced a relative
amount of tolerance from the government the home offices
assistant secretary for legal matters accused mormons of
2
an obvious
being no better than white slave traders 26

could use 1000 missionaries to

star

22j
22jfw
FW
83

the

demand

the swiss and german mission

17 march 1921

23
23missionary
missionary work
news 20 may 1919

171

millennial

to be pushed by the church

deseret

24new president says he will resume active missionary
work in germany
deseret news 18 october 1920
25
25president
president of mission flies over battlefields
deseret news 21 september 1920
26
26malcolm
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thorp
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1922
19101922
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the british government and the mormon
journal of church and state 21 spring
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reference to polygamy A significant key to overcoming this
obstacle was senator reed smoot in response to the
polygamy question as it related to the return of
missionaries smoot assured the secretary of state that they
27
will not teach the practice of polygamy 0027
still some
doubted mormon sincerity and others like the american
consul in zurich were completely misinformed about the
churchs policy on the issue
there seems to be an intense mormon propaganda
going on to get young swiss girls to the united
states it was reported to me yesterday that the
mormons are extremely active and that the usual
method of procedure by the aliens is to state that
they are going to the united states to visit
relatives my informer has one or two cases under
observation and will give me the tip if the persons
apply at my office which is very likely 1I thought
only right to let you
it
others might be on guard

know
28

so

that

you and

Germany 29
strangely missionaries were admitted to germany29
before the were allowed to enter switzerland 30 in 1921
therefore the swiss not the germans were the more
restrictive and in some countries particularly denmark

consul in bern to the secretary of
july 1921 state department
27
27american
american

state

19

28
28american
american

consul in zurich to the american consuls and
vice consuls in switzerland to the legation in bern and to
the state department 17 september 1921 state department
29
29missionaries
missionaries entered germany on april 15 1921

ernst

15

april

1921

walter smith to the secretary of state 31 may
1921 and the alien police bureau of the canton of zurich to
3.6 july 1921
36
state
the american consul in zurich 16
30vlm
30wm

lg
16

department
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missionaries were not permitted to return
mid 1921 missionaries had been
1923 1924 31 but by mid1921
until 19231924
admitted to both germany and switzerland and were resuming
the work left off in 1914
church leaders were pleased with the fall of the kaiser
and the subsequent establishment of a democratic government
wrote james E talmage
with the change in government
the german people found themselves in possession of such
freedom in religious belief and practice as they had never
before enjoyed which brought many earnest truth seekers
into the church 32 militarism noted angus cannon was
gone along with the kaisers repressive regime 33
missionaries no longer had to hide from the authorities
and in fact often were able to rent halls in public
norway and sweden

11

schools for their meetings 34
with police opposition removed resistance came almost
exclusively from the established clergy who redoubled their
31in
in 1923 reed smoot and john

widtsoe traveled to
readmission of
these countries iinn an attempt to gain the re
admission
missionaries reed smoot journal 7 june 1923
32
32james
james E

A

note from the continent
february 1926 73

talmage

A

millennial star 88 4
33angus
angus J cannon cannon declares germans whipped
choice but
salt lake telegram 19 january 1921 not bygermany
was
under the mandate of the versailles treaty
limited to a military force of only 100000 men
34 james E talmage
34james
A note from the continent
millennial star 88 4 february 1926 73
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efforts against

mormons
cormons
Mormons 35

mormons would

never remove

all

opposition

misunderstanding from authorities often fueled
by erroneous complaints and angry priests still occurred
though in decreasing numbers

priests unlike before the

war

and complaints made by

fell

more

often

on

deaf

thus a letter written to authorities from a local
minister suggesting that mormon missionaries be categorized
as bothersome foreigners lastinger
ldstiger
lastiger
Auslan derl
ld
auslanderi
deri was
la
stiger auslander
ignored 36 in tilsit a local pastor complained to the
police that an elder was participating in immoral behavior
the elder visited the government administrator and the
matter was cleared 37 in another case two elders were
arrested for going door to door when taken to the police
station the officer in charge called a superior who informed
ears

35this
this prompted a letter from frederick M smith
president of the reorganized LDS church who often mistaken
for the utah church petitioned the state department for
in various parts of europe we are made to feel
relief
that there is a strong and concerted anti mormon movement
headed by some influential and well known people
As a
consequence of this agitation our missionaries and even our
local representatives in various countries have been made to
suffer attack by these anti mormon workers because of the
failure to distinguish between us and the utah church
ostensibly at least the efforts of the anti mormon
cormons
Mormons because the
societies are directed against the mormons
mormons
cormons
Mormons believe in practice and teach polygamy
for us
therefore to be opposed for the same reason is manifestly
unjust because we neither believe in teach nor practice
polygamy but are strict monogamists
frederick M smith
to the secretary of state 26 january 1920 state
11

department

36
36ministry
ministry
37 Tilsit
37tilsit
tils it

archives

10

july

1922

branch manuscript history

138

LDS

church

88

him

that the missionaries

were

38
harmless individuals oe38
were sympathetic to mormonism

officials who
and went out of their way to help
in basel for example
the german consul gave george albert smith and his
there were

some

companions

free visas because of the charity of the church

since the war 39
the war also seems to have lifted the spiritual level of
the general church membership on countless occasions
church authorities touring germany were astonished by the
devotion of the congregations who in spite of economic
conditions would travel hundreds of miles to hear visiting
Krause 40 traveled over 100 kilometers
leaders speak walter krause40
by foot in order to attend a meeting in berlin 41 rarely
did a general authority speak to less than a capacity crowd
george albert smith reported
A conference was held in chemnitz
at each meeting
the capacity of the hall was tested and at the
evening meeting there were over 550 persons in the
hall and enough standing in the yard leaning through
they could
the windows or getting to any place where
hear to make the number exceed 700 42
38
38andrew
andrew

loosle heggie journal 22 may 1928 36 LDS
church archives
39
39george
george albert smith journal 31 august 1919 135
university of utah special collections copy on file at the
LDS church archives
40
40krause
krause joined the church in the 1920s and later
became a patriarch in the former german democratic republic
41
41interview
interview with walter krause 8 april 1991
gedman mission manuscript history 5 september
42swiss
swiss german
1920

89

large numbers of these people were friends non members
often exceeding the number of baptized members in
4
moreover both during the war and the period
attendance 43
prior to july 1921 when american missionaries returned
german members

numbering around 40 working

fulltime
full time

and an

additional 80 working part time 44 labored as missionaries
war missionary effort a healthy head start
postwar
giving the post
swiss german mission
the result was that conversions in the swissgerman
amounted to 595 in 1919 1165 in 1920 1024 in 1921 733 in
1922 1453 in 1923 and 1792 in 1924 for an average of
1.127
1127 45 in contrast the mission averaged only 60846
baptisms per year in the five years prior to the outbreak of
the war when missionaries from the united states carried the
bulk of the load
though local members had been quite successful with
their proselyting efforts and had adequately led the
branches in the absence of fulltime
full time missionaries as soon
as missionaries returned president serge F ballif began
43from
from other missions
millennial star 85 6
779
december 1923
harold H jenson president whitney
and party in switzerland germany netherlands
deseret

news

september 1921
44heber
heber J grant conference reports fall 1920 156
messages from the missions
improvement era 21 november
george albert smith swiss and german mission
1921
83
millennial star 82 22 september 1920 636
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45annual
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19191924
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re
missionaries
reinstalling
installing

in local leadership positions
this action seems to have been prompted almost exclusively
by ballifs discovery of discord among the members 47 in
one instance the dedication of a new meetinghouse was
deferred by ballif until there was more harmony demonstrated
in the branch 48
one of the greatest hindrances to the signing of a peace
treaty with germany and therefore the return of
missionaries to germany hinged on the league of nations
debate
it was the war with germany and the need to
maintain peace in europe and more specifically with the
defeated german nation which brought about a call for the
league whose charter required ratification from the
congress before the united states would be bound by its
provisions though the church had a limited influence on
the debate over ratification it did have a significant
impact on and created divisions within the church
both
factions which included men within the highest echelons of
the church hierarchy seemed to believe that embodied in the
league issue was the survival of peace harmony and for
some the continued existence of the united states
there
17

47swiss
swiss german mission minutes 10 february 14 april
april 1921 LDS church archives the name minutes is

deceptive this document is actually an office
journal of president serge ballif ballifs removal of
members from leadership positions was reversed in the latter
portion of the 1920s this subject will be discussed in
chapter 4
48ibid
ibid 23 january 1921
somewhat
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were

however

some key mormon

players

who

though not the

linchpin in the league affair rose at key moments and let
their influence be felt most significantly reed smoot and
mark
J reuben clark
dark
germanmormons
german mormons residing in the united states also had a
though they had been
keen interest in the league
relatively silent over affairs in europe after the united
states entered the war when peace was finally declared
these germans made their vigorous opposition to the league
public it appears that they like other opponents of the
league objected to the exclusion of germany and the other
defeated nations from participation in the organization
when officials of the salt lake city beobachter hermann
grether editor and GF bushmann compositor were asked
to resign their positions they accused chairman and church
leader rulon S wells of dismissing them because they
opposed the league and wells being pro
league wanted to
proleague
suppress their opinions 49

it

appears that after the affair at the beobachter that
the church turned the periodical more toward a religious
format and less toward political commentary 50
when it came to the league church leaders could agree
on two things the need for establishing world peace and

that the united states should
49
49broadbent
broadbent

SOl
5oibid
soi bid
solbid
sollid

346

345

have her

territory

and
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principles defended at all costs

the disagreement came
from divergent perceptions within the mormon hierarchy on
how and whether the league would be an effective tool in
bringing this about to the general mormon population and
most church leaders the league of nations provided an
effective instrument for the united states to protect
itself and at the same time police the world and insure
peace
church leaders who openly supported the league
included president heber J grant charles W penrose
george F richards orson F whitney BH roberts anthony
W
ivins james E talmage richard R lyman and melvin J
ballard 51 opponents of the league of nations issue
included reed smoot bishop charles W nibley joseph
fielding smith david 0 mckay 52 and J reuben dark
mark
clark
though dark
mark was not yet a general authority
clark
aspects of the league to which smoot was most opposed

salt
sait
leaders for

lake county democratic committee church
nations league the democratic campaign
messenger 11 october 1920
52james B alien
allen
ailen personal faith and public policy
some timely observations on the league of nations
young university studies 4
controversy in utah brigham xoung
autumn 1973

82
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were embodied in
he

article

1053

of the league covenant which

said bound the united states to
be a participant in every war in the world wherever
waged or for whatever the origin
even if our own delegate or our own president or
congress and people were opposed to such action 54

surrendering the rights of congress and the president smoot
argued were not only unconstitutional they were
unconscionable
to smoot influence within the league would
flow from europe to the united states and not the reverse
the united states he contended had been able to keep
itself above european disputes because of her unique

that a better alternative
would be to americanize europe rather than europeanize
america 55 smoot failed to understand that geographic
alignments and military strategies in europe were far
different from those of the united states germany for
american ideals

he suggested

article
articie
congress read as

53
53article 10

of the league covenant as submitted to
follows the high contracting parties
undertake to respect and preserve as against external
aggression the territorial integrity and existing political
independence of all states members of the league
in case
of any such aggression or in case of any threat or danger
of such aggression the executive council shall advise upon
US
the means by which the obligation shall be fulfilled
congress congressional record 57 15 february 1919
3408
the executive council as provided by article 3 was to
consist of the united states the british empire france
italy and japan plus four other states who would be elected
by the body
54
54senator
senator smoot gives views on league deseret news
17 march 1919

55reed
reed smoot to C N
examiner 24 august 1919

lund

jr
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history by powerful
and aggressive enemies
conversely the united states
isolated by the atlantic and pacific had the convenience of
standing above and apart from disputes in europe and
elsewhere it was difficult in this gilded cage for
americans to comprehend fully the aggression which had
always been a part of european life
also offensive to smoot were provisions in the
versailles treaty which gave german dominions to the victors
in europe and the shantung province of china to japan 56 if
in its inception the league created inequities in world
affairs smoot feared the pattern thus set would probably
example

had been surrounded throughout

continue
contrary to smooot
smoot george F richards believed that the
league was inspired by god and announced in the fall general
conference of the church

stated as my belief that president woodrow
wilson in his work pertaining to the war and peace
that he had been inspired of the lord nothing 1I
have read from the opponents of the league covenant
1I am glad to know
has caused me to change my mind
that my attitude towards this the most important
question under consideration by the nations at this
time is in harmony with that of the president of
views of the
the
the united states and with
president of the church 57
this statement must have cut smoot to the quick reminding
1I

56 congressional
56congressional
57
57george
george F

record

57

16

october

1919

richards conference reports fall

1919

64

95

he was acting contrary to the wishes of the
majority of the brethren smoot in a reply said
him

that

in answer to the attempt to make it appear
that 1I am out of harmony with them church
leaders in this question it is only fair to me to
have consistently
state that some of these gentlemen
held to the view which 1I hold 58
in contrast to smoots stand the april 1919 issue of
the improvement era carried an article written by BH
roberts which answered nearly every complaint made by
opponents of the league and perhaps best embodied the
attitudes of those within the mormon community who supported
it roberts believed that the victorious powers were strong
enough to impose their righteous will upon wayward nations
in a way that would insure peace in the world 59 he also
believed that problems with the league covenant could be
corrected after the league was accepted in principle
moreover the positive ideas in the united states
constitution roberts argued could influence the league
charter for good and eventually have an impact in lands
where democracy was not yet practiced 60 roberts conceded
that some US sovereignty would have to be surrendered in

58
58senator
Senator smoot

presidency

59bh
BH

improvement

601bid
ibid

reads further from message of first
deseret news 25 october 1920
roberts A league of nations to enforce peace
era 22 april 1919 476
477
476
476477
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order for the league to be viable but he felt that the
sacrifice would be small compared to the gains 61
with the possible exception of president grant however
the mormons who had the most influence nationally were also
among the minority who opposed the league
particularly

mark
clark
dark the others could generally only extend
their influence within the mormon community
to the great satisfaction of smoot the league was
defeated in november of 1919 and in 1920 voters in utah had
forgotten the league debate and again returned him to the
senate apparently with disputes in the ruhr over
reparations in the summer of 1920 smoots constituents in
utah began to be disaffected from the league
mark another mormon voice in the debate
clark
J reuben dark
perceived the league as a tool created by the victors of the
war to continue domination of the losers 62 primarily
germany
this he believed to be a holdover from the
smoot and

balance of power concept which had pervaded european
politics for centuries and involved implementing the use of
military might in order to maintain peace on the continent

it

particularly provisions emphasizing military over
diplomatic solutions which were offensive to a
pacifist isolationist like dark
pacifistisolationist
mark
clark moreover he saw the
was

61ibid
ibid
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league as another tool in the hands of the victors to
subjugate germany 63 to support his position he cited

washingtons counsel to avoid entangling alliances
and
under the league the monroe doctrine clark
mark
dark contended
would vanish expanding european involvement in the western
hemisphere

isolationist only to the extent that it
permitted the united states to serve as the worlds
peacemaker 64 to mark
clark
dark the united states had a divine role
in international politics being according to LDS doctrine
the chosen land she should rise above international
65 to serve as the worlds
neutral65
disputes as the great Neutral
peacemaker
casting her lot on the side of a belligerent
defeated this function 66 remaining neutral permitted the
united states and the church to offer humanitarian aid to
but clark
mark was an
dark

those innocent victims of nations involved in military
67

her innocence clark
mark contended had been
dark
partially lost since she permitted the looting at the

conflicts

68

versailles peace table
63
63firmage
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284285
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alien
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64
64allen
allen

B

11j

on american
brigham young

university studies 13 spring 1973 359
65
65jJ reuben dark
mark conference reports fall
clark
66
66firmage
firmage
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1939
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294
295
294295

reuben clark
mark conference reports
dark

68jJ reuben clark
mark conference reports
dark

fall
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mark authored several
in opposition to the league clark
dark
speeches delivered by senator philander knox one which
included a document entitled data on the german peace
treaty
what clark
mark showed in this document was that
dark
germanas
germanys
were sprinkled
Germ anys liabilities in the treaty
throughout the text in such a way as to soften their
impact 69 through careful study clark
mark extracted all of the
dark
liabilities imposed upon germany and gave it to knox who
presented it to the senate it showed the treaty as so
vindictive and oppressive that it could only be the powder
which would explode into the next war 70 in light of the
document knox commented
germany smarting and staggering under the
think you germanysmarting
terms of this the hardest treaty of modern times
will even if we work to set up the league and she
should join it supinely rest content with the dole
of grace and sufferance we are vouchsafing her the
crumbs from her victors table
is beside the
it
point to say that such is but her just desserts and
the full measure thereof lacking the wisdom to go
forward and inflict a military punishment that would
have uprooted their philosophy of force and taught
them the lesson of live and let live we have left
them beaten but proud and arrogant with their
mighty spirit
bent for the time but unbroken with
spirl
spiri
t
a will
and
with
their damning philosophy unchanged
71
fired by hate to mete out revenge 11
this as time went on turned out to be one of the most
insightful statements ever made about the treaty

69fox
fox

290

701bid
ibid

290
292
290292

71ibid
ibid
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though clark opposed the league

he endorsed a medium

whereby nations could meet and discuss

their differences

so

long as the burden of military commitments was eliminated

the organization did not exclude germany austria and
the other nations defeated in the world war as the league
had done 72 moreover he did not oppose an organization
which provided for military intervention so long as military
commitments were not binding
and

in practice both the league and united nations charters
have been adhered to only insofar as a nation in question
was willing to abide by its decisions
such an idea may
have appealed to the pragmatic politicians in washington
but to men like smoot and clark maintaining national honor
and

integrity

was

vital

mark
clark
dark wrote

matter what kind of promise we give we must
we join the treaty we must
keep it when given
if
keep its very obligation no matter what it costs
do this we must reject the
not
to
prepared
if we are
73
no

treaty

in germany the treaty of versailles was just beginning
to have an impact on the population it already had an
emotional impact when the treaty was proclaimed but the
economic blow was soon felt
at the end of the war one
dollar bought four german marks but under pressure of
reparations and other factors associated with the end of
72
72firmage
firmage

out

286

73jJ reuben clark
mark
dark

deseret

news
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dangers
jr
september 1919

of the treaty pointed
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the war the german government turned on the printing
presses in hopes of alleviating some of the burden
consequently

trillion

by november 15

1923

one

4.2
dollar bought 42
42

this drastic inflation destroyed personal
left germans destitute to compound the

marks

savings and

french forces fearing the loss of reparations
payments occupied the industriallyproductive
industrially productive ruhr region
problem

TABLE 2
DOLLAR

quotations

SELECTED DATES

MONTHLY

july 1914
january 1919
july 191
january 1920
july 1920
january 1921
july 1921
january 1922
july 1922
january 1923
july 1923
august

1923
september 1923
october 1923
november 15 1923

FOR THE

14
19
1914

AND

mark74
1919 23
191923

AVERAGES

42
89

42
4.2
89
8.9

140
14.0
140
648
64.8
648
395
39.5
395
649
64.9
649
767
76.7
767

191.8
1918
493.2
4932

17972.0
179720
353412.0
3534120

46204550
4620455.0
46204550

98860000.0
988600000
25260208000.0
252602080000

4200000000000.0
42000000000000

one mormon

elder complained
A person cant carry stamps because postage rates
are continually raising as the mark falls and you
mail letters for the same amount two days in a
cant
we missionaries oni
row75
onlyy dare carry about enough
for a meal when we change a dollar we have to
74
74craig
74craiq
Craig

450

75
75robert
robert

charles sloan correspondence

17

november 1923
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hurry and buy things we need so as to76 get rid of the
money and not lose any of its value
for mormon missionaries the inflation was merely a
they could retain most of their
bothersome inconvenience
money in hard currency and exchange it only when needed but
germans were stuck with the worthless

scrip which towards

the end of the inflation was printed only on one side of the
paper by 1923 conditions in germany were deplorable A
letter to heber J grant from truman R young illustrates

this situation
the poor people of germany have to live on nothing
horse wursts
bursts are now appearing on their tables also
potatoes are the main food of
dog and cat wursts
bursts
the people some families go for five and six
months without a mouthful of anything but potatoes
coal is so scarce that only the rich burn it and
to cap the climax france has moved into essen the
coh
source of supply of almost all of germanys col
coal 77
Sp eidels
spel
speidells
speidels
speidell
walter Spei
dells father a member of the stuttgart branch
feeling the financial pressure sold his farm but after
holding on to the cash for several days could only purchase
a few pieces of clothing and a loaf of bread with money
sufficient to purchase an entire farm just a few days

earlier

78

in response the church again stepped up relief
to its membership in germany though the extent of the
relief is unknown mormons apparently weathered the
76
761bid
76ibid
Ibid

9

november 1923

77
77conditions
Conditions

in germany described by elder in
to president grant deseret news 17 february 1923
78
waiter
walter speidel interview by douglas tobler
oral history program LDS church archives

letter
6

moyle
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inflation
the church
again

a

bit better

because they could rely on help from

believed that the economic and political
non members
conditions in germany turned church members and nonmembers
closer to god and to mormonism this they believed was
bene fitted temporally
true partially because those in need benefitted
additionally they
from the care the church could provide
felt that church doctrine gave people a sense of comfort in
their times of trial fred tadje counseled well might the
times appear difficult but 1I know that the lord will not
forsake us if we trust in him 79
mormon missionaries had a unique perspective of these
problems and of german culture and society and the
political and social developments that affected it they
were numbered with the few americans who lived among the
mormons

german people and

visited their

developed a liking for germans
because of

homes

regularly

their

language and culture

most

their perspective missionaries written

accounts are most valuable in assessing the situation in
germany as it unfolded
george dewey pendleton served a
mission in the rhineland during the french occupation

when

failed to deliver sufficient coal and telegraph
poles as prescribed by the versailles treaty the french
germany

79fred tadje an die Ge schwister und freundel
freunde der
and
Schweizer
schweizerischen
ischen und deutschen mission
to
the
brothers
per
swiss german mission
der stern
sisters and friends of the swissgerman
trans by the author 55 1923 153
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invaded the ruhr region in order to insure delivery

in

opposition germans in the area mounted a passive
resistance pendleton commented on these circumstances
is a general opinion among the people ive
it
come in contact with that the english and americans
are thought more of and the people of koin cologne
are afraid of the time when the english withdraw 80
in relation to german police in the rhineland
the germans have police all over the town having a
well organized police force
the police are young
fellows it looks to me as if they are the nucleus
ex
are
nearly
they
of another strong army for
all
soldiers on police duty 81
pendletons observations hint that germany was likely not
adhering fully to the stipulations of the versailles treaty
which limited the size of the german military to 100000
soldiers he also believed that the german government was
keeping a close eye on developments in the rhineland and
this force of men could at least maintain some control over
affairs in the occupied territory
relating to civil resistance in the rhineland pendleton
&

wrote

to the german
the french have a hard time to get ongermans
fixed
railroad switching systems for the
them so they couldnt understand them and refuse to
instruct them on how they are run at one point 15
french workmen sic were killed on account of false
switching two engines were caused to run together
having a wholesale slaughter 82
8ogeorge
george dewey pendleton
church archives

8libid
ibid
ibid
ibia

10

february

1923

30 march 1923

journal

4

january

1923

LDS
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As

tensions mounted he commented
the people are full of hatred against these people
coming into their city and its hard to say what
would happen if they had firearms and a
leader
the people are so curious every one
wandering around looking to try to see if something
or wishing they had nerve to do
hasnt happened
03
something

the big question with the
french is how much material the germans are putting
out from their various factories
twelve soldiers were
sent to a local factory to see just what the true situation

finally

something did happen

was

the idea or conclusion that the french have come to
is that the employers sic and superintendents
sic of the factory notified all workers that the
french had occupied the works for all whistles were
blown and the workmen who were released from
their work came pouring out on the 12 french men
to imagine how one would react to
is hard
it
60000 german workers against 12 french what
would one do to protect himself when monkey renches
benches
sic and bolts started to fly at him for self
protection the french used their guns 84they had and
in the rumpus 12 germans were killed
unrest such as this caused church leaders some worry for
the safety of missionaries in these areas but they deemed
the danger to be minimal and made no effort to remove
them 85

831bid
ibid

10

february

841bid
ibid

15

april

1923

1923

85
85missionaries
missionaries stay
news 15 january 1923

at posts in

germany
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great contribution to the strife in the rhineland was
the american insistence that war debts incurred by the
allied powers be repaid the allies in turn demanded
reparations from germany in order to finance their debts
reed smoot played a key role in the war debt issue he
A

served on the senate finance committee and the allied debt
refunding commission where he repeatedly fought the

forgiving of the debts this continued disagreement between
the united states and its allies further compounded the
troubles in germany because the debtors insisted that the
german reparations be continued in order for these nations
to have sufficient revenue to pay the united states smoot
argued that if the debtor nations would divert only a small
portion of the money they were spending on arms toward the
debt it could be easily paid aside from the fact that smoot
wanted to protect american interests by maintaining the
peace he also sought to protect the interests of the
church which were the protection and perpetuation of the
church in europe of which the membership in germany played
moreover as an apostle in the church he sought
a key role
to perpetuate the teachings of jesus christ as outlined in
the bible and in mormon scripture in this case he hoped to
instill peace in the world smoot believed that the
continuation of war debt repayments were a tool in
continuing this peace
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conversely smoot feared that payments of large amounts
to the united states could be severely damaging to the
american economy an oversupply of foreign currency and
goods from war debt repayments in the

united states could
he called the debts

severely weaken american business 86
abnormal and though willing to modify them and fearful of
the possible impact on the american economy he apparently
felt their use as a deterrent to war outweighed their threat
to american economic wellbeing
well being 87
smoot and the mormon community seem to have been less
sympathetic to the pressure on the german economy and its
burden of reparations than was perhaps merited many mormon
sources indicated that the germans were recovering faster
than any of the other industrialized nations of europe 88
furthermore punishment it seemed was still in vogue
seldom if ever was it mentioned that the united states also
bene fitted from the war and that the cost incurred might
benefitted
also have been an investment in american security rather
than a loan to the
861bid
86ibid

13

allies

july

1921

it

had been a european war

3653

settlement of the british war debt
cleveland ohio the union trust company

87reed
reed smoot

trade winds
march

1923

2

88
88deseret
deseret news

unity in germany

october 1923
germany coming back
6 may 1921
around the world with
elders mckay and cannon 25 march 1922 elder serge F
recovering 19 august
ballif 13 may 1923 germany fast
1920
recently returned mission president speak at
26 august 1921
luncheon
30
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started

by europeans

and many

like

smoot

wanted to have

the debt repaid hoping this burden might teach europeans to
be more peaceful

attitudes did not sit well with
americans as wealthy participants in

such

europeans who viewed

bene fitted economically from its successes while
the war who benefitted
investing very little in money and blood thus great
britain and particularly france continually insisted that
the debt be removed smoot gave his reply to this complaint
on the senate floor
1I wish it were possible to impress upon the people
of the countries to which the government of the
united states advanced money just the position that
their representatives took by the expressions made
by them when they came to america and asked america
to assist them in the war 1I can remember well mr
president some of those foreign representatives
making declarations that their countries had their
backs to the wall that they were already bled
white and the war was lost unless america came to
the rescue not only with men but with money 1I
have no patience with the statements which are made
so often that this was americas war 89
in order to escape the despair in their own country
many europeans sought to leave their homeland
1920 1921
in 19201921
800000 entered the united states 90 with this heavy influx
of immigrants the united states sought to stem the tide in
1921 president harding signed the first quota bill limiting
the number of emigrants who could enter the united states

reed smoot united states congress
1032
record 65 16 january 1924
90
90thomas
thomas

congressional

bailey and david M kennedy the american
pageant 8th
lexington mass DC heath and company
ath ed
1987

699
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the church also seeking to limit emigration published a
commentary in per
der stern discouraging emigration 91
this doctrine was an extension of a church policy first
introduced in 1898 which was intended to establish the
church permanently outside of the intermountain west most
obstacles against the church in germany had been removed and

its

live their religion just
as their counterparts in the united states it was only the
now

membership could remain and

temple which was lacking in order to fulfill their spiritual
needs and in response apostle david 0 mckay while

serving as european mission president promised the members
of the church that if they were faithful they would have
temples

built for

them which

will be accessible to all so

that the desired temple work can be done without uprooting
homelands
elands 92 in the interim members
families from their hom
of the church living near temples in america were asked to
assist their european counterparts in performing those

ordinances in behalf of their descendants

93

mormon

gider
80
der stern 54 1 march 1922
92 llewelyn
92llewelyn
liewelyn R mckay home memories of president david
0 mckay
deseret book salt lake 1956 33 david 0
mckay was president of the church when the first temples
were dedicated on the european continent in the 1950s thus

fulfilling his
93
93john
john

own

prophecy

report of activities and
accomplishments of elders and saints in eleven units
overseas deseret news 21 march 1931 gertrude baird was
advised by hugh J cannon not to encourage the saints to
emigrate to utah
and I made up my mind to tell them
that they may gather their genealogies arrange them
A

Widt
soe
widtsoe

1

properly and record

it

in such a

way and manner

that the
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emigration in the latter days of the weimar republic
declined though it never ceased completely

baptisms could be drawn off and although they are living
here in the old country the young people in zion will
gladly do the baptizing for them their privilege is to
compile the genealogies of their forfathers
forefathers
for fathers sic and such a
mission is just as great if not greater than the one who
my genealogical mission
gertrude baird
does the work
die geschichte der ersten deutschen
in europe
genealogischen vereinigung in der saizseestadt
Salz seestadt im staate
Saiz
skaate
salzseestadt
utah
the history of the first german genealogy society in
salt lake city in the state of utah 33 LDS church

archives

CHAPTER 4
BETWEEN INFLATION
INFIATION AND

depression

1924 1929
19241929

in november 1923 the weimar republic having learned a
Rent enmark which was
lesson in economics introduced the rentenmark
backed by bonds from agriculture and industry moreover
and a half
the government forced speculators to sell one
oneandahalf
bank with
reichsbank
billion dollars of foreign currency to the Reichs
these reforms in place the currency was soon stabilized and
the general strikes which had plagued the country for the
previous six months were at an end negotiations under the
capable hand of gustav stresemann helped lead to the dawes
plan in 1924 which based reparations settlements on
germanys capacity to pay and stipulated that the french
leave the ruhr a feat accomplished by july of 1925
ushering in the years of greatest economic stability for the
weimar republic
prosperity in germany was it appears a two
edged sword
twoedged
for the church and seems to have stimulated a tendency for
amusements in preference to things religious 1111 whereas the
german
speaking missions reached a peak number of baptisms
germanspeaking
of 1792 in 1924 they had dropped to 854 in 1925 and 964
conditions in nuremberg germany
378 379
february 1926 378379
110

improvement era 29

ill
in spite of these setbacks germany continued to
be one area where the church saw some of its greatest
success prior to world war 11
II between the years 1910 and
1925 the swissgerman
swiss german mission was consistently one of the
top three missions in the number of baptisms 3
in

1926

2

settling in to a pattern of stability
continued until war broke out in 1939 under the

the church
which

was

republic instead of dodging the police missionaries
could come out in the open and were accepted in ways they
they were
would never have dreamed possible before the war
allowed to use public buildings to hold meetings 4 and
could for the first time deliver their message on local
radio stations 5 in january 1929 a missionary school was
weimar

year per
der stern 5776
1926
19241926
in 1924 there were a
58126 127 595455
5954 55 1924
58126127
in germany in 1925 10337
total of 9706 members living
and in 1926 11085
swiss german mission had
the swissgerman
consistently one of the greatest concentrations of mormons
outside the united states see table 12 for comparisons at
five year intervals of membership concentration for the
1935
19101935
various missions of the church for 1910

2statistical reports for the

annual statistical reports 1910 1915 1920 1925
germanaustrian
austrian
for the years german
the division into the german
after
and the swissgerman
swiss
missions the numbers were fewer for
each mission

though combined they showed only a

slight

decline
4
41n
in berlin in 1925 david 0 mckay spoke at a meeting
near where his brother had been incarcerated just a few
years earlier david 0 mckay conference reports spring
1925

news

14

5missionary
missionary in germany given radio privilege
8

february

1929

deseret
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established in cologne by mission president hugh J cannon 6
another sign of stability here missionaries spent four to
six weeks studying german instead of entering the mission

field without

any formal language

training as had been

done

before

also pleasantly surprised that the 100
year anniversary of the restoration of the priesthood in
A social
1929 received positive press coverage in germany
Vorwarts paid them this
vorwdrts
democratic newspaper the berlin vorwarts
mormons were

unexpected compliment

the mormon church really understands how to take the
best out of every existing church and apply it to
advantage it can be looked upon as one of the
its
most esteemed and valuable branches of american
sectism 7
in 1929 the first LDS chapel constructed and owned by the
Sel bongen 8 this was
church in germany was dedicated in selbongen
somewhat unusual since church leaders were cautious about
investing resources and constructing buildings abroad
particularly in a country which had experienced so much
instability in this case however the land was donated to
gfred tadje

german mission
LDS

berlin

messages from the missions the swiss
improvement era 29 march 1929
412

conference

church archives

manuscript history

28 may 1928

millennial
built by willing hands german
542
star 91 22 august 1929 541
the new germanaustrian
541542
austrian
chapel millennial star 91 5 september 1929 573
selbongen
Sel bongen was located in what is currently poland
8wayland
ayland hand
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Kruscka 9 and the
the church by a local member adolf kruscka9
construction was done largely by the membership which
comprised about one
third of the towns population 10 the
onethird
hesitancy to invest abroad seems to have changed slightly
after the end of world war 1I however and the church began
to purchase a few buildings which were converted for use as

meeting

halls

11

credit their success solely to
can rightfully claim credit for

most missionaries did not

their

own

efforts

no man

the success the mission enjoyed 12 wrote mission president
fred tadje instead mormons saw the hand of god acting in
their behalf to turn events in favor of the church
moreover they believed that god touched the souls of those
many
who heard the mormon message confirming it as truth
of those who joined the church were people who were
dissatisfied with their present spiritual status and were
seeking something new others related that they felt an
inner spiritual manifestation which confirmed the message
taught by the missionaries at one point or another most
mormon converts reported having felt some sort of inner
working which moved them to join the church
9hand
chand

541

valentine to heber J grant 27 june 1929 23
july 1929 hyrum valentine papers
lisee the map section for information relating to the
distribution of mormons in germany for various years
12fred
fred J tadje conference reports spring 1927 147
1ohyrum
iohyrum
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though making great

strides in germany mormons were
only able to gain official recognition from the german
government as a club gerein
Ve
verein
rein not as a religious
organization recognition as a church was still reserved
for the traditional religions
under these new
found freedoms missionaries mounted a
newfound
public relations campaign mostly under the direction of
arthur gaeth a missionary from milwaukee gaeth prepared
slides relating to utah america and mormonism showing
them throughout germany switzerland and austria
these
presentations helped correct many misunderstandings and
brought a few new converts into the church the titles of
these lectures included the archaeological ruins of latin
america and utahs scenic wonderland
the lectures
usually drew capacity crowds and on at least one occasion
people had to be turned away 13
in dresden an international hygiene exposition was held
where missionaries demonstrated the mormon beliefs relating
to health the reaction from visitors seemed overall very

positive

14

one of the

greatest public relations events of the

decade for the church in germany was the centennial

celebration of the birth of karl
13kdnigsberg
konigsberg likes lecture

november 1928

14
14scharffs
scharffs

83

G

on

maeser

utah

who had

deseret

served

news

10
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as the church commissioner of education and was the
spiritual founder of brigham young university with
permission from the owner of the maeser birthplace a
remodeling had been done on the home and a plaque honoring
maeser was placed on the side
on november 19 1926 a

large group met for the unveiling church leaders worked
closely with american and german officials in order to make
the celebration a reality the city of meissen sent a
representative the chief of police helped insure that the
celebration was not disturbed 15 and the local american
consul AT haberle addressed the congregation 16
this relationship with the american consul was
cultivated by hyrum valentine who served as a mission
president during world war 1I and was at that time serving a
second term as mission president
during world war 1I he had
developed a similar acquaintance with the american consul in
basel this relationship had paid off then as did the
association he had developed with haberle in 1927 haberle
assisted the church with a visa problem encountered by
missionaries when they traveled through montreal the
german consul in montreal apparently seeking to limit the
15fred
day work of preaching
fred tadje great latterday
latter
gospel to world is prospering under divine guidance and
inspiration deseret news 29 january 1927
16
16general
germanaustrian
General missionary convention of the german
austrian
mission in connection with memorial exercises in honor of
dr karl G maeser brigham young university special

collections
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stay of missionaries in germany gave them a visa for only
one year 17 when the missionaries intending to remain for
three years were unable to extend their visas haberle
intervened and through his influence was able to have the
restriction lifted 18 valentine returned the favor by using
his influence with senator william henry king to assist
haberle through some difficulties he encountered in the
state department and with the US congress 19
many german officials were also becoming quite friendly
toward the church in this new era in one instance police
in hamm asked their counterparts in bielefeld to monitor the
activities of mormons to see if they were using schools for
meetings
members of the local branch were called in by the
bielefeld police and after questioning the officers
offered to help locate a suitable meetinghouse 20
17hyrum
hyrum

valentine to reed smoot

4

december 1927

hyrum

valentine papers
18hyrum
messages from the missions
hyrum valentine
239
improvement era 29 january 1929
19hyrum
hyrum valentine to william henry king 11 december
1928 hyrum valentine collection
haberle while consul in
rio de janeiro had seized a ship run by a captain chambliss
who had accused haberle of stealing the cargo
the issue
was discussed several times in congress
congressional
record 70 3921 4230 4230 king investigated the matter
and was convinced that the claims against haberle were
extremely weak and therefore defended haberle on the
senate floor
20
20bielefeld
bielefeld branch manuscript history 10 december
1926 LDS church archives
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catholic and lutheran clergymen however were still not
pleased with the presence of the church in germany one
event in oppeln shows both sides of this issue on january
28 1929 the united states secretary of state received a

letter

from a reverend assman

a

jesuit priest

and

naturalized united states citizen of german extraction
germanaustrian
claiming that hyrum valentine german
austrian mission
president was threatening him 21 valentines letter says
A report has reached us of your interference with
our meetings and in fact your suspension of one of
our missionaries make some charges against
them
you which if proven true might make it difficult for
you to re
enter the united states of america
reenter
reverend assmans response sheds light on the justifications
and methods used by those of other religions who opposed
moa
mormonism
Mom ionism

these gentlemen called meetings in a hotel buchal
the owner told me that he himself did not know the
doctrine of the mormons and that he never would have
given his hall if he knew the tendencies of this
SCCL
sect
secl
because 1I am a catholic priest 1I have to warn
our catholic people against sects of the kind of the
mormons or russelites
Russ elites who are very popular with the
communists and socialists
therefore with the knowledge of the governor
oberprdsident of upper silesia dr proske 1I
oberprasident
wanted to find out at the very meeting place of the
sect what they are doing 1I took some friends
among them dr hupka from the chamber of agriculture
and dr goebel from the county court to attend that
meeting we would never disturb any religious
meeting but we had the intention to ask for the
floor if the meeting was a public one
entering the hall 1I asked Is this a public
21
21letter from an american consulate
state 28 january 1929 state department

letter

to the secretary of
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meeting mr odell to whom 1I introduced myself with
yes
my american passport
answered
we the opponents of the mormons
cormons
Mor mons were the
majority the mormons have distributed leaflets in
town even school children got such ones
the towneven
these

did not explain the antichristian
anti christian doctrine
leafletsmormons
cormons
mons

of the

Mor

therefore 1I asked publicly these young gentlemen
nay questions in regard to their creed
rny
ray
to answer my
they do not believe in a spiritual god but in a
pantheistic evolution of the divinity they reject
original sin the baptism of infants they told
publicly that the baptism of catholics is invalid
they defended polygamy although they say they do
not practice it
there were communists in the hall who sided with
one of them asked by dr hupka
cormons
Mor mons
the mormons
whatfor
whitfor sic they come to such a meeting answered
we like to hear things against the catholic
church
is not true what mr valentine writes that 1I
it
suspended the meeting
the owner of the hotel did it
refunding the money payed sim
for the hall
sid
sic
at once we paid for the hall the same evening and mr
hupka opened our own meeting and asked me to deliver a
cormons
Mormons
lecture on the mormons
the mormons remained in the hall and together with
the communists disturbed continually our meeting and
called for the police two policemen arrived but seeing
a peaceful meeting did not interfere
As a catholic priest
I shall act against any
propaganda of any sect dangerous more or less also from
sic the political viewpoint 22
the viewpoint of the missionaries is illustrated in the
diary of roy merril christiansen
As our meeting was about to start 1I wondered why we
had so many friends out to visit our meeting
when
bro odell stood up to announce the first song a
large man stood up and asked if this was a public
meeting
he was given the affirmative answer
he
1

then cunningly asked the same question in german
and received the same answer
in german however
the meaning is taken differently which infers that
anyone can talk who wishes
bro odell in giving
his answer merely thought that the ball headed boob
22 P
22p

january

johannes
1929

L

assman

state department

to the american consulate

24
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sic was wishing to know if everyone was
on receiving this answer he jumped up and
welcome
to curse and slander us three missionaries
started mormon
and the
church calling us peasant thieves
and lions in sheeps clothing
bro tobler and
odell did what they could to get him to shut up and
1I then realized why
but to no avail
sit down
there was such a large crowd present the minister
had his mob present made up of school teachers and
haddis
hadhis
students they were in the majority to our friends
present so force could not be resulted to by us to
bring about peace he continued his raging and
appointed one of his followers to take charge of the
meeting to preserve order who pronounced it a
closed meeting inferring that we could not talk
bro tobler asked the support of the policeman but
they refused on the basis that there was no need of
police help unless worse trouble started he then
asked the help of the manager of the hotel buchal
he came up immediately with bro odell to inform the
minister assman that he was out of place as we had
paid for the hall assman then jumped at him and
threatened his hotel business by telling him he
cormons
Mor mons
would advertise him as helping the mormons
the
manager was very quickly persuaded that he must
submit to the minister although he wasnt a catholic
himself he then immediately refunded our money and
legally permitted the mob to do as they pleased
then assman read about the mormons and their
wives
his all important subject was polygamy as it
always is with a servant of the devil when it comes
to finding fault with the church of christ 1I took
my turn now and then to shoot a remark at his
reproachless figure in regards to his
conduct
there happened to be a communist present
who stood up for our rights
he told him that it
was certainly a fine example of his unchristian
teachings he also stated that if there are any
true servants 23of god on this earth it must be these

missionaries
though the missionaries can be faulted for letting their
emotions get ahead of their reason the behavior of the
jesuit shows the extent some opponents of mormonism would
to fight the church
23roy
roy merril christiansen

diary

9

january

1929

go
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priests

also a problem in kassel where
missionaries were regularly arrested in the latter part of
1926 when members of the local clergy leveled various
accusations against them each time they were released but
it required the intervention of the american embassy in
berlin to finally gain permission for them to resume
tracking
tracting
acting 24
tr
in another instance a local pastor denied the use of a
graveyard and hearse for the burial of a mormon woman who
mormons
cormons
Mormons however believed that they gained more
had died
sympathy and respect from the local population as a result
of

were

this event

25

because of

new found
their newfound

freedoms

and

at least for

americans because the weimar republic was a democracy

generally satisfied with the new government
many germans
which arose in germany after world war 1I
however viewed the new republic as a detriment
the
failure of the currency and continued troubles
mormons were

internationally convinced many that a change was necessary
germans did not fully understand the democratic system and
felt that democracy had been forced upon them by the victors
of the world war one former missionary commented
our do gooders
goeders here in this country were going to
force democracy on germany and germany had not been
1926

24swiss
swiss german mission
31

october

251bid
ibid

l-

i

30

1926

june

3

1925

manuscript history

december 1926

27

august
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a democratic nation up to that time
those people
from the top down were unable to understand the
so we
meaning of a democratic form of government
forced our form of government on them
didnt
26
take because there was no background for

it

it

the old order of the kaiser and similar forms of
authoritarianism hovered like a vulture over the weimar
republic waiting for its death
class distinction is so strong that the ambitious
persons are not allowed to rise above their class
and suppression seems to be nearly as general as
during monarchial days
there is no democratic
spirit and the upper classes are beginning to oppose
dawes plan and desire a
the provisions
of
the
27
monarchy

though the republic was experiencing
between the

inflation of

1923 and

relative stability

the depression in

1929

there were in the wings numerous political factions waiting
to bring about the republics demise most significantly
communists 28 national socialists and monarchists 29
26j

alden and ameilia wright bowers 25 april 1974
27
27elder
elder declares germany republic but unrepublican
unidentified newspaper article ca 1925 located in the
robert charles sloan correspondence
cormons
28mormons
mormons
Mor mons were warned in the improvement era that
joseph
bolshevism is the greatest of all world problems
M
tanner bolshevism improvement era 20 march 1920

eider

434

29
29hindenburg
hindenburg was

elected president of the republic in
1925
though he agreed to support the republic he hoped for
the restoration of a monarchy hitler played up to the
monarchists who in some camps hoped he would be the tool
for the kaisers return to the throne communism was well
fed internally primarily among the working classes and the
intelligentsia and was now being nurtured by the soviet
union marx had taught that germany was the key to a world
wide communist revolution
doctrine contributed to a
this germany
more intense communist effort in
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church leaders in america and germany advised the membership

in germany to participate in political affairs and to
support the weimar republic perhaps sensing the threat
they announced that organizations which come into conflict
with good governments create a danger for the people 30
missionaries found their greatest success among the
mormons
working classes as did these radical movements
believed that the working classes living in humble
circumstances were more receptive to the gospel message
they were also more accessible wealthier families kept
themselves locked behind iron gates and therefore seldom
moreover it appears that those
heard the missionaries
with wealth were generally more secure in their lifestyles
egg
and were not seeking new alternatives
alvin morgannegg
Morgann
complained
amlung sic the rich and the poor today
bracted
tracted amoung
agoing
and 1I was glad to change over to the poor againg
sic for a while the rich people dont want to
along different
talk to a fellow because they think
channels than religious sic 31
1I

the conversion of persons mostly from the lower classes
brought to the church shortcomings associated with the
countrys cultural traditions primarily centered around the
30nfruchte des Mormon
mormonismus
Mormonen
30frilchte
ismus die stellung
stelling
Stel lung der mormonen
zur landesregierung
of mormonism the attitude of
fruits
mormons to the government
trans by the author per
der
stern 59 9 october 1927 324
31alvin
alvin walter morganegg journal 15 may 1931 LDS
church archives
the educated classes also remained

relatively inaccessible to

mormon

missionaries
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german penchant

for authoritarianism and frankness for
most mormons living in germany their association with the
church was nearly all encompassing
this may in part have
non mormons
been due to the struggles they encountered with nonmormons
which forced them to develop stronger social ties within the
church though missionaries were the primary target of
cormons the rank and file member of the church also
anti mormons
many were discriminated against in the
had difficulties
work
place and elsewhere one member commented 1 I lost my
workplace
32 these
best school friend because 1I was a mormon 02
converts tended to develop an us vs them attitude
partially as a result of these struggles
moreover they often felt uncomfortable in social
situations where vices such as drinking smoking and other
gentile practices were indulged in consequently there
emerged among many members what may be called a
righteousness complex where outsiders were seen as
unclean and only to be associated with out of necessity
the result in most cases was that these mormon
congregations became so insulated that many of their members
treated the branches as exclusive clubs where religion was
taught rather than a place where all were welcome to come
many of these members were most
and hear the mormon gospel
discriminatory against persons of other classes either from
enma
emma stank krisch

archives

interview

18

LDS

church
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above or below

for example there

belief that those of wealth

were not

seems

to have been

sufficiently

a

humble

to

though few wealthy showed an

be members of the church

did seldom felt accepted
because of continued classoriented
class oriented social tensions and
cultural traditions conflict within the branches seems to
we had a grand
have been the rule and not the exception
fight with one sister reuter
router wrote robert sloan
golly this branch is full of disharmony and jealousy

interest those

who

sisters and brothers of
the same family such disharmony is sure rotten 33
another missionary commented about difficulties with a
between the members

&

even between

recently released branch presidency
the german mind is sort of small

the people here
having always worked on skedule
skeddle sic and custom if
when sic a change is made they cant hardly go
with the new way at present time sic our new
presadent
president
reorganized
ere jjebruskie
re
eb
has organized
ebruskie
Pres adent sic eee
eke
ruskie
every thing for the whole
whoie branch was in a mess there
being no change since before the war
president
Pres adent counce
counselors
councelors
the old presadent
lors sic refuse to
come to our meeting which we have changed from 3 0
clock sic in the after noon sic to 7 12 in
evening sic
tried to settle differences for
rote has a lot to do with it being
frankenrote
sister Franken
husband
wife of one of old sic counselors
her
being a regular finatic
fanatic sic 34
many of these new converts had poor interpersonal skills
and the concept of love thy neighbor taught by
&

33
33sloan
sloan

diary

34
34pendleton
pendleton

3

25 march 1924

april

1923
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christianity was often slow to sink in 35 casting off some
of this unpleasant baggage often took several generations
these attitudes came in part from the authoritarianism which
had permeated german

society many members who had seen
officials and other leaders exercise what the doctrine and
covenants called unrighteous dominion36
dominion 36 tended to mimic
the behavior in their church callings
it should be remembered however that missionaries were
also not perfect they were usually very young and had
generally not developed to full emotional maturity yet they
were called to serve as branch and district presidents and
in other positions requiring responsibility and maturity
35the
the problem was not

just restricted to

germany

john

russon reports a similar incident which occurred in
switzerland during this same time we had one tragic
experience there in thun that I1 shall never forget we were
between the sunday school and the sacrament meeting
the
sacrament had to be prepared for the sacrament meeting and
the sisters were helping with the washing of the glasses and
M

the receptacles and
all this one sister who had arrived late and had missed
most of sunday school sort of vied for the opportunity to
wipe those glasses
and the other sister very pleasantly
said well no thats all right im just about finished
and somehow this sister who had asked got upset and became
temperamental over it and stormed out of the meeting house
and went running to catch her train back to the area from
which she had come
she was in such a rage that she caught
hold of a train as it was moving and started to pull herself
up into the first step and the train then swung around a
curve as it leaves thun going toward Inter
laken and threw
interlaken
her off and she was crushed beneath the train crushed to
was a matter of petty jealousy and it cost her
death
it
her life thats of course an aggravated example but it
john M russon interview by richard
was somewhat typical
jensen 5 moyle oral history program LDS church archives
so

forth that

we

used for the sacrament

36
36doctrine
doctrine and

covenants

12139
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society where leadership had traditionally
been given only to the upper classes
it had only been
since the advent of the weimar republic that such
opportunities were extended to a wider group of people and
even then there was stiff resistance to a more democratic
society because of a misunderstanding on the part of
american church leaders and missionaries coupled with the
strife in the branches priesthood authority and leadership
german mormons were limited 37
opportunities for germanmormons
the
germans would like to handle things in the branch
themselves but they have to grow up before they can do it
successfully wrote missionary alvin morganegg in my
opinion their sic children with infant ideas and they act
their part 38 in a 1926 convention of district presidents
one of the primary themes was how to reduce gossiping in
branches 39 one former missionary said
we did ordain some in the old branches where theyd
been attending meetings and their life pattern had
been observed and commended as being good but we
right out of the waters of
didnt ever take anybody
baptism and ordain him he had to prove himself
40

this

was a

first

leaders then carried this idea to extremes
were kept in lesser priesthood offices for years

some german
many men

37german
german
december 1930

austrian mission manuscript history

38
38morganegg
morganegg

january 1930
39
39tadje
tadje improvement era 29 march
40
40robert
robert richards burton 29
26

1929

414

31
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because they had failed to come

sufficiently close to

perfection to merit advancement moreover these leaders
once in positions of authority often felt threatened by
others in the branch who they feared might be rivals for
their positions consequently they were reluctant to allow
their fellow brethren priesthood advancement for fear that
one of these men might remove them from their office
church leaders also had problems with native german
missionaries when german elders complained of favoritism
toward their american counterparts they were informed by
president ballif that they had to prove first that they
were better and until now all the disrespectful things have
been done by the german brethren 41
in 1929 under the european mission president james E
talmage and with the encouragement of hyrum valentine a
reversal in this policy which limited the extent of local
leadership in the branches was made leaders were advised
that the local priesthood should be used in any or all
none worthy
church organizations in every possible way 42
none unworthy should be ordained 43 was
the counsel of church authorities permitting german

should be omitted

41
41stettin

missionary district journal
stettin
LDS

church archives
42
42european
european mission instructions for
supervisors liverpool 192939
431bid
ibid i 38
153

i

1922
1931
19221931

district

152-
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to serve in leadership positions allowed fulltime
full time
missionaries to devote more attention to proselyting 44
mission president hyrum valentine was thereby able to
twentynine
nine new areas without
extend missionaries into twenty
adding new personnel merely because administration of
branches had been assumed by local members 45 by 1934 all
seven percent of the branches in the
ninetyseven
districts and ninety
german
germanaustrian
austrian mission were led by local leaders 46 branch
presidents were however not necessarily ordained to the
office of an elder but could serve as president of the
furthermore
branch while holding the office of priest
they were counseled to consult the elders missionaries in
matters pertaining to the welfare of the branch 47 this
was not intended to destroy the initiative of the branch
president 48 but it appears that their authority was
delegated to missionaries which gave them power over the
local leadership
expanding leadership among local members added to the
members

sense that the church was in germany permanently and
441n 1909 george F richards complained that there are
many places in germany today where one elder is presiding
over three branches and
is a hard task for him george
F

it
reports

spring 1909 80
richards conference
a5copy
45copy of a report hyrum valentine papers
nd
460jiver
oliver H budge conference reports fall 1934
47
47european
european mission branch supervision liverpool

1931

43

481bid
ibid

66
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branches were no longer temporary holding units functioning
only until their members could leave for america
furthermore it appears that there was a greater sense of
developed for local members on the part of american
must have added still another dimension of
leaders which raust

trust

stability

it

still difficult

to find local saints to
serve in leadership positions because there were often very
few men in the branches needed to fill these positions
generally the ratio of men to women was around four women to
was

every one

to one

man

however

though some extremes may have reached twenty

49

to have been more receptive to LDS doctrine
and therefore joined the church in greater numbers
in
german society religion was seen by many to be a an activity
better suited to women consequently the branches were full
non member husband
part member families with a nonmember
of partmember
this in
itself weakened the branches since these women often met
women seem

with varying degrees of friction from their husbands about
their religious activity the imbalance also made it

difficult for active single

LDS women

they could develop a romantic interest
faithful member of the church
49
49annual
annual

reports
statistical
men
number

to find

a man

who was

in

whom

also a

the war had
within the german
also decreased the
of
population overall further adding to the difficulty in the
branches

1914
1933
19141933
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in spite of the troubles in the branches they were
organized and run to a large extent just as the larger
wards were in the united states with the exception that
their relatively small size often limited the number and
type of

activities that could

be undertaken

many

branches

to organize the larger activities that were
prevalent in the wards in the western united states and
often the branches were geographically so far from each
other that it was difficult to regularly unite members from
other branches in order to hold activities which required
larger numbers the guben branch for example was organized
non member and 4
with 4 members 2 missionaries 1 friend nonmember
children totaling 11 members 50
many of the same hymns were sung in the german branches
were too small

as were sung in the wards in utah though they were
translated into german including we thank thee 0 god for a
love at home
there were also some hymns which were unique to the church
in germany such as isehet
sehet ahr
ihr volker 51
lehet
members had close ties with the missionaries who served
prophet

nearer

my

god

to thee

and

in the local branches and in spite of the youth of the
missionaries often looked to them for guidance in spiritual

50guben
soguben branch
form

51this
this song
was added

minutes

hark

to the

all
most

1

ye nations

in a translated
recent english mormon hymnbook
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matters even to the exclusion of their native branch
president
the doctrines taught in the branches were primarily the
same as those taught to mormons in the united states
often
they were too similar and american culture customs and
ideas were not eliminated while at the same time the
manuals and lesson books were often written without
sensitivity to the unique german culture
one problem in the branches was the high turnover due to
apostasy and excommunication living in a society which was
much more permissive than that of utah seems to have drawn
members and occasionally missionaries toward moral sin
and it is evident from missionary journals and other records
open to the public that excommunication for adultery and
fornication were regular occurrences moreover new
converts were relatively inexperienced in mormon culture and

doctrine and often drifted

away from

the church because
they lacked understanding or because in their studies of
the doctrine they encountered teachings with which they
disagreed and consequently fell away from the church for
others it appears the church merely lost its appeal and
they slipped into inactivity one of the greatest problems
for new converts was that often they did not feel accepted
by the more seasoned members in the branches
the small size of the branches were both a blessing and
a curse
members became well acquainted with each other and
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helped bolster one another in their beliefs but at the same
time often knew too much about each others private lives
greatly fueling the level of gossip countless members fell

they had been the subject of gossip
the organization of the branches was as follows
head was a mission which was divided into several
away because

at the

they began to be called
districts which were subsequently divided into branches
congregations
until the late 1920s american missionaries
generally held the leadership positions from branch
president upward while locals held the positions below
branch president
under james E talmage however this was
conferences

in the

mid 1920s

altered whenever possible so that locals could hold
positions from conferencedistrict
conference district president on downward
no natives served as mission president however until the
outbreak of world war 11
II with the exception of german
emigrants who had returned to germany after living many
years in the united states
many

of the differences within the branches were quite a

shock for missionaries who had been born and raised within

the confines of the wasatch front cultural differences
however properly understood were some of the greatest
american german interaction
benefits to the traditional americangerman
encountered through the missionary program americans and
germans learned to understand differing points of view and
gained tolerance for new cultures and ideas while
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discussing the lusitania affair for example one elder
discovered that the german perception of the event was
substantially different from the american point of view
1I told them about the lusitania sinking
they of
course didnt know the story 1I told them they said
the only reason they torpedoed it was because it was
carrying munitions 1I find out now years
ears
later
ya
y2
52
that they were right and 1I was wrong
most missionaries at one time or another found that there
were aspects of the german culture that they did not like
one elder was
and would have preferred to change
transferred to the british mission after writing to hyrum
valentine that he hated the ground they germans walk
on 53 it was often difficult for them to understand that
mark
different was not always wrong J reuben clark
dark concerned
about a similar problem within america commented
there is a good deal of talk about remaking the
world to conform to our standards of life and living
as to food clothing education economics culture
government and what not
we must give up this idea too many of us have
that our way of life and living is not only the
best but the only true way of life and living in
the world that we know what everybody else in the
moust
roust
world should do and how they should do it we must
come to realize that every race and every people
have their own way of doing things their own
standards of life their own ideals their own kinds
of food and clothing and drink their own concepts
11

52
52robert
robert

richards burton interview conducted by
william G hartley 27 march and 10 17 april 1973 19
moyle oral history project LDS church archives
53james
james E talmage journal 20 february 1927
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of civil obligation and honor and their own views
as to the kind of government they should have 54
often missionaries and their leaders had difficulty
discerning between the gospel and their american culture and
political leanings

for

many german mormons
cormons
Mormons

however

the desire to

come

to

utah outweighed any cultural difficulties they might
encounter one of the greatest drains on the membership in
the german branches continued to be emigration but by the

the church had expressed full opposition to
part of the
members leaving their homeland to come to utah
problem was perpetuated by the very presence of american
missionaries who proud of their own country and shocked by
the poverty in germany extolled the virtues of their
homeland in spite of counsel not to use their influence to
persuade people to emigrate to zion 55 jean wunderlich
believed that there was a general feeling among the
membership that they still needed to emigrate to the united
states in spite of counsel from church leaders to remain 56
elder reed T rollo the conference president in leipzig
agreed with Wund
wunderliche
wunderlichs
erlichs assessment
mid 1920s

reuben clark
dark jr public loans to foreign
countries 20 november 1945 address to the national
industrial cos bd inc
54j

instructions for district supervisors

5 551nstructions

liverpool

37
1929
church
56 jean wunderlich interview conducted by james B
56j6an
ailen 16 august 13 september and 12 october 1972 7799
allen
alien
moyle oral history program LDS church archives
LDS
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although we are not preaching emigration to our
saints it seems as though the desire to gather to
despite the very hard
zion is in their blood
times that germany is having at present it seems as
though the lord is blessing the sincere and 57
righteous members that they might go to zion

to counter this attitude the church reminded its members
that zion referred to the kingdom of god and that the
pure in heart could dwell in the middle of babylon 58 and
need not go to utahs wasatch front to insure spiritual
safety
to address the need of the membership to receive temple
ordinances the mission presidents at a conference in 1928
suggested that a temple be built in europe 59 it was
believed that this would give stability and solidity to
the mormon effort on the continent 60 though a temple was
not

built in

europe

until after world

war 11
II

at least

looking forward to having a temple nearby gave members some

assurance that the time would eventually come when they
could have all of the blessings promised by the church
emigration was also discouraged because economic
conditions in utah were becoming less promising than they
57reed
reed

T

rollo conference president leipzig to the

presiding bishopric

mission

files

58
58zion
zion

LDS

june 1926 presiding bishopric
church archives
16

per
der stern

62

1

november 1930

332

valentine conclusions reached at the mission
presidents conference 1 september 1928 hyrum valentine
papers no reaction from higher officials regarding the
construction of temples in europe is evident
601bid
ibid
59hyrum
hyrum
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had been in

earlier years

prompting a

letter

from

the

first

presidency

in the early days of the settlement of this
western country when there was land and water for
irrigation purposes in abundance for all of our
members who gathered to zion it was urged in the
missions that all who could come should come and
help build up the church in this land
conditions have changed since then the land has
been practically all taken up wherever there is any
water to be had and the consequence is that people
from the different missions come here and must
either be able to purchase homes or secure
employment until they work and pay for a new home
our attention has been called to quite a number
who have come from the european mission who were
comfortably situated in their homeland and had
reasonably good positions they come here and
cannot find any work that they are capable of doing
and are therefore disappointed and many of them
suffer accordingly
from the following quotation from
is obvious
it
the book of mormon 1 that the saints are not all to
gather to zion
I beheld that the church of the
lamb who were the saints of god were also upon the
1 nephi 1414
the face of the earth
all many
of the saints who come here could be far
more useful in assisting to strengthen and build up
the church in their native lands than by making
sacrifices to come up to zion where61 their
expectations may not be realized
this preaching coupled with tougher emigration laws
had

its effect

and by the end of 1930 the number of

61first
first presidency to fred tadje

18
IS

october

1929

62

latter

1908 1963
swiss mission miscellaneous documents 19081963
62with
with the influx of immigrants after the first world
war the united states issued the emergency quota act of
1921 limiting the number of persons of foreign birth who
emigrants were limited to three
could immigrate to america
percent of the number of persons of their particular
nationality who had been living in the united states in
germans however were not restricted as much as were
1910
southern europeans and asians with the coming of the great
depression the quotas were expanded to further restrict
immigrants
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had tapered off to a mere trickle
german mormons in the 1920s averaged
whereas emigration of germanmormons
day

saint emigrants

persons per year in the 1930s it averaged only 12
persons per year 63 nineteen thirty however was also the
year that the depression set in with a vengeance A lack of
funds necessary to emigrate may have also contributed to the
304

decline though traditionally a depressed economy in europe
increased emigration but the united states also on the
depths of the depression had little to offer to those
suffering economic difficulties in foreign lands and had in
1930 erected higher barriers to restrict the entry of
foreigners missionaries seem to have been encouraged by
local members reception of these ideas
many are becoming reconciled to the thought that if
they will have all
they do this remain in germany
the advantages of the saints in the center stakes
materially
our talent
will help our progress
if
it
94
will remain here 64
members remaining in germany and the increase of convert
baptisms had expanded the mission to the point that it was
divided in july of 1925 65 hugh J cannon became the
president of the swissgerman
swiss german mission headquartered in

aider
statistics on
63
63alder
alder

immigration

123
122
122123

see tables

emigration from germany and the

speaking lands
64
64ernst
ernst 31 december 1929
65fred
swiss german mission
fred tadje the swissgerman

star

frad
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492

for
36
german
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basel switzerland and fred tadje became the president of
germanaustrian
austrian mission headquartered in dresden
the new german
these new german missions also served as a springboard
to launch missionary work to other neighboring lands such
as czechoslovakia poland austria and hungary countries
which had also experienced a change in government after the
though they too were experiencing political
war

difficulties these governments also had manifested more
tolerance than earlier governments for the religious beliefs
of non
nontraditional
traditional churches
the european mission president james E talmage traveled
to czechoslovakia as early as august of 1925 to observe
conditions and study the feasibility of opening a mission
there 66 in 1926 he returned and visited with the american
consul in prague who advised him to wait a while because of
a state of unrest in czechoslovakia at the time 67 in 1928
thomas biesinger 68 now 83 years old entered czechoslovakia
where he had labored alone in preparation for other
missionaries the formal introduction of missionaries into
czechoslovakia finally came in june of 1929 under the
direction of arthur gaeth the young missionary who had
speaking
germanspeaking
conducted the slide shows throughout the german
66
66talmage
taimage
talmage

671bid
ibid

journal

august 1925

25
26 november 1926
2526

68
68biesinger
biesinger had

1884 and was

26

attempted to proselyte in prague in

arrested for his activity
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missions and had appeared on german radio 69 gaeth
continued to use his public relations talents in
czechoslovakia and served for some time as mission

president
missionary work using
usin g the german missions as a
base also extended into poland hungary and rumania

home

though

to a much lesser extent than in czechoslovakia hyrum
valentine traveled into hungary and rumania in 1928 and
visited members there some of whom had not held a sacrament
meeting for 14 years 70
in poland in response to the request of one of its
citizens fritz lehnig and helmuth plath were sent on a
scouting trip to see if opening a mission was feasible
they had difficulties getting visas and felt that conditions
there were unsuitable for missionary work at the time
lehnig reported
much unrest among the people and more or less
contention exists between the german and poles who
lived within the polish borders the people of
poland were discouraged careless
and
slovenly
the morals of the people were very low
so it really did appear that little could be done
there at present the evangelist church and the
catholic church had such a hold there being
supported by the government that other churches
69 john A Widt
69john
soe report of the opening of the
widtsoe
czecho slovak sic mission
czechoslovak
letter to the first presidency

cited in the journal history
70hyrum
hyrum valentine to the brigham city third ward 8
swiss german mission
january 1928 hyrum valentine papers swissgerman
manuscript history 9 december 1928
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it

operate
as
attempting to get a foot
hold could only
foothold
971
bibelforschers or bible students 71
seems strange that poverty and sin would deter

missionaries since attacking these problems

it

primary goal

was more

likely

was

their

that the control
the predominant religions
however

of political affairs in poland by
primarily catholics could have severely limited the freedom
of missionaries 72
in austria the church had gained a small foothold prior

to world war 1I but shortly before the war the government
had closed the churchs meetings and confiscated its
property 73 after the war branches were established in
Haus ruck 74 As in
vienna linz salzburg and haag am hausruck
germany official intervention ceased with the end of the
war and the introduction of new governments but a strong
catholic population meant continued harassment from priests
and limited success by missionaries
in spite of their success and favorable conditions under
the new government in germany the church was not exempt
from bureaucratic entanglements
entangle ments in april 1926 a law was
passed re
reinstating
instating all mortgages which were retired during

gernan
71german
german austrian

december 1930

mission manuscript history

72these
these two german missionaries

polish cultural bias
antipolish
anti
U
waiter
improvement era

73
73walter
walter

741bid
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704

fuhriman
23

june

may have

2

also felt

some

the church in vienna austria

1923

703
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the inflation period to the extent of 25 to 75 percent of
the original face value this increased the amount of debt
on properties held by the church in the amount of 70000
Reich smarks about 17000 75
reichsmarks
politically concerns for germany waned in utah during
this period the dawes plan prompted hardly any debate
among church leaders most likely because the plan was
perceived to have less of a threat on the wellbeing
well being of the
united states than the league of nations in 1925 reed
smoot commented about the situation in europe in an
editorial in the new york world he saw in the versailles
treaty now imposed upon germany the blueprint for a
continuously unstable europe
the structure of european society is insecure
so many
treaties written at paris contained
violations of principle that in many of their main
provisions they were either unworkable or workable
only by the constant threat of overwhelming military
had to be
force the reparation clauses
radically amended under the dawes plan and will
probably have to be amended further the military
one sided and can never provide
clauses were wholly onesided
7
a basis for a permanent peace in europe 76
though reed smoot remained opposed to the league of nations
the issue had died down by the middle 1920s during this time
of relative calm before the first wave of a much more
serious storm
75hyrum
hyrum

valentine papers
world

76reed
reed smoot
raed
22

collection

first
1929

valentine to the
11

june

presidency hyrum

the prospects of peace the new york
march 1925 typescript located in the reed smoot

CHAPTER 5
THE GREAT

though

for germany

depression

AND HITLER

had been a period of upheaval
politically the 1920s hadbeen
the new weimar republics greatest challenge did not

begin until the waning days of the decade the stock market
crash in october of 1929 in the united states soon had its effect
in other countries germany heavily indebted to american
investors and financiers and deeply dependent on it as a market
soon

felt the

to a severity perhaps
the industrial nations of the world with the

economic pressure

unparalleled among
possible exception of japan germanys unemployment reached 35
percenti
percen
percenttl1 at the peak of the depression while the highest rate in
the united states was only 25 percent
once again a key mormon player in this affair was reed
smoot who had been fighting for protective tariffs for the
united states since he entered the senate his primary objective
had been to protect the utah sugar industry in which utah farmers
had a strong financial interest
in this matter unlike the
league of nations affair smoot received strong support from
church leaders including president heber J grant 2 but smoot
ahans
lhans
kulturgeschichte
hans wilhelm kelling deutsche kulturqeschichte

german

winston

cultural history
1974

aydelotte
yde lotte
ydelotte
iotte

new york

337

63
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holt rinehart

and
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wanted to increase

tariffs further

the depression
intensified he found the united states congress more receptive
to his ideas than ever before
during the 1920s there had been an increased glut of some
international commodities and smoot feared that under the
pressure of the depression if no protective tariff were imposed
agriculture and industry would be ruined
unemployment would increase to enormous proportions
and the united states would sacrifice its own
enterprise and its own3 economic sic for the sake
of foreign producers
he believed that in order to protect american jobs tariff
barriers should be erected to restrict the import of goods which
competed with those produced by the american worker
the tariff
he concluded was not selfish but instead promoted fairness
against goods produced by underpaid foreign workers and insured
higher wages for americans
smoot hawley tariff other nations
in response to the smoothawley
raised4 their own duties to counter what they perceived to be an
imbalance created by the american tariff
these protectionist
policies further limited international trade throughout the world
and intensified the magnitude of the depression 5 in response to
and as

3senator smoot credits tariff as US saver deseret
news 17 april 1931
4elbert
belbert
eibert
elbert thomas claimed that great britain had raised
import duties in retaliation to the smoothawley
smoot hawley tariff
smoot
he attempted to lay blame on smoot for the problem
and thomas offer views on tariff pact
salt lake tribune
14

october 1932
abailey 734
5bailey
sbailey
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the call to lower the tariff in the hope that other countries
would do the same smoot said
anyone who has watched the development of the
current situation must be struck by the absurdity
of the belief that other nations would reduce their
tariffs during 6 this critical period if uncle sam
took the lead
once
smoot was correct at least about the question of timing
the tariff had been raised it would be difficult to orchestrate a
general rollback by means of a unilateral lowering but the
wisdom of initiating the bill in the first place is dubious
smoot also helped determine the disposition of war debts
under the cloud of the depression
in spite of persistent
smoot
demands for payment relief from the european nations smooot
favored the continuation of the repayment schedule though he
believed it necessary to extend the obligation for a few years in
view of the impending crisis 7 in an article for the improvement
smooot wrote
era smoot
nations cannot be criticized for levying taxes to
pay their debts
the cost of the war appalling as
must be paid
that nation which recognizes
it is obligation
as inescapable and settles down to
this
work with a view to liquidating it as soon as
possible is deserving of high commendation but
there is little disposition in europe to take that
view of the situation
unfortunately european
governments are hoping to impose upon the united
states a disproportionate share of the war costs
greed
eed smoot

depression

the

tariff

salt lake tribune

as a shock
absorber against
shockabsorber
3

january

1932

7smoot
moot sent a telegram to frederick william wile
commenting that the world owes a debt of gratitude to
president hoover for initiating the plan for a moratorium
on world war debts
smoot to wile 5 july 1931 reed
smoot collection
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while they devote their own funds to the
maintenance of equipment for another war

8

to believe that a future war could be averted if
governments would divert more of their revenue from armaments
smoot continued

toward peaceful economies

war debts

smoot contended

are not the root of europes troubles the cost of
maintaining excessive armaments is a far greater
burden 9 upon the people than payment of national
debts
these debts smoot contended were the impediment that made
10
iilo
hostilities impractical 1110
it was only through wide spread
realization of the suffering that war entails that there will
11
john A widtsoe
come a determination to keep the peace 13
agreed
on every hand is the cry that american reparations
demands are the cause of european troubles
that

is patently not so but it is true that war debts
are europes insurance against her own immediate
folly without reparation payments europe would
think less of peace and more on spending her
12
surplus and

more on

preparation for war

it

appears that smoot and widtsoe were not alone most mormons
and americans smarting from the war felt that exacting a
punishment would insure peace

8war
dwar debts and disarmament manuscript for the
improvement era 2 reed smoot collection
nd
greed
statement by senator reed smoot
eed smoot
ead
chairman of the senate committee on finance
reed smoot
collection 3 nd
iOl
1oibid
iolbid
loi
bid 4

llibid
hlbid
12john
europe in the melting pot
john A widtsoe
Widt soe
12
11
improvement era 21 november 1929
1112
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also discounted the argument that there was a
connection between the war debts and the reparations owed by
germany
legal or otherwise the united states claimed no
13
133
reparations and no spoils of war 133
though he demanded repayment of war debts from US
allies smoot was disgusted with the french attitude toward
germany and her reluctance to reduce the amount of reparations
germany owed to france
she is demanding her pound of flesh
smooot
smoot said
and germany cannot pay 14 smoot saw only
selfishness and vengeance in frances attitude who like the
unjust servant of biblical fame 15 demanded mercy on the part of
the creditor the united states and received a 53 reduction in
her debts but was unmovable regarding german reparations
smoot would soon lose his influence
the smoot hawley
smoot

tariff
it had

had drawn

stiff criticism

that
election he

from democrats who claimed

the depression thus in the 1932
was defeated by senator elbert thomas former mission president
to japan 16 thomas in support of roosevelt opposed the smoot
compounded

13 13unidentified
unidentified

newspaper clipping located in the reed
smoot collection
6 september
smoot assails debt schemes
ca 1932
smoot however had introduced a bill in 1930

settling claims against

the united states for
repayment of monies owed in lieu of the US occupation
following world war 1I congressional recordsenate
record senate 72 27

may 1930

germany by

9627 9634
96279634

14
14france
france

15
15matthew
matthew

deseret

news
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35
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182335
16
16ronald
Ronald G watt
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tariff

called for a removal of the foreign debts
smoot in contrast supported hoover 17 and damaged his own
political power by bringing himself too close to the depression
which cost him his seat in the senate 18
the depression had a serious impact on the church and its
membership in germany
in many of the larger branches which were
hawley

and

mostly in urban areas few members were employed 19 draining the
church financially in two ways
first the membership as a whole

assistance and second the membership had
a lower income overall and therefore paid less tithes and
offerings needed to support the church in europe 20 church
members in the united states were also suffering under hard times
and could not lend as much aid to the saints in europe as was
done in the past
john A widtsoe
Widt soe who was european mission president at the
time had observed the situation in europe firsthand and being
demanded more economic

deeply involved in welfare relief had perhaps a more accurate
understanding of the situation he believed that unless there
was an

easing of the tension people would overthrow the

17us
US
17

21

saved by hoover says smoot

september 1932
18
18merrill
merrill

new

salt lake tribune

one could say is that smoot ran
writes
all
along with his party his thirty years of service his
apostleship his reputation as one of the great leaders of
american political life over many years were all apparently
viewed with indifference by the voters
296
295296
merrill 295
19
19ernst
ernst 2 february 1932 37
ZOi
20
zoimission
20mission
Mission head home on visit deseret news 17 march
1931
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democracies in europe replacing them with more radical
governments 21 widtsoe advocated an economic approach in europe

centered on national self sufficiency where each nation produced
as many goods as possible domestically while importing only
those items which due to limitations of resources could not be
produced for itself he believed that if every nation endeavored
to meet the industrial needs of its own people the
foreign markets of the past will of course largely
disappear the sooner this is realized the sooner
economic stability will be secured
the traveler
in europe observing factories for every
conceivable article arising in every country
becomes convinced that the battle for possession of
done much to bring
has
the markets of other nations
about the depression 22
many nations however including germany england and japan were
poor in natural resources compared to their supply of labor
such countries needed raw materials from foreign markets to
maintain their economies in turn they needed foreign consumers
Widt soes idea
to purchase their manufactured goods moreover widtsoes
widtsoels
would have defeated the economic principle of comparative
advantage where each nation produced the goods it could make most
efficiently for domestic and foreign consumption and purchased
from other nations those materials it could not efficiently

produce

itself

he advocated the development of a european

similar to todays european economic community
which he contended with its increased size could be self
federation

21
european
21european
march 1933

221bid
ibid
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deseret

news

14
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sufficient but first the boundaries of nationalism

had to be

broken down

nationalism cherishing unnatural boundaries and
making every man a philistine must be rationalized
to banish war perhaps there will be no peace
spirit in europe until the present false standard
of loyalty to country whether right or wrong is
sooner than we think possible the
forgotten
frightful sword of retribution may flash over the
horizon compelling europe to choose between
destruction or obedience to the 23principles which
are flaming in the sky to read
widtsoe taught that war is inevitable in europe not because
the people want it but because they believe it is sure to
come 24 he believed that the versailles treaty with its harsh
penalties against germany had brought hitler to the political
forefront because it pushed germany into a second rate nation
and sooner or later the outbreak putting hitler into power was
to come 25
26 and not national socialism
was
communism
however
it
which was most feared by americans including mormon church
leaders this was in part prompted by the red scare and the
successes of communism in russia in 1936 the churchs first
231bid
ibid

389

24
24europe
Europe demands

equality mission president
explains new world problems deseret news 10 april 1931
25
european mission head returns
25european
deseret news 14
wealth

november 1932

as 1931 an article ran in the deseret
late
news warning that if conditions become too hard the youth
of germany may turn to russia and communism as the youth of
germany in the shadows
italy turned to fascism
deseret
26even
even as

news

16

july

1931
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presidency ran an

article

warning members about the red menace
which threatened american and foreign democracies 27 the

greatest fear was that the depression was the seedbed upon which
these radical movements could grow the deseret news wrote
there is no danger to the political institutions of
a country while prosperity exists and people are
employed but when distress comes and men are
thrown out of work then they begin to think of
political changes
is probable that if this
it
continues there will be an overthrow of the
present government and germany will replace her
democracy with some form of government that will
28

give the people work
just as during the inflation of 1923 church leaders
believed that the depression was turning the hearts of germans
toward religion
the greatest cry in europe is not for bread

soe man is turning his attention
widtsoe
but understanding said Widt
to the questions whence did 1I come why am 1I here and where am
29
going29
I1 going

while a few turned to religion for answers most looked to

political leaders to solve their

in germany the
greatest beneficiary of the german quest for answers was adolf
hitler in 1931 the church ran an article about hitler in the
improvement era evaluating his personal and political technique
27
27warning
warning to
august 1936
488
28
28political
political

may 1931

problems

church members
and

deseret

news

improvement era 39
3
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29
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news 23 march 1931
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the author wendell

irvine heard hitler speak at

C

rally confessing that

a

nazi

he too

to his magic fell under the spell of his
almost forced to agree with his
felt
neighbor in saying that a new and brighter star had
appeared in the political constellation of the
30

succumbed
wand and

world

only

after irvine

had returned

to his hotel

time to think reasonably did he evaluate

room and was

given

hitler in his true

perspective
concluded that adolf hitler wasnt a great
bismarck after all that the content of his speech

I1

inclined to border on
radicalism and that his speech was greatly
enhanced by the ideal conditions under which he
31

that afternoon

was

spoke

that hitler appealed to those most hungry and least
informed and commented that it was the economic circumstances
coupled with his promises of prosperity that made hitler a
success
it is a house founded on depression and hard times a
32 of
house that the first wind of prosperity will topple over 02
irvine

saw

in one respect hitler had by the
mid 1930s been able to take credit for the economic recovery in
germany and had fully entrenched himself as dictator
furthermore no one foresaw the terror hitler would create by his
police state which insured his power even in the final days of
the second world war many believed as did the deseret news
course

ideas

irvine

would be wrong

hendell
kendell

30
30wendell
wendell C

irvine

improvement era 23

31ibid6
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321bid
ibid
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man and
13
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to power he would probably put into effect none
of these revolutionary doctrines 33 most were convinced that
public opinion and the weimar republics constitutional
restraints would keep him in check they also believed that the
other alternatives particularly communism posed the greater
threat and that hitler could most likely be controlled by less
radical and more experienced leaders who surrounded him 34 they
misjudged the extent to which the weimar constitution and the
german polity could be manipulated
young mormons
cormons
Mormons including american missionaries were often

that if

he came

35

they were impressed that hitler espoused
some of the more unique teachings of the church 36 he did not
smoke or drink and instituted a fast day where the money saved
from fasting helped the poor 37 the millennial star commented

mesmerized by

hitler

33call
cali
cail
call to hitler

deseret news 21 november 1932
34
34christine
christine king the nazi state and the new religions
new york edwin mellon
case studies in non
nonconformity
conformity
five
press 1982 68
report on the churchs primary organization
concluded
there has been just a little decrease in the
enrollment and attendance of children especially the boys
on account of this new hitler movement here in germany
As
yet it has not affected the organization greatly
primary
association report of auxiliary work in the mission field
2
LDS church archives
36
36russon
russon comments regarding the youth 1 I dont think
they as a general rule were critical of hitler nearly as
much as their parents and grandparents
they the parents
and grandparents were the ones who were most concerned
35fi
35a

russon

6

germany will fast
37all
all
ail
september 1933
638

millennial star

95

28
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it is

indeed singular that a comparison of the details of the
two systems of organized fasting shows them to be so nearly
identical 38 A few believed that hitler got some of these ideas

the church since the fast day was introduced shortly after
nazi officials had confiscated some LDS literature 39 high
ranking nazis had also been given mormon literature 40 and rumors
circulated that hitler had read the book of mormon 41 one former
missionary believed that he had encountered and preached to
hitler in 1927 concluding that this had helped soften the nazi
cormons
Mormons 42 whether these claims are true shall
attitude toward mormons
from

perhaps never be proven but many mormons liked to believe that
they were having some influence on the inner circles of
government

also pleased with hitlers attempts to
institute what they perceived to be a higher morality within
germany
prostitutes and homosexuals were arrested and many of
the decadent cabarets for which weimar berlin was famous were
closed or closely monitored nazis and mormons held common
beliefs about the importance of marriage and of raising large
families as well as the need to trace ones genealogy their
mormons were

38ibid
ibid
39
39russon
russon

40king
king
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70

41
41scharffs
scharffs
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110

42
42morris
morris and rosamond butterfield interview by
bashore 18 july 1985 3355 LDS church archives

melvin
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motives

however

were deeply divergent

mormons wanted

large

families to build the kingdom of god while the national
socialists sought to enlarge and strengthen their aryan kingdom
non jewish heritage while
nazis did genealogy to prove their nonjewish
mormons traced their family roots to redeem their kindred dead 43
even the nazi attitude toward prostitution and homosexuality
seems to have been motivated more to cleanse the aryan race than
to improve popular morality
just as others in america mormon missionaries often
refused to believe what they thought were exaggerated stories
about the nazis
the boycott of the
this week we witnessed jews
nationalrat44 against
caused by the
countries that
circulation of untruths in foreign
the political prisoners here in germany were being
jews in england
inhumanely mistreated sic
america and other countries started boycotting
german made goods so the nazis called a boycott of
jewish stores here in germany 45
it should always be remembered that the true motives
behind nazi actions were not always evident and many doctrines
like their intentions regarding jews were not evident to most of

relating to
the genealogy work which was being done in germany calling
a fulfillment of prophecy
the hearts of the
it
children deseret news 17 february 3 10 17 24 31
march 7 april 1934
44ross
ross is likely referring to events following the
reichstag fire of 27 february 1933 hitler used the fire
and other unrest associated with it to induce hindenburg and
the reichstag to declare a state of emergency laying
43
431n
in 1934

articles ran in the deseret

news

ultimate power in the hands of the chancellor hitler
45
45charles
charies
charles J ross journal 28 march to 3 april 1933
LDS church archives
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the world until after the end of the second world war it is
therefore most important when judging these supporters of nazism
to see them from their 1930s perspective when the entire nazi
demon had not fully manifest itself
most members of the church in germany however remained
apolitical though there were a few who became involved in the
nazi party at least one branch suspected that one of its
members was working with the local police against the church and
that member was eventually excommunicated 46 most mormons who
became deeply entrenched in nazi party politics became so
involved that they had little time for church activity or they
became so alienated from the church that they had their
membership terminated
close ties with a religion particularly
one viewed by many germans

to be as radical as mormonism meant
that ones upward mobility within the nazi party would be
severely limited at least a dozen party members were
excommunicated by francis salzner in 1934 47
it is evident that though some missionaries may have been
somewhat enamored of hitler and some attempted to find
similarities between nazism and the church these similarities
46hugo
hugo

family history

fritz dietrich

61

LDS

church

archives
47
47richard
richard owen interview conducted by douglas tobler
28 may 1987 and quoted in douglas F tobler
the kingdom
and the reichs the relationship between the church of jesus
day saints
latterday
christ of latter
1945
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and german governments

nd
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at best superficial as is evidenced by those who could not
be both mormons and nazis at the same time
cormons like other germans feared what
primarily german mormons
this capricious government might do to them and their religion
some nazi harassment of mormons occurred but these were isolated
incidents and were mostly limited to such things as the
abolition of the boy scouts because they competed with the hitler
were

youth

and the closure of church meetings during nazi

rallies

organization religious or
but such action applied to any organizationreligious

secular
mormonism

official nazi policy toward
evidence indicates that a roundup of mormons en

though there was no

masse

as was done with jews jehovahs witnesses and others may have
been in the nazi plan though probably not focused directly
many priests
Monnon ism but against religion in general
against mormonism
were arrested and sent to camps for opposing the regime
at
least some nazis had toyed with the idea of establishing an aryan
church founded in teutonic traditions mixed with christian
doctrine but these movements which did not have official
approval were distrusted by the regime 48
though hitler could ill afford to arrest all lutherans and
catholics since this would involve most of the population he
did and would likely have continued to arrest members of smaller
religious factions who unlike the predominant faiths had
little power against him one mormon official otto berndt when
questioned by police in hamburg was informed by a nazi officer

48king
king

3
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this war behind us when we have the time to
devote to it and after we have eliminated the jews you mormons
are next49
next 49 if this statement truly represented the policy of
the third reich and not the opinion of one local official then
that

when we have

perhaps mormons could be found somewhere on the hierarchy of
enemies of the reich albeit perhaps among the lesser enemies
what put mormons more toward the bottom of the

like jehovahs witnesses closer to the top
toward nations as a whole

mormons
cormons
Mormons

under

list

and

religions

their attitudes
the twelfth article of

were

faith supported or at least did not oppose the regime and thus
jehovahs witnesses unlike
were treated more favorably
refused to pay homage to any government and refused to
serve in the german military hence they found themselves near
the top of the list of dissidents and undesirables
mormons and some other religious groups feared being moved
nearer the top of the list because of doctrines which tied them
to judaism most of these religions believed in the old
testament which because of its jewishness could be construed
mormons
cormons
Mormons

491nterview
interview with otto berndt

ers

cited in douglas tobler

new clothes
sunstone 5
and alan keele
the Fiihr
fuhrers
24
november december 1980
the united states state
speaking of mormon
department also had similar fears
missionaries an american consul wrote to the secretary of
of these missionaries may cause
state
the presence
irritation among germans hence the attitude of german
officials towards religious proselyting might be discreetly
conveyed to representatives of the church of the latter day

saints sic in case the department deems this advisable
american consulate to the secretary of state state
department

20

june

1933
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as subversive 50 nazis in an attempt to modify christianity to
their liking argued that
jesus was the true aryan who had founded positive
christianity which was corrupted by the rabbi
paul who as a political jew
evl ryl
judaized
judaizer christs
5ludaized
131
noble and heroic aryan ideals

take a special interest in judaism and profess
beliefs about the gathering of the jews in the last days had
though it appears
sound reasons to fear reprisals from nazis
that these beliefs were seldom denied they were not emphasized
in germany throughout the nazi era
it appears that for the vast majority of mormons the
primary goal was to endure the reich until it no longer
threatened them mormons believed that the kingdom of god was
eternal and the thousand year reich even if it truly did last
one thousand years as hitler predicted would not outlast the
reign of god therefore if they put up with the inconvenience
it was hoped that this too would pass and something more to their
liking would take its place james E talmage upon reading of
book burnings in the new nazi state wrote
if the regrettable
spirit which is to be
act is expressive of the german mind and spiritwhich
greatly doubted
doubtedit
it is an evidence suggestive of an impending
52
german
he was right but it took a world
nation
of
the
fall
mormons
cormons
Mormons

who

soking

5

51ibid
ibid
52
taimage
talmage

journal

17 may 1933
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war and

realized

the lives of uncounted millions before his fears were

conclusion
mormon missionaries working in germany were regularly
arrested and harassed severely limiting the churchs
efforts in the 1870s however the church appeared to have
gained a foothold in germany and had established a few small
EPILOGUE AND

congregations particularly in the south 1 these were also
the lands with the exception of bavaria which had
exhibited the greatest religious tolerance more gains were
made by the church around the turn of the century as the
government in germany apparently softened toward the church

partially

government were changed

these

two

pitted

it

against the
issues were the end of

because two issues which had

the churchs advocacy of polygamy in 1890 and its new effort
to discourage the emigration of mormons to the united
states german officials were still hesitant to concede to
the church full religious liberty but because of the
manifesto the united states government and its consulate
though also hesitant no longer had legal grounds to oppose
mormonism
consequently the church had gained a reluctant
but powerful ally in their proselyting efforts american
officials however seem to have become less hesitant in
their assistance of mormons in foreign lands with the

tsee the
isee

mormons

map

in germany

section for a geographic distribution of
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seating of reed smoot in the united states senate in the
first decade of the nineteenth century the united states
state department files are full of letters from smoot
petitioning for the intercession of the US foreign service
cormons
Mormons and it appears that his senatorial
in behalf of mormons
authority gained much more sympathy of mormon needs than
when these petitions came from common citizens
in
addition with mormons gaining a few influential positions
in the united states government it seems that german
officials took more albeit reluctant notice of the needs
of mormons because of the churchs newly extended leverage
it should be remembered however that this influence was
still quite feeble even within the united states
nevertheless until the end of the first world war the
suspicious
alwayssuspicious
church suffered under the hand of the always
government of the kaiser and the clergy who had a strong
influence over officials
because of these troubles with the government
missionaries often did not register with the police 2 or
they registered under false pretenses and felt justified in
deceiving officials on order to preach their message
this
was a two edged sword for the missionaries because their
surreptitious acts allowed them to preach but also caused
officials to doubt mormon integrity
2
21t
was and remains today a requirement of the german
it
government that persons register their place of residence
with an official agency
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in spite of these problems
church saw some of

its

it

in germany where the
greatest successes apparently
was

because germany was a nation with a protestant heritage

it

traditionally receptive to new
religions unlike the non
christian and catholic nations of
nonchristian

meaning

had been

the world
with the coming of the

first

world war missionaries

to leave germany placing responsibility for
running the church in the hands of members who were
inexperienced in church administrative functions church
leaders expected that with an inexperienced leadership the
church may wither and die without guidance from american
missionaries these members rose to the occasion however
and the american leaders who returned after the war were
pleasantly surprised that these local members ran the church
in their absence so efficiently outperforming the
missionaries who had left in 1914 in many respects
the war also created a new situation for the church it
was the first time that members fought in a major war on
opposing sides
church leaders in the united states
supported the allies in the war but dealt with this divided
allegiance within the church by counseling members to obey
and sustain the law of their respective nations as
prescribed in the twelfth article of faith and other LDS
scripture
were forced
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the war created a difficult situation for german
many backed germany
mormons living in the united states
and found themselves with the entry of the unites states
into the war in 1917 to be running directly against
american public opinion under the counsel of church
leaders however these germans cast their lot behind their
newly adopted nation and defused what could have become an
newlyadopted
ugly situation it is evident however that though their
lips supported the united states in the war many quietly
retained a deep affection for their homeland
it appears that the difficulties associated with the war
followed by the disagreement over the league of nations
helped turn the church to a more apolitical stance this
was helpful in minimizing discord within the church but also
limited the influence the church exercised within the
political realm even in the 1920s and 1930s however
church publications carried some articles containing
political commentary but they were less controversial in
tone than they had been during the first world war 3
most important to the church then and now was the fact
that political neutrality except in cases relating to
religious or moral concerns permitted the church to gain
access to countries which have in one way or another been
3since
ince that time the churchs stance on political
issues has evolved to the point that they are free of
political commentary unless the issue is considered to
relate to moral concerns
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restrictive of personal liberties

their message
political agenda

preaching

to the peoples of the world superceded any
of the church or its members
in germany members continued to run the branches on
their own until 1921 when the church gained permission to
return american missionaries what these missionaries found
when they returned was a church fairly intact considering
the circumstances but a nation suffering severe economic
again
and political difficulties as a result of the war
this was a first for the church since no large body of its
membership had as the result of war ever experienced such
severe economic distress the church was quick to expend
what resources it could spare to minimize the suffering and
lighten the burden of these destitute members it appears
that these struggles tended to turn germans toward religion
and contributed to the churchs great proselyting success in
the years immediately after the war this solidified mormon
beliefs that prosperity generally brings wickedness among a
people while impoverishment generally prompts humility
with the end of the inflation in the latter part of 1923 and
early 1924 however the weimar republic seemed to have
gained some stability and as expected when prosperity
returned to germany the churchs baptisms declined
cormons
mormons
cormons
Mormons were pleased
Mormons particularly american mormons
with the new weimar republic which arose in germany since
it espoused the principles of democracy similar to those of
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the united states and for the first time permitted
mormonisms
unhindered proselyting by mormon missionaries
approval of the new democracy in germany was not prompted
merely by the fact that most mormons were believers in the
american democratic system but their own scripture taught
that government by the people also had divine approval it
is likely therefore that because of their belief in mormon
scripture german saints were more supportive of the weimar
republic than were other germans who generally desired a
return of the deposed monarchy
mormons in germany however tended to do little to help
bolster the new democracy they were generally from the
lower classes

a group which had been excluded from

political affairs in the past

therefore tended to lack
the background and understanding necessary to participate in
political affairs furthermore the tendency within the
mormon community to turn inward meant that mormons in
and

generally had interests only in the events of the
congregation and let affairs on the outside of their
germany

their course
it seems strange that the american leaders who returned
to germany after the end of the war were so quick to reinstall american missionaries in leadership positions when
the local members had demonstrated their abilities to run
the church so well the most likely explanation is that the
community go

missionaries were shocked

by

the discord they found in the
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branches

this internal strife

cultural structure of the

german

was prompted

in part

society which

by

the

was based on

authoritarianism and frankness
american leaders in the years shortly after the war seem
to have been unwilling to remain in the background long
enough to allow the members to develop more christian traits
through service in these positions instead it appears
they felt that the disunity caused by these cultural and
social influences was too great to permit it to continue
by the mid 1920s however this attitude changed and
more local members were allowed to hold positions of
responsibility this permitted local members to develop
leadership and social skills which in time had the potential
to raise them up from the second
secondclass
class status imposed upon
them by their society
this transformation would however
for many take a great deal of time in some cases
generations mormon missionaries seem to have in some cases
expected this change to come sooner and sometimes failed to
apply the scripture which said that the the whole need not
a physician the church and its message
but they that are
sick 4 one of the greatest advantages of mormonism is that
its members are permitted to grow into their positions
thereby developing greater social and christian traits it
also freed missionaries to devote more time to proselyting
in spite of this turnaround however the church still had
4luke
bluke
uke

531
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difficulty filling leadership positions with local

members

because there were so few males available to hold these

in part due to the general attitudes
german men held toward religion and the lower number of
males within the german population as a result of the war
the postwar peace with germany and the movement to
organize a league to enforce peace created large divisions
within the mormon community particularly regarding the
debate over the league of nations mormons in the united
states may have taken a greater interest in the debate in
part because of their concern for the protection of the
membership in germany which by 1919 had nearly the highest
number of mormons outside the united states
reed smoot and
the few other prominent mormon leaders who opposed the
league found themselves among the minority and at odds with
their fellow mormons on the issue each side in the debate
felt to some extent that the issues surrounding the league
had moral and religious implications and they were
consequently very adamant about their position the side
opposed to the league felt that moral injustice was being
done upon germany and the other defeated nations by reducing
proponents of the league felt
them to a second class state
it was their moral obligation and the moral obligation of
the united states to bring peace to the world many of
these supporters believed that the league was the vehicle
which could bring this about
ironically those who

positions

this

was
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represented the minority faction particularly reed smoot
and J reuben mark
clark
dark jr were those who had the most
influence on the league debate though the issue never
pro
pre
removed itself from mormon politics in the proworld
world war 11
preworld
II
era when congress rejected the league charter the issue
moved out of the churchs political spotlight
throughout the churchs experience in the nineteenth
century in germany emigration to the united states had been
encouraged in order to help build up the church in the
western united states
this changed as the century came to
a close
in 1890 the church ceased to advocate polygamy
bringing with it a closer though at first tenuous
relationship with people and societies outside the faith
this increased rapport with gentiles coupled with
decreased economic opportunities in the western united
states prompted church leaders to advise the membership to
hom elands
remain in their homelands

it

ironically particularly difficult to convince
those most devout to remain as there were no temples
readily accessible for faithful german members to receive
all of the blessings of temple activity but by the
beginning of the 1930s with the assurance that temples
would one day be constructed in europe members seem to have

felt

was

homelands
elands
in their hom
more significant however were the highly restrictive
emigration laws imposed by the united states government in
more comfortable about remaining
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the early 1920s and again in the early 1930s
the result
was that after 1931 few mormons emigrated to the united
states this reduction of emigrants established a greater
membership base in the german branches on which the church
could build adding increased confidence and stability
overall this was a positive step toward selfsufficiency
self sufficiency
for the church in germany since the church requires the
existence of wards and stakes essentially larger and more
complete ecclesiastical units before the church could give
its members all the programs and blessings they needed
these goals only began to be realized after the second world
war

the depression which began late in 1929 had a
significant impact on the church and the rest of the world
particularly germany in an attempt to minimize the effects
of the depression on american business and agriculture reed
hawley tariff and congress passed
smoot introduced the smoot
smoothawley
it into law the tariff nearly doubled the duties on many
imports contrary to smoots intentions however the
tariff further deepened the impact of the depression
it was the depression which helped create a political
climate favorable to hitlers rise within the weimar
republic through manipulation of the german polity and the
exploitation of the economic circumstances of the german
people he was eventually able to bring the republics short
life to an end and establish himself as dictator
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in the past the church advised its
membership to support the prevailing government which may
have been partially the cause of the churchs relatively
fair treatment under the nazis compared to that afforded
some of the other smaller christian religions most notably
the jehovahs witnesses moreover unlike the political
power the church was gaining in the united states the
church in germany because of its small numbers had
virtually no power to stand up and be counted on moral
issues which arose as the nazi political machine moved
forward choosing a course of passive resistance as did the
jehovahs witnesses or an active course as did a few
factions in the larger churches would have been to reject
LDS doctrine and would have only meant the death and greater
suffering of many latterday
latter day saints
though at least to some the hitler regime appeared to
be amoral few mormons rose in opposition because of their
leaders counsel to obey the state of notable exception
As had been done

huebener
three young men helmut Hueben
err
erf karl heinz schnibbe
and rudi wobbe who working as a team used church equipment
to publish antinazi
anti nazi propaganda 5 there were however many
mormons who either in an attempt to protect the church or
were

55all
aall

three were arrested huebener was beheaded and
ali
all
schnibbe and wobbe were sentenced to long prison terms
douglas F tobler and alan keele
the fuhrers new
20 29
sunstone 5 november december 1980

clothes
2029
karl heinz schnibbe with tobler and keele the price the
story
storv of a mormon who defied hitler salt lake city
true satorv
bookcraft

1984
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out of genuine but errant support of nazism played up to
the regime alfred C rees a mormon mission president
serving in germany went so far as to have an article titled
cormons
Mormons
Mor monen
im lande der mormonen
in the land of the mormons
Vol
published in the nazi party newspaper the v61kischer
voi
volkischer
kischer
beobachter in april 1939 which favorably compared the
church to the nazis 6 though these apparent friends of
nazism may be criticized from a postwar perspective their

actions though perhaps misguided may have had a softening
effect on the regimes attitude toward the church
shortly after reess article appeared in the beobachter
however hitlers troops invaded poland and the second
once again mormon missionaries
world war was underway
were evacuated and members were left to run the church with
little direction from higher authorities young mormons
from both sides were again called to the colors of their
country the suffering and death to which mormons were also
victims was greater than in the first world war but the
church in germany would again survive the ordeals of war and

its

aftermath

mormons
gln
gin
Mormons
nini
Mormonen
nlvl lande der mormonen
in the land of the cormons
Vol
v61kischer
voi
volkischer
kischer beobachter
beobachterr 1 april 1939
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address given in general conference by hyrum valentine

april

8

1917

to say

brother kessler one of your
citizens of this city he was sent over there to edit the
mission paper A more faithful man was never sent to us to
perform missionary work and he found himself in a most
difficult position on august 1 1914 president hyrum M
1I

want

a word about

smith and 1I were out in the mission traveling through
germany
the war came like a thunderbolt we never had a

of it at all brother kessler said 1 I
carry in my pocket a sworn statement an oath that 1I will be
1
ready at the moment they call for my help
he said
I
could not look my country men in the face and stand here when

word of warning

he said
they call for me to render assistance
it is true
1I have been sent here to do missionary work and 1
I have
enjoyed my work most exceedingly but 1I cant edit the paper

there is nothing here but turmoil we will not
be able to cross the boundary 1I cant cross the boundary if
1I will be taken as a deserter and cast into prison and
1I do
possibly shot 1I dont know but that tomorrow the french
will rush over the boundary here into basel they will
any longer

hyrum

valentine conference reports
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8

april

1917
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discover that 1I am a german citizen and 1I will be taken a
prisoner of war and interned 1I dont know but tomorrow the
germans themselves will cross over the boundary here and come
riding in a street car they could come in a street car and
ride into the city of basel and they could come here and
take me as a traitor to my country 1I may be cast into
takeme
takebe
prison 1I may be executed it matter not he said but 1I
in the anguish of his soul he went to
feel 1I must go
serve his country and there is no criticism oh 1I know the
anguish of his soul many days after he had gone into the
war how he felt what a burden he had taken upon himself
he
might have waited
1I have often said he might have waited
eight days and president smith would have been there and he
1I dont think the result
might have counseled with him
would have been any different but he would not have had the
1I want to say to you he
burden resting on his shoulders
was just as true a servant and a soldier in his countrys
we know of his
army as he was a servant of god in our midst
example from the letters we received from the officers in the
army in the regiment in the division where he served and
my brethren and sisters he
he is a credit to our people
died as he lived a faithful latterday
latter day saint a soldier of
the cross though enlisted fox
for the time being with his

countrys

army
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brother hofmann is a

before he came into the
church was a social democrat who did not believe in
anything
brother william wright of ogden was delivering a
lecture one night and this man was passing the door he
heard him and stepped in he was susceptible to the
teachings of the gospel he joined the church he is a very
fine architect and a supervisor of buildings he was almost
ready to pack his trunk and his grip and come to america
come to zion that he might serve the lord more faithfully
we felt impressed to call him on a mission in march 1914
we called him on a mission and he gave up his plans gladly
on august 7 it became
and went out into the mission field
necessary for him to join his regiment he said
oh
as
they buckled on to me that tour
tournister
nister and gave me that
shining gun in my hands do you know what my prayer was
he
said 1 I prayed to the lord every night in secret that it
1I did not
might not be my lot to shoot one of my fellow men
want to shoot anybody and oh how 1I rejoiced when after
seven days in the army 1I was assigned to the hospital corps
and I1 was relieved of the responsibility of shedding the
1
he said
blood of any of my brethren
I saw an answer to
my prayer there
and when 1I was in that good samaritan work
my fellow comrade and I1 binding the wounds of a fallen
comrade a grenade fell in between us and tore from him his
arm and from me a leg
1I thanked god
today that
he said
man who
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1I

escaped from

a

leg

that terrible

war with

the loss of a foot and

hearts bled when we saw that big man
after having been released from the hospital returning to us
to enter into the missionary work he came with an artificial
do you know our

limb

a poorly equipped

artificial

limb

and two heavy canes

bearing about two hundred pounds weight largely on his

the tears rolled down our cheeks and 1I wept oh 1I
wept and then 1I saw what many a father and many a mother and
many a wife and child has had to pass through in this cruel
war
but he laughed and said 1 I am thankful to the lord
he is doing
that 1I escaped with the loss of a foot and leg
valiant service and has done now for nearly two years as
the editor of our mission paper 1I have thought today as
often before what would we do there today were it not for
this man he is almost our only support there because now
that we have gotten into turmoil and war the animosity and
hands

the hatred that

grow up with war

will

make

itself

manifest there
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dear president valentine

july

1914

dear father
if you would like to do me a favor then 1I might ask you
the following if 1I should not return please notify the
authorities of the church in my name to pay to elder geo
kuhn my brother in law 408 post st salt lake city the
sum of 200 dollars money 1I owe him
he has a son on a
mission at the present time is a very good latterday
latter day saint
my

and not a wealthy man

at all

postpone due repayment

till

not accept any interest

on

he was
my

the

perfectly willing to

mission was over and would
money

although he could need

it
pleaser write bishop worthen of the fourth ward in salt
please
lake city and tell him that 1I tried to represent his ward
well tell him also the reason why 1I did not write
frequently as 1I should have done
please visit my sister and my brother in law in salt

lake city

there and give them my love
have a kind word for me when you write to the president
of the church assure them of my respect and love and
when you come

wilhelm kessler to hyrum valentine
hyrum valentine papers
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adoration in all my troubles 1I will not forget to pray for
these noble men
and please dont argue with yourself that 1I did
wrong consider my patriotism my rights that 1I am fighting
for my religious view on the subject my belief in heavenly
protection and the oath that 1I have taken with a conscious
german heart when called into the army
before 1I leave to give satisfaction to my final and only
destination as a german man and soldier 1I want to say good
1I rather would have shaken your dear hand once
bye to you
more but nevertheless 1I do feel your sympathy
from the bottom of my heart do 1I thank you for your love
may the lord repay you and bless you
and fatherly guidance
for all your direct and indirect good counsels and your

correct conduct towards unto me
1I will think of you and mother before 1I fall asleep my
heart will be tender when 1I feel your prayer for which 1I
will long as a child longs for food
1I cannot wont
be of any service to the church under
the circumstances existing at the present time but yet of a
little to my beloved country
1I can truly say that in my soul 1I feel a firm conviction
that this step that 1I am making is not a wrong one
your loving and devoted son
wm

kessler

APPENDIX
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resolution
the following resolution was passed without a dissenting voice
at the mass meeting in the auditorium march 29 1917
As loyal american citizens of german and austrian birth or
extraction assembled in mass meeting at the auditorium in salt
lake city this 29th day of march 1917 we have met to reaffirm
our allegiance to the american flag and the american government
while with every other good citizen we deplore the state of
war which is devastating and depopulating europe and deprecate
any necessity which may force this country to participate in that
war we unreservedly pledge our support to the united states
government in such an emergency
should war be declared against
any foreign power or potentate for the protection of american

rights

and

lives

we

hereby

resolve to do our part as citizens of the republic whose
liberty and opportunities we have enjoyed and whose hospitality
has sheltered us when we sought refuge from oppression and
injustice in other lands and we further
resolve that we neither owe nor consider any higher national
allegiance or obligation than that which we hereby acknowledge to
the united states and we further

salt lake city beobachter
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resolve to expose and defeat by every means within our
power

any and every

effort

made

either secretly or openly

by

citizens or foreigners to embarrass hinder injure or betray

this

government

its officials its

army

or navy in carrying on

against any foreign foe whatsoever and we
resolve further that we stand ready and wiling to do our
full duty as citizens in war as in peace and to fight if need
be for the defense of american rights and the glory of the
american flag and we
resolve that a copy of these resolutions be forwarded by
the governor of the state to the president of this republic as a
pledge of support from loyal citizens of utah whose ties of
birth blood and recollection are not strong enough to hold
against the bonds of duty gratitude and patriotism which bind us
to the land of our adoption
war
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GERMAN missiolf
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swissgerman
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MISSION
MISSI

1933
1912
19121933
1912 valentine hyrum washington b
rose ellen bywater b 1875
1916 cannon angus jenne b 1867
miriam hawkins b 1870
1923

tadje frederick
eliza walz b 1894

1925

cannon

1928

hugh jenne

sarah ellen richards
tadje frederick b

eliza

walz

b

watt

1886

b

1867
b 1889
1886

1894

Sa izner francis b
salzner
laura webb b 1894

1931

b

1873

1870

20th century mission presidents index

germanaustrian
austrian mission
transferred to the german
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APPENDIX E

germanaustrian
mission presidents of the german
austrian mission
19
19333
1925
19251933
192519
1925

tadje frederick
eliza walz b 1894

1926

valentine hyrum washington
rose ellen bywater b 1875
kimball edward partridge
hazel beatie b 1882
budge oliver hyer b 1872
margaret button
sutton b 1877

1929

1930

watt

b

1886
1873

b

b

1882

20th century mission presidents index

transferred from the swiss german mission
returned early due to the illness of his wife
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MISSION

presidents

missiole
OF THE EUROPEAN missione
MISS IOle
MISSION

1933
1913
19131933

smith hyrum mack b 1872
ida elizabeth bowman b 1872
1916 richards george franklin b 1861
1913

edith

mary dunn

b

1884

1919

smith george albert b 1870
lucy emily woodruff b 1869

1921

mckay
emma

david oman b

ray riggs b

1873
1877

1924

talmage james edward b
merry may booth b 1868

1928

soe john andreas b 1872
Widt
widtsoe
leah eudora dunford b 1874

1862

LDS church historical department
presidents index
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1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937

6.95
695
5.28
528
5.19
519
4.74
474
2.57
257
1.97
197
1.76
176
2.93
293
1.44
144
0.38
038
ooo
0.00
000
0.11
011
ooo
0.00
000
0.312
0312
0.31
031
0.39
039
0.83
083
0.83
083
2.49
249
1.44
144
2.95
295
3.37
337
2.42
242
3.32
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3.71
371
1.70
170
0.15
015
0.08
008
0.06
006
0.09
009
0.15
015
0.05
005
0.13
013
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alder

german
gennan
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year

emigrants

year

emigrants

1929
1930
1931
1932
1933

274
133

1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

6
6
8

8
4
9

10
9

percentage

SPEAKING MISSIONS
OF EMIGRANTS FROM GERMAN
germanspeaking

oag
028
026
024
0.22
022
02
0.2
02

0.18
olb
018
olg
0.16
016
014
0.14
014
012
0.12
012

ol
0.1
01

0.08
008
0.06
006
0.04
004
0.02
002

0

lawa
lama
lami

1880

1885

1890

95

1900

1905

der stern annual statistical reports
119
123
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119123

1910

1915

aider
alder

1920

1925

german

1930

193537

TABLE 6

year
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906

percentage
percent

OF EMIGRANTS FROM GERMANY

89.061
89061
89.06
8906

111.34
11134
85.53
8553
103.55
10355
50.45
5045
48.76
4876
31.76
3176
37.14
3714
65.54
6554
55.22
5522
gogg
60.66
6066
28.79
2879
21.46
2146
19.05
1905
38.85
3885
58.60
5860
31.49
3149
35.11
3511
30.05
3005
10.79
1079

7.55
755
10.07
1007
5.59
559
7.00
700
10.02
1002
7.10
710
10.17
1017
7.56
756
10.39
1039
10.51
1051
10.92
1092
10.44
1044

year

percent

1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937

7.84
784
7.46
746

report
report
report
report
report
report
report
report
report
report
report
report
report
report
report
1.65
165
3.34
334
3.81
381
2.72
272
3.77
377
4.23
423
1.91
191
igl
igi
0.17
017
0.09
009
0.07
007
0.10
010
olo
0.17
017
0.05
005
0.15
015
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
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der stern annual statistical reports alder
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119123
the percentage was determined by
dividing the number emigrated during the year by the number of
members recorded at the end of each year which accounts for a
number greater than 100 for the years 1876 and 1878
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og
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0.9
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0.8
08

07
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0.7
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og
06
0.6
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0.5
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04
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0.3
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0.1
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0
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annual statistical reports alder
speaking immigration 119
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119123
the percentage was determined by
dividing the number emigrated during the year by the number of
members recorded at the end of each year which accounts for a
number greater than 100 for the years 1876 and 1878
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TABLE 7

BAPTISMS FOR THE GERMAN
germanspeaking
SPEAKING MISSIONS

year

baptisms

year

baptisms

1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903

93

1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

334
373
316
453
667

no
no
no
95
156
177
99
182
158
244
227
357
335

record
record
record

266
137
161
77
113
201
206
208
228
262
238
165
173

271
309
286
448
633
615
562

der stern annual
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208

870
855
706
579
548
353
247
320
264
63

595
1165
1024
733
1453
1792
854
964
761
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811
666
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462
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374
338
388
357
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19
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19
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1.5
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0.8
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07
0.7
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0.6
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05
0.5
05
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0.4
04
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0
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1930
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TABLE
TABIX
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germant
GERMANY
FOR germane
BAPTISMS FOR
foy
year

members

year

members

1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904

0

1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

218
210
369
548

no
no
no
no
14
59
12
55
59
82

record
record
record
record

126
221
132
118
42
57
22
24
75
98
86
79
168

148
94

131
176
177
168
290
477
447
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242
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der stern annual statistical
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no
no
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record
record
record
record
record
record
record
record
record
record
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TABLE 9

membership

FOR THE GERMAN
germanspeaking
SPEAKING MISSIONS

year

members

year

members

1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1396
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905

556

1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937

4071
4243
4737
5445
6120
6642
6876
6883
6992
7029
7199
7399
no report
7441
8241
9434
8671
9171
11102
12051
12606
12849
13347
13474
13653
13772
14305
14531
14559
14546
14664
14774

584
694
761
752
789
884
1139
1091
1083

1000
915
895
717
730
759
823
904

815
922
1027
1121
1177
1634
2029
2029
2276
2827
3201
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4057
3823
3996
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TABLE 10

membership

GERMAN
FOR GERMANY

year

members

year

members

1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905

64
97

1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937

2711
2857
3298
no report
no report
no report
no report
no report
no report
no report
no report
no report
no report
no report
no report
no report
no report
no report
9706
10637
11167
11426
11747
11828
12145
12091
12574
12797
12809
12784
12898
13007

152
169
222
242
381
517
444
335
305
330
233
231
260
285
289
282
376
519
530
596
858
1028
1198
1592
2025
2234
2589
2018
2546

er stern annual
der

statistical reports
214

membership
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GERMAN

14
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12
11

10

9
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aa
a
0
0
C

a
7
6
5
4
3
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0

1895
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1880

1890
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1900
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TABLE 11
GERMAN SPEAKING
missionaries CALLED TO germanspeaking
year
year
missionaries

1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

32
30
46
35
54
53
42

100
71
49
54
41
66
78
66
78
72
67
73
82
42
0
0

202

MISSIONS

missionaries
0
0
0
7
0

187
187
91
132
122
107
128
123
127
107
55
37
45
84
74
98
163
47

CALLED TO GERMAN
germanspeaking
SPEAKING MISSIONS

missionaries
200
190
ISO
180
ITO
170

I1

1I

160
ISO
150

140
130
120

I
1

lioi
100
loo
loor
go
90
80

TO
70

60 h
so
50 L
k
401
30i
30
201
20
10

L

0
1895

1905
905

irving 14
18
1418

1915

1925
925

1935

TABLE 12

population

OF SELECTED MISSIONS OF THE CHURCH

1910
1
2
3
4
5

mission
southern states
british
hawaiian
swissgerman
swiss german
new zealand

total
14071

members

8202
8170
6120
5521

1915
1
2
3
4
5

mission
southern states
hawaiian
british
swissgerman
swiss german

central states

total

members

18292
9443
7967
7029
5587

1920
1
2
3

4
5

mission
southern states
hawaiian
swissgerman
swiss german

total

members

total

members

20492
11009
9434
7830
6509

british

central states
1925

1
2
3

4
5

mission
southern states
hawaiian
swissgerman
swiss german

22954
13668
12051
9754
8684

california
central states

204

219

1930
1
2
3

4
5

6

11

mission
southern states
hawaiian

east central states
central states
californian
german
germanaustrian
austrian
german
swissgerman
swiss

total

members

total

members

15454
14455
12988
10804
8689
7431
6222

1935
1
2
3
4
5
8

10

mission
southern states

east central states
hawaiian
northwestern states
new zealand
german
germanaustrian
austrian
swissgerman
swiss german

17796
13595
11561
11313
8597
7884
6662

TABLE 13

BAPTISMS FOR SELECTED MISSIONS OF THE CHURCH

1910

baptisms

mission
1
2
3

4

5

british

963
951
855
433
306

southern states
swissgerman
swiss german
scandinavian
netherlands
1915

1
2
3
4
5
6

baptisms

mission
southern states

1040
409
298
288
254
247

central states

british

northern states
hawaiian
swissgerman
swiss german
1920

1
2
3

4
5

baptisms

mission
swissgerman
swiss german
southern states

central states
northwestern states
california

1165
1148
463
277
251

1925
1
2
3
4

5

baptisms

mission
southern states
swissgerman
swiss german

1031
854
520
510
486

californian
central states

hawaiian

221

207

1930
1
2
3

4

5
7
8

mission
southern states

east central states
central states
northwestern states
california
swissgerman
swiss german
german
germanaustrian
austrian

baptized

675
502
486
440
410
366
330

1935
1I
2
3

4
5

10
14

mission
southern states
northwestern states
western states

east central states
california
german
germanaustrian
austrian
german
swissgerman
swiss

baptized

821
532
522
398
370
208
166
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history of the church
day saints in germany and its
of jesus christ of latter
latterday
relationship with the german governments from world war 1I
to the rise of hitler
mormons and germany
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focuses on the churchs struggle in
establishing itself in germany with cultural social political
and religious problems the cultural and social problems focus
primarily on the interaction between mormon
mormonamerican
american
missionaries and leaders who preached mormonism in a society

the political problems
different from their own
concern historical events such as the ffirst world war the
inflation of 1923 in germany and the rise of hitler while the
religious problems focus on thechurchs
the churchs interaction with other
faiths who generally opposed it and the struggle of
missionaries to establish congregations
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